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Abstract
This thesis presents a chronological survey of the evo­
lution of Hindu marriage down to circa A.D. 500* The 
rituals of marriage are discussed in the first two 
chapters. The first chapter deals with the marriage rituals
in the time of the Rg-Veda and the Atharva-Veda. in the*
second chapter the marriage ceremonies of the G-rhyasutras 
are described in detail. These rituals have been compared 
to other Indo-European marriage rituals and those of the 
indigeneous tribes to show evidence of the fusion of .. 
cultures. An attempt has been made to establish signi - 
ficance of every ritual. In the third chapter the different 
forms of marriage as described in t|ie Dharmasutras and 
Smrtis are discussed. The reason of the acceptance of 
the lower forms in the later text seems to be the growth 
of intermarriage with non-Aryans. The four inferior forms 
of-.'marriage are suggested to be of later development. In 
the fourth chapter age of marriage, polygamy, polyandry 
and intercaste marriages are discussed. The gradual low­
ering of age is suggested to be the result of the reaction 
on the part of the high caste Aryans to non-Aryan sexual 
customs of which they did not approve of .The fifth chapter
deals with widowhood and Divorce. Sati ,widow-remarriage 
also Niyoga and their gradual evolution are discussed. 
The sixth chapter deals with the position of women in 
religion, public life, law and society. The gradual 
decline of their position in later days is pointed out 
and its causes are analysed.
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INTRODUCTION
In the pages that follow we have made an 
attempt to trace the roots and evolution of Hindu 
marriage from the earliest times of which we have 
any record, down to 500 A*D. We have tried to present 
a systematic picture of the development of the insti­
tution of marriage and its rituals and the position 
of women affected by it.
The study of these rituals is interesting 
in as much as it reveals the fusion of the culture of 
the Indo-Aryans with that of the indigenous tribes and 
other inhabitants of India as also in that it seems as 
a pointer to the evolution of the status of women in 
home and society and the socio-cultural outlook on 
marital life throughout the ages.
The Aryans when they migrated to India had 
ali'eady a definite ideology regarding the institution 
of marriage as well as a set of rules and regulations 
with the corresponding rituals. Simple as these rituals 
were, those are enough to throw light on the status of 
women in home and society, as also on what was believed 
about the nature of the union of man and women.
In later days with the expansion of the Aryans 
in all directions over the country, much as they tried
( II )
to keep the purity of their stock intact, there was 
fusion of races and consequently of cultures, customs 
and rituals. Some of the indigenous races of India 
had a fairly developed civilization and culture and 
also their own social customs and institutions. With 
their expansion the Aryans absorbed the customs of the 
pre-Aryans and non-Aryans, as it is evident from a 
study of the gradual transformation of the simple Yedic 
rituals to the highly complicated forms of the later 
sutras.
The study is mainly based on literary sources 
the exact dating of which is a very difficult problem, 
as there are so many differences of opinion. We have
Hi
generally accepted the dating of P.V. Kane as this 
seems to be the most recent and correct. Although the 
texts belong to different periods down to the Guptas, 
the commentators are all of the medieval period and are 
often influenced by the ideas of their own times, as 
we have tried to point out. We have also brought to 
bear on the subject our personal knowledge of the local 
customs and practices prevalent in India. These have 
been referred to to throw light on the rites of the
X,  P . V .  fcccrve. 5 H i sK> h.vj of G^koJV'm.OuS'atH.O.S ^ Vo t . ' i l , 1 . Ck./i.0>\.e>
( III )
early period, as have those of the indigenous tribes 
of India,
Among the earliest religious texts Rg-Veda
&
and Atharva-Veda are most useful for our purpose. The
period of Vedic Samhitas may go hack to the period
& •}£
between 1500 and 1000 B.O. But the parts used by us
mostly belong to the end of that , period. The Brahmanas,
belonging to different Vedas have also been used, and
throw some light on the subject. The G-rhyasutras or
domestic rituals are very useful as they contain the
ceremonies of marriage in detail. The G-rhyasutras
*
generally belong to the period of 800 to 4-00 B.O. But
some of the Grhyasutras are later, and belong to the
*
Pharmasutra period i.e. 600 - 300 B.O. There are a
number of mantras quoted in the sutras, which do not
occur in the samhitas and are quite separate from the
sutra texts. These are the Mantra Brahmana quoted by
*
Gobhila and Mantrap at ha quoted by Apastamba. The Pharma- 
sutras are the oldest law books of the Indians and are 
the books of instruction on spiritual ans secular law. 
The Arthasastra of Kautilya, the most important early 
Indian manual of statecraft and secular law, belongs
* Here, and throughout this work we have adopted the 
chronology of P.V.Kane.
( IV )
to 300 to 100 B.O. At a somewhat later date appeared
the versified compendia of law and customs known as
Dharma^astras or Smrtis, of which the oldest is Manu
*
Smrti, compiled Between 200 B.O. and A.D. 200. Yajnavalkya, 
Visnu, Narada and Brhaspa^ti Smrtis relate to the period* * * a
Between A.D.100 and 500. These sastric texts extend 
up to the G-upta period. The Buddhist, Jaina and Hindu 
literature,. inscriptions and the accounts of the foreign 
travellers down to that period have also Been consulted.
The great epics MahaBharata and Hamayana, which were 
composed Between the 4th century B.C. and the 4th A.D* 
also represent the social life of the period, and have 
Been utilised.
In the nineteenth century the study of the 
Indian social order, as far as Indian scholars were 
concerned, was mainly inspired By the spirit of nationalism. 
They realised the ill effects of many current social 
practices and tried to reform society with the sanction 
of the sacred texts. The works of Raja Bammohan Bay
IM" *
against Sati, Isvarchandra Vidyasagar1s writings on 
widow-marriage and Swami Dayanand Saraswati's text called 
'Satyartha Prakasa* all Belong to that group. As they
1. English Works of Baja Bammohan Ray.
2. Isvarchandra Yidyasagar - Marriage of Widows.
( v )
were mainly written from a nationalist spirit and are 
often by no means free from prejudice.
Some other works of recent Indian writers also 
represent more or less the same spirit. Altekar in his 
Position of Women in ^ iidu:CLvUU^jdm tries to give some 
suggestions for the future to bring about a harmony 
between the past and the present. Yalavalkar in his 
Hindu Social Institutions declares that there are some 
intrinsic virtues of the old Hindu theory and conception 
of human life and organisation which can be recommended 
for adoption by *the whole world.
S.G. Sarkar, on the other hand, in his ’Some
Aspects of the Earliest Social History of India* gives
a new approach to the study of social history. He
emphasizes aspects of marriage and society, such as
promiscuity, matriarchy etc. which were scarcely recog™
nized as existing by earlier scholars. But he gives too
much historical value to the myths, and bases his
conclusions on materials which are- not always very
convincing. It would seem that Sarkar*s work is prejudiced
by strong opposition to the rigidity of conventional
Hindu family life, and hence he has unduly stressed
every hint at laxity in the Rg-Yeda.
%
( VI )
There are some other very valuable works on 
the subject, such as Kane *s 1History of Pharmasastras1, 
Jolly*s Hindu Law and Customs etc. These works, though 
giving the dates of the sources, have not made much 
distinction between the early Vedic and the later vedic 
periods, which show quite remarkable differences as far 
as social changes and the position of women are concerned. 
Moreover they devote little- attention to the marriage 
rituals which are so significant from many points of 
view. Westermarek in his 1 History of Human Marriage* 
has dealt with marriage rituals and has made a comparative 
study of such rituals throughout the world. But his work . 
has ;fa*jit few references to Hindu rituals.
The first detailed study of the marriage 
rituals was made by Winternitz in his commentaries on
the Apastambiya G-rhyasutras, where he makes many-
0
comparisons with the rituals of other Indo-European 
peoples. Prof. Pandey*s *Hindu San^kara* deals with the 
Grhyasutra rituals, but his work is almost entirely 
descriptive.
The present work is undertaken not only in an 
effort to trace the development of these rituals and 
forms from their vedic roots down to the Smrti and to
( VII )
attempt to discover the traces of pre-Aryan and non- 
Aryan customs and usages, but also to establish as 
far as possible the significance of every ritual. The 
rituals have been described chronologically and also 
in sections, as religious, magical and symbolical. We 
have tried to indicate the meaning of the rituals by 
adopting the methods suggested by Radcliffe Brown in 
his "Structure & Function of Primitive Society", by 
comparing the various uses of the symbol and trying 
to discover what the common element is.
In the Dharmasutra period we find reference 
to eight forms of marriage. It is generally accepted 
by scholars that Ratesasa was the original form ofr 'rT™' r,m £
marriage and Brahma was the product of the most civilized 
condition of society. The Aryans might have gone through 
all these stages before finally accepting Brahma form, 
but the Brahma was surely the only legal form of 
marriage among all the branches of Aryan people before 
they entered India. The other inferior forms of marriage 
were assimilated late into Aryan society* These were 
taken from the people with whom Aryans came into 
contact. This also is proved by the fact that these 
lower forms of marriage were more willingly accepted by
((VIII)
the later law hooks than the earlier ones. We have 
also tried to trace the origin of these forms and to 
establish the trend of their development from the 
contradictory statements of the Manus amhita, whichA
is probably the compilation of the texts of different 
times.
As regards other problems connected with 
marriage, we have tried to present a systematic account 
of the various developments and of their effects on 
the status of women in the home and society, on the 
socio-cultural attitude to women, and on Indian marital 
life throughout the ages.
1Chapter I
Marriage rituals in the Rg~Veda, and At harva-Veda__
The earliest references to the institution of marriage 
in India are to be found in the ^g-Veda-The hymns show 
that the Rg-Vedic marriage was cbnsidered1 to be a 
sacrament and that the whole basis of marriage was the 
spiritual unification of the couple by magic mantras.
Not only was marriage well established in the Vedic 
ages,but it was also regarded as a social and religious 
duty and necessity-As regards the marriage rituals 
R .v .x .85  gives a detailed description of the marriage 
ceremony of the Sun-maiden Surya and Soma,the moon,It 
consists of groups of verses relating to marriage 
ceremonials,loosely strung together.These verses nearly 
all refer to the marriage rituals,and most of them are 
quoted in the manuals of domestic rituals or Gyhya-Sutras 
and were used also at the marriage of ordinary human 
beings,The hymn consists partly of narrative stanzas, 
partly of addresses to the Asvina and Surya,and partly 
of mantras of benediction and incantation recited at 
the various stages of the marriage ceremony.The order
2'
of verses in the Rg~Veda and Atharva-Veda does not 
exactly reflect the order of events at the marriage 
ceremony,but with a little change in the order,we find 
in these verses a consistent picture of the whole 
marriage rite.
In the hymn in question the negotiations of marriage
were made by the two Asvins,who appear to have been the
groomsman,and who asked for the hand of Surya from her
father on behalf of Soma.
"Somo vadhuyur abhavad t
k .2
Asvinas tam ubha vara I
-b / y  ^/■______ _
Suryam yat patye Samaantim
• o
/
manasa Savitadadat 11 "
(R;V.X.8?.9)
’’Soma was desirous of a bride and the two Asvins were tie- 
two groomsmen.Then Savita gave his willing Surya,who was 
approving it in her mind,to her husband."
Though Vara generally means the husband or suitor,it is 
evidently used here as a wooer,who asks for the bride 
on behalf of someone else.
when the two Asvins started for the wooing of Surya 
the bridegroom uttered the following mantra invoking i
3the gods to make the journey successful:
-t / X . —
Anrksara rjavah santu panthaa * *> 9
/ / S /
yebhih sakhayo yanti no vareyam
' ’ - ' T»/ • ' "I-sam Aryama sam Bhago no niniyat 
sam jaspatyam suyamam astu devaha o
( R*V0 Xo85*23.)
"Thornless and smooth be the paths by which our friends 
travel for the wooing* May the gods Aryama and Bhaga lead 
us 5 0 Gods 5 may the union of husband and wife be successful'^
and on their arrival at the bride’s home all the gods
gave them assent,
Yad Asvina prchamanav ayatam0 o
/ / — 3  ^
tricakrena vahatum Suryayah
t> 0 o
O  s. / /
Visve deva anu tad vam ajanan
y >* jr- _
putrah pitarav avrnita Pusa
o ■ , *
( R.V. X.85.11^.)
/
" When on your three “Wheeled, chariot, 0 Asvins you came
as wooers to Surya1s wedding, then all the gods agreed
t
to your proposal, Pusan as son elected you as fathers*
Pusan is a protector and multiplier of cattle( paSupa)
1
and of human possessions in general* In. character he
is, solar deity and beholds the universe and is a guide
2
on roads and journeys*
1* Pustimbha™ R*V*VIo3“7a
2. R.V.IA2.1; X.17.16; X.85.26
hHe is connected with the marriage ceremonials' ,being
besought to take the bride’s hand and lead her away
and bless her in her conjugal relations.So it seems
that at the time of marriage the girl is partially
given in charge of Pusan,who in his turn elects the 
/
Asvins to arrange the marriage.
Griffith thinks that Pusan .here means Savitr and interi
prets the last phrase as intended to express Savitr*s
close relationship and obligation to the Asvins,who had
arranged the marriage".This verse also shows that at thw
time of negotiation, of marriage the approval of the
relatives or friends was necessary.
Selecting the auspicious day
An auspicious day was always
selected for every ceremony connected with marriage.Cows
w^ ere slain in the Mag ha naksatra and the bride was borne
0
to her husband’s home in the naksatra Phalguni.
 ^ y y  ^ y
"Suryaya vahatuh pragat Savita yam avisrjat
Aghasu hanyante gavo Ar junyoh par^ uhyyte r- n
(R.V.X.85.13)
,!The bridal procession of Surya, which is started by
1.R.V.X.85.26 & 37
2.Griffith on R g - V e d a . X . n o t e )t
Savita,has gone beforehand.The cows are slain in the Agha 
(Magha) and Surya is brought to her husband's home on 
Ar juni( Phalguni) ,1
Surya's bridal procession here presumably means that the 
bearers of the bridal presents to Surya?given by her 
father had already advanced,In India even at the present 
day the presents given to the girl by the father are car­
ried in procession to the bridegroom's house before the 
bride's departure from her father's home,Hanyante in this 
verse is translated by Sayana as dandais tadyanteo Ki —- — ----- or“----- ’
Preranartham.But hanyante generally means slay and no 
doubt Sayana1s forced interpretation was largely inspired 
by the general horror of cow-killing in later Hinduism, 
Moreover in the Vedas we find many references to the slay-
i
ing of cows on festive occassions ?so that it can be 
assumed that cows were slain on the occassion of marriage. 
If we cannot accept this interpretation we must assume 
that this verse is misplaced,and should appear towards the 
end of the hymn,referring to the procession of the bride 
to her new home after the ceremony,
loAp.Gr.II. b * 8,5-7;Asv,GroI„2^,31-335Weber,Ind.Stud,X,125 
A guest is called goghna*or cow-killer,because formerly 
a cow was to be killed on the arrival of a distinguished 
guesto
6THE WEDDING 
Pantgrahana
Now comes the actual marriage ceremony.The 
marriage commences with the bridegroom taking the hand of
the bride with the following mantra;
L 1 /
"Grbhnami te saubhagatvaya hastam
maya patya jaradastir yathasah
/ 1 £ /
Bhago Aryama Savita Puramdhir
✓ , _ I J /
manyam tva dur garhapatyaya devah M
(H.V.X.,85.36)
"I take your hand in mine for happy fortune,that you may 
reach old age with me,your husband.*!The gods Aryaman,
BhagojSavita,Purandhi have given you to me so that I may 
become a householder.””
The rite of Panigrahana symbol!bed a solemn contract and 
the gods were invoked to witness and strengthen it.This 
rite was found also in other spheres of life;for instance 
the guru took the student’s hand at the time of initiation, 
as a symbol of a solemn promise ,and. uttered the following 
mantra;
"Bhagas te hastam agrabhit,Savita hastam agrabhit I Pusa 
te hastam agrabhid. Aryama hastam agrabhin,Mitras,tvam asi 
dharmana’gnir acaryas tava i asav aham cobhay,Agna etam te
l«For governing the household-Geldner
brahmacarinam pa&i dadami‘ndral'tarn te brahmacarinam
» a * *
pari dadamijAdityattam te brahmacarinam pari dadami,
Visvedeva etam vo brahmacarinam pari dadami dirghayutvaya
supraJastvaya surviryaya rayas posyaya sarves'am vedanam
adhipatyaya suslokayaya s Fast aye "(Sankh.Gr.II.3-1)
"Bhaga has seized your hand,Savitar has seized your hand
Pusan has seized your hand,Aryaman has seized your hand,
Mitra are you by right.Agni is your teacher and I,both of
us.Agni,! give this student in your charge,Indra,I give
this student in your charge.Sun, I "'give this student in your 
/
charge,Visvedeva,Igive this student in your charge,for the 
sake of long life,of blessed offspring and strength,of 
increase of wealth,of mastery of all vedas,of renown, 
of bliss.
Walking round the fire
It is not explicitly stated in the Rg-Veda that the .
D
actual marriage ceremony was performed in front of the 
fire,nor do we find any reference to the bride’s walking 
round the fire.That part of the ceremony,which is des­
cribed ■in the Grhyasutras,is not mentioned here.But the 
following verses prove the presence of a sacr'ed fire at
8the marriage ceremony;
/ s s
"Tubhyam agre pary a valiant
„ A /  ^ /
Suryam vahatuna saha
 ^ — A S.
punah patibhyo jayam da 0 *
Agne prajaya saha 1
(R.V.X.85.3B)
1 - _
"For you 5in the beginning,(they)carried Surya together
with the bridal train.0 Agni give(us) husbands our 
wife back again, with offspring/1
npunah patnim Agnir adad 
ayusa saha.varcasa 
dirghayur asya yah patir
" — / S s y
jivati saradah sat am 1o>
(R.V.x .85.39)
nAgni gave back the wife again with long life and 
splendour.May he who is her husband be long lived and 
live a hundred autumns/'
1.You-Agni5representing the sacred fire in the house of
tfee bride1s father,round which she is now led by the bride­
groom. -Griff ith
9This reference to the husband in the plural number is
strange and it has been suggested that it gives evidence 
d
of polyandry«We believe however that such a non-Aryan 
custom could hardly be implied,and suggest that the plural 
is purely honorific5 the strange word dara meaning wife, 
which is grammatically masculine plural,is perhaps 
significant in this connection.
There are two other verses which are also significant: 
T,Somah prathamo vivide0
s /
GandharvO';vivida uttarah
JL s s
■’ tttiyo Agnis te patis
-  * A
turiyas te manus3^ ajah M£
(R.V.X.85.M&)
A
"Somo dadad Gandharvaya
Gandharvo dadad Agnave
 ^ A .
rayim ca putrans ca1 dad
Agnir mahyam atho imam ”
(R.V.X.85A1)
1 . 9 ['Com-' a -S . A . E l £ . ^ Bo .
y10
"Soma obtained her first, the Gandharva obtained her 
next;Agni was your third husband,and your fourth husband 
is human born*1’
1 Soma gave her to the Gandharva,the Gandharva gave her 
to Agni.Agni has given her to me,and wealth and soas.'1 
The references to Soma as the first husband in the two 
verses last quoted show quite clearly that these are 
intrpolations,and have no original connexion with the 
maim body of the hymn,in which Soma is himself the 
bridegroom.The verses evidently refer to human marriage.
i
Dr.Sarkar tries to interpret toe last verse as a relic 
of a gradually disused custom of polyandry,which was 
transformed into an allegory.But this interpretation does 
not seem to be correct«These verses simply mean that the
:i
girl before her marriage belonged to the supernatural 
beings5from whom the human husband receives her.The refer­
ences to the bridegroom’s receiving the bride from Agni 
seems to imply that the husband received the bride after 
circumambulation of the fire and the oblation to the 
fire.This ceremony?along with the Panigrahana,constitute 
the actual marriage according to the Grhya-sutras.
The idea behind this ritual seems to be that the girl
1 1
was considered to be possessed by the gods mentioned
before her marriage,and so the father had no right to
make a gift of her.The husband gets her as a gift of the
gods and not as one offered by her father *
This is confirmed by the fact that
there is no mention of the rite of Sampradana or bestowal
in either the Rg-Veda or Atharva-Veda.On the other hand
Sampradana is a rite which today constitutes an important
feature of Hindu marriage custom.
Releasing the bride from the father]s ..house
There are mantras by which the bride was made free from
the fetters of taruna.with which the bride's father Savitr* 0
had bound her.
"Fra uva muncami Varunasya pasad
* ~ [ — y
yena tva badhnat Savita susevah
* s / /
rtasya yonau Sukrtasya loke'":. ' •;« * '
   —  / / ___
svistam tva saha patya dadhami "
(R.V.X.8?.2b)
!tI free you from the fetters of Varuna by which generous 
Savitr has bound, you• In the cradle of law1, in the world 
of the good, deeds,I unite you, uninjured with your husband.1
l.In the place of sacrifice-Sayana
lgj.
The same mantra was used in the Grhyasutras. The Asvalayana 
1 ' .
G-rhyasutra lays down that the verse should be pronounced
✓ —
when the.bridegroom loosened the two knots (sikha ) of 
the bride's hair, if she wore her hair thus, and two tufts 
of wool were bound round her hair on theetwo sides with 
the above mantras. This is of course symbolic of cutting 
the bond of Varuna who holds the maiden bound to herd
father's house.
In the Rg-Veda Varuna' s fetters generally 
appear in the context of the punishment of wrong-doers, 
and as Varuna is considered to be the presiding deity of 
Rta or right, here he seems to have been conceived as tying 
the maid to her father's house, as it was the duty of the 
girl during maidenhood to be confined there. It would fol^ 
low then that before she could be carried out of the house 
Varuna1s bond must be unloosened by some symbolic ritual 
with this mantra.
By the next mantra the bride was released V j 
from her father's home, but bound to that of her husband's.
Asv.Gr.1,7-16
1 3 '
/ ^ /
Pre to muncami na mutah
subaddham amutas karam
/ — / —
Yatha iyam Indra midvah
I
suputra subha gas atJi~
( R®V«XS85®25 )
11 I release you from here but not from there „ I place you 
here firmly; 0 generous Indra9 so that she may have excel 
lent sons and be blessed with fortune®n
z1 —
There are three other verses in which Visvavasu 
was asked to leave the bride®
Ud irsvatah pat i vat i hi esa 
Visvavasum namasa girbhir ile" o
-I / /
anyam iccha pitrsadam viaktam
/ - / / _ ✓
sa te bhago j anus a tasya viddhi.e
( R„V„X,85. 21 )
" Rise up from here, this girl has a husband, I worship
Z —
you Visvavasu with reverence5 look for another marriages
able girl who is still dwelling in her father!s house®
This is your share from the birth® l'Be aware of it. M
/ ~ j t / __
Ud irsva 'to Visvavaso
namaselamahe tva
jf '
anyam iccha prapharviam
- t  t
sam jayam patia srjao p  ^
( RoV.X.85.22 )
1 Rise up from here Visvavasu9 we worship you with r r;
Vt.
1
reverence* Look for another maiden 9 with excellent h_ips9 
and leave her with husband* 1
/* _
In the Atharva-Veda the same Visvavasu is ref­
erred to
/ /  / ^  / _  _
Ut tistheto Visvavaso namaselamahe tvado •
Jamim iccha pitrsadam niaktam- " e
t —  S / ~  /
sa te bhago Janus a tasya viddhi
o
( A oV cXIVo2,33' )
n Rise and go from here? Visvavasu?I worship you with rev­
erence. Look for her sister9 who is dwelling with her fath­
er. This is your share from the birth* Be aware of it .,!
2
Dr. Sarkar tries to interpret this verse 
as an evidence of brother and sister marriage. According 
to him in this mantra the union with an adorned jami \ 
(sister ) sitting among the fathers9 is regarded as Visva- 
vasu’s birthright? so he thinks that the context would 
suggest that the marriage being celebrated was also one 
between a ;jami and her brother.
1. Strong or robust - Geldner
2. S arkar 9 Sof o&r &. r ]^74~ t]g~ ... y t i. k . >
This interpretation seems to be far fetched * Visvavasu 
is the name of one of the Gandharvas* As the girl is con­
ceived to belong to the Gandharvas before her marriage 
with her human husband 5 it is quite probable that here 
he was told to leave the bride3 who no longer required 
his care9 and to transfer his guardianship to other mai­
dens who were still in their fathers house*
Carrying off the bride
Then the bride was carried to her 
/
new home9 in a chariot made of salmali wood 9which was
decorated with kimsuka flowers*— — .j)—— —
Sukims"ukam salmalim visvarupam 
hrranyavarnam suvrtani sucakrami> * a 0 0
/" -  ^ Z'
A roha Surye amrtasya lokam
/ / s
sionam patye vahatum krnusva0 o o 1*
( R»V„ 85^20 )
^ %
n Mount this (chariot) adorned with kimsuka(flowers)(and' 
made of) salmali (wood) ? well shaped9 of golden colour3 
turning easily and well -wheeled* 0 Surya9 mount the world 
of immortality, make the journey happy for your husband*1*
1* r*v»x.*85A o
2*Geldner* Sayana beleives that kimsuka wood is meant*The 
prefix su before kimsuka suggests that an adornment of the 
chariot is referred^to*
/ I
Salmali is a kind of silk cotton tree and kimsuka is a 
tree well a.dorned with flowers., It may be noticed that the 
flower is of blood red colour9 whichhmay have some signifi­
cance 9 since in later times the red colour became increas­
ingly associated with marriage rituals and sexual life® 
Prayer to make safe the .journey of „the ,brida 1 _pair
When the bridal pair started theirnjourney to the new home 
prayers were uttered to make the journey safe from robbers 
and prevent accidents on the way*
J  s
Ma vidan paripanthino 
// - - ✓ —
ya asidanti damp at io
/ / f " —■
Sugebhir durgam atitam 
apa drantv aratayah
a
( RoVo 8 ^ 3 2  )
11 Let not the robbers 3 who lie in the ambush find the hus­
band and wife and reach them? let them easily pass by danpe
ers and may the enemies depart*1
/
Sumangalir iyam Kaffir
1 S / /
imam sameta pasyata
/s   ^
Saubhagyam asyai dattvaya 
atha stam vi paretana
( R.V.8J.33 )
n This bride has signs of good fortune* So all of you come 
and look at her * Having given her good wishes9 returntto
your homes."
1
The last verse is also mentioned in the Atharva- Veda an
2
and according to Kausika Sutra it is addressed to women 
who come to look at the bride on her journey*
The arrival
Then the bride was welcomed at her new 
home9 to reign supreme over the whole household and all 
the members of the family,
Samragni svasure bhava
Samrajni svasruam bhava
nanandari samrajni bhava
samrajni adhi devrsu•
( R.v. X .85. i*6.)
"Be queen over your father-in-law? be queen over your 
your mother-in-law. Be queen over your sister-in-law and 
queen over your husband1s brothers,"
Prayers were then made to all the gods for the union of 
the hearts of the bride and the groom.
1.A.V.XIV.2.28
2.Kaus„ -i.-77.10
1 8
Sam a n j a n t u  vlsve devah
sam apo hrdayani nau
sam Matarisva sam Dhata ’
.4. u r f . f i  nau ■• •
(R.V.X.85*^7.)
M May all the gods unite our hearts5 may the waters unite
1 ?
them* May Matarisvan? Dhatr and Destri uhite us together•"
Invocation to the Rods for progeny? wealth and happiness
Prayers were made to the gods Prajapati and Indra for
the happiness 9 wealth and progeny or the newly couple,,
_/ y
A nah prajam janayatu Prajapatir
 ^ i / a
ajarasaya sam anaktu Aryania
' s a <"Adurmangalih patilokam avisa
f /  S S s /
sam no bhava dvipade sam catuspade
’’Let Prajapati bring children to us, Aryama unite us 
uht.il old age. Enter your husband’s home 5 free from 
bad omens, Be auspicious towards our bipeds and quadru­
peds* ”
1, Creator™ Geldner
2. Guide™ Geldner
"Imam tvam Indra mldhuah «# * •
Suputram subhagam krnu
i <5 a e»
/ - jL X
Dasasyam putran a dhehio
/ ~ / /
patim ekadasam krdhi "0 1 6
(R.V.X.85A5)
0 r;i bounteous Indra5make this wife mother of good sons and 
fortunate. Give her ten-,>soris ,make her husband the eleventh*
Q. onsummation
Last of all comes the consummation of the 
marriage.The effect of witchcraft in the bride's body
and garment were removed.
—* /
"Nilalohitam bhavati 
0
.L s f
krtyasaktir viajyate
edhante asya jnatayah
patir bandhesu badhyate 1 (R. V ®X<> 85® 28®)
"It is blue and red.The clinging of Krtya is driveixsbff®
Her kinsmen thrive,her husband is tied in bonds."
This verse Is very obscure•Nilalohitarn is interpreted by
Griffith and wilson and also by Sayana as the form of
Krtya.But this cannot be am epithet of Krtva.as Krtva is
1feminine 9while nilf-lohitam is neuter oWeber translated 
W e b e r V o l . V . p  l87f
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nilalohitam as dark red and thought that it referred to 
the stained bridal dress and that Krtva was a female 
evil spirit which was attached to the garment and liable 
to do harm.So the bride is asked to put off the garment*
The verse thus seems to refer to the deflowering of the 
brideoThis interpretation seems to be borne out by the 
following verses5which clearly refer to the widespread 
primitive belief in the danger of sexual intercourse with 
a virgin:
✓ _ n-
nPara dehi Sanmliam
s * ^
brahmabhvo vi bhaja vasu
/ I  ✓ — -
Krtyaisa padvati bhutvi9 O
— — S / /
a jaya visate patim
(R.V.X.85.29)
1
"gut away the stained garment .Give wealth to the brahmanas 
This Krtya,having become possessed of feet,approaches the
husband as his wife*"
/ - , '
"Asrira tanur bhavati
rus ati papay tanuy a
S /• / —
Patir yad vadhvo vasasa 
svam angarn abhidhitsate n
(R.V*£.8?.30)
"His body becomes unlovely,shining with that wicked(Krtya)
o
s
l.Samulyam according to Sayana is an impure garment 
soiled by the body.
I
.........................................................................................  I
when the husband, wishes to put on his own limbs the garment 
,of his wife."
This verse evidently refers in a veiled way 
to the sexual act.lt is clear from these verses that ■ ::o 
according to the Vedic belief evil spirits always accom­
panied the bridal pair and tried to do some harm at the 
time of intercourse .So the stained, dress of the bride
was put off and given to the priest for purification.
/ / />
"Trstarn etat katukarn etad
/ / / /
apasthavad visavan naitad attave ± * .*
—  y  / jL
Buryam yo brahma vidvat . -a  i d
s'  ^ /
sa id vadhuyam arhati ■’
(R.VbX„85„3lO
"This (garment) is inflaming,it is bitter and biting,
it is like poison,it is not fit to eat(fit for use),
„  -  - 1
the Brahmana who knows Surya deserves the garment."
ii"- / y ^"asasanani visasanam
atrio adh Lv Lkartanara
.ouryayan pasya rupanx
y y / /
tani brahma tu sundhati "
(R.V.X.R5.3?)
himnCR^ti? L k  Veber & others,by Surya is meant the Suryi- 
bride herself? 1S n° reason why ^  shoul<i not be Surya,the
22
M It is cleaving,dividing,cutting.Behold the forms of 
Surya-The brahmans purifies them-1
In this verse the meaning of asasanam<,vi-sa.sanam and 
adhikartariarn is not very clear.Wilson basing his interpre­
tation on Sayana?translates these as ’border cloth’,’head 
cloth’ and 'divided skirt' and Griffith translates them as 
the fringe?the cloth that decks her head, and triply 
parted robe-But Weber and Geldner see in this verse a 
comparison with that of the dismembered sacrificial victim, 
the priest having power to cleanse the stains of blood 
away in both cases.The latter seems the more likely 
interpretation,since the obscure wo©ds are evidently con­
nected with roots meaning cutting ar dividing.
Thus ends the marriage ceremony-So on marriage the 
wife was given a very honourable position in the house­
hold,She was in charge of the whole household,was looked 
upon as guardian of all the members of the family,and 
was charged, to look after their welfare.
1.Weber-Indische Studien.vol.V.p. Wo
"'4 ! f
2.Geldner,Der Rg-Veda p272.3E. 85° 3 5( note)
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MARRIAGE IN THE TIME OF THE ATHARVA VEDA
In the range of Sanskrit literature the Sama and Yajlur- 
Veda follow the Rg-Veda„But we find little evidence of
the social conditions of that period in those texts * The
Atharva-Veda therefore comes next to the Rg-Veda in0
importance,because from it we get plenty of material for 
the social history of the time.
Rituals
The fourteenth book of the Atharva-Veda deals wi 
with marriage rituals.In spite of small difference the 
kernel of the ritual of marriage in both the Rg-Veda and 
the Atharva-Veda is the same,but the ceremony as describ 
ed in the Rg-Veda is much simpler.
Wooers going to the brideTs home
The Atharva-Veda also describes the marriage of 
Surya and Soma.The first sixteen verses of the XVIth 
'Book refer to the Asvins serving as groomsman,and 
going to the house of the bride to ask for her hand on 
behalf of Soma
Ritual bath
One of the most important pre-nuptial cere­
monies in the Atharva-Veda was that of the ritual bath of 
the bride9and the priests were requested to fetch the 
water for the bath so that it might be auspicious for i
the welfare of the future husband®
Y j , —
"Asyai brahmanah snapanir harantu
✓ ' Vavlra.ghh.ir ud ajantu apah
Aryamno Agnim pari etu Pusan 
pratiksante svasuro devarasca "
(A.V.XIV.1.39)
” Let the brahmanas bring her bathing water®Let them 
draw up water that slays not a hero5let her go about 
the fire of Aryaman*0 ,Pusan,father-in-law and brother- 
in-law are looking on,"
Dressing the bride after bath
The following verses refer to the dressing of the bride 
after her bath®Prayers were offered to the godesses who 
had made the garment®
"Ya akrntann avayan yasea tatnire"
 ^ — /• / ^
Ya devir antan abhitodadanta
(A.V.XIV.lVW
"They who spun,wove and extended5Goddesses who have 
drawn the ends together,let them wrap you in order that 
you. may attain old age.(As)one long lived put about thee 
this garment."
]
In the Kausika-Grhyasutra ' this verse 
accompanies the putting of an .usual garment upon the 
bride•
Panigrahana
Now came the actual marriage ceremony.The 
bridegroom took the hands of the bride^.Then blessings 
were given to the bride,who tfas dressed in her bridal 
finery.The five verses describing this part of the cere­
mony are virtually the same as those of the Rg-Veda,
Iwhich we have quoted above „
Stepping dn,;'the stone
Then followed another ceremony peculiar to the Atharva- 
Veda and not mentioned in the Rg-Veda.The bride was madeo
1.Kaus, c :■, 76.*+.
2.A. V.XIV.1.4-8-52
^ o Ste- abcNe.
2 6
to step on a stone by the bridegroom with the following 
verses:
/ / A _ —
"Syonam dhruvam prajayai dharayamia e
St / _ - /- /
te smanam devyah prthivym upasthe♦ 1 0 o
L ✓ —
tam a tisth anumadia suvarea
/ y y
dirgham ta avuh Savita krnotu 1p o a
(AoVoXIV .1.4-7)
MI place upon the lap of the divine earth,an auspicious
and firm stone for you,for the sake of progeny.Stand on
it,greeted with joy,of excellent glory,may Savitar give 
you long life.'1
According to Kausuka the first half verse accompanies the 
setting of a stone in lump of dung,and the second accom­
panies the stepping of the bride upon it;the same cere-
2
mony is repeated in the new home of the pair after their 
arrival.The stone is a symbol of firmness and-strength- 
So this ceremony is intended to promote conjugal fidelity.
Removing the evil spirits
The evil spirits were then removed by the following 
mantra:
1.Kaus.- ,76.15-16
2. 1 " 77.17-19
Ut tisthetah kim icchantidam aga0 it
x C. ’ _ jf
aham tvede abhibhuh svad grhatc *
b / /
Sunyaiesi .Wxrrte; ^p/jagaridha uttistha
o '  *
arate pra pata meha ramsthahO o
( A.V.XIV.2.19.)
"Stand up from here, what desire has brought you here?
I am your overcomer,0 Ida,out of my house*You who have 
come here, seeking the empty, 0 evil spirit Nirrti, get 
up and fly away, do not stay here*"
The goddess Nirrti (Dissolution ) is a kind of evil spirit
The Maitrayani Samhita (111,6*3;I.10.11,16) connects
with her dice ,women and sleep as the three most evil
things. In the king*s consecration the king1 s. wife,who
has failed to give him a child is connected with Nirrti
a 1
and oblations to that goddess are offered in her house.
The fetters of Nirrti are always evil and punish the wrong 
doers. The brahmin student is under a duty of chastity.
If he fails in his duty cHesis’required to make an 
offering of an ass to Nirrti, He has to clothe himself 
In the skin of that victim thereafter when he goes
1, Keith,The Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas and
Upanisad p211
10
1
begging? and thereby proclaim his sin to everyone.
The occurrence of the name Ida as a malev
volent spirit is surprising since this Vedic divinity is
normally the personification of the sacrificial offering
2
of milk and butter, and is looked on as holy and bene­
volent, We can only suggest that this hymn emanated 
from circles which did not respect the vedic goddess Id| 9 
but knew of an evil spitit of the same name.
La ,j ahoma
There is another verse with which the wife 
prayed for her husband1s long life, while she scattered 
grainso
u Iyam nari upa brute pulyani avapantika
dirghayur astu me patih jivati saradah satam"
• «■
( A 0V 0XIV.2063. )
uThis woman scattering shrivelled grains (pulya) appeals
’long live my husband, may he live my husband, may he
live hundred autumnsT *”
' 3'According to Iiausika the verse is repeated while the 
bride stands firm upon the stone and scatters the grains,
lo/Gaut0Dho • . XXIII.17$ PSr.Gr.III.12.8
2,Keith, The Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas and
Upanisad p200
3 „ Kaus. •: , 76,17
It is not clear 5 hpwever, that in the Atharva Veda the 
Lajahoma is in any way connected with the rite of stand­
ing on the stone? since it is mentioned in another hymn*
It is quite probable that at this period the two ceremonies 
were not connected*
This ceremony of scattering fried rice or 
grain is found in all the Grhyasutras  ^ where it is des­
cribed as Lajahoma . Even today this is considered to be 
one of the most important rituals of Hindu marriage*
These fried., grains are symbol of fruitfulness and pros­
perity.
Prayers when the bride sets out
Then followed the prayers to make the journey successful
when the bridal procession started for the next house,
n Bhagas tveto nayatu hastagrhya
Asvina tva pra vahatam rathena*
grhan gaccha grhapatni yathas'o 
vasini tvam vidatha)n a vadasi ”
( A .V*XIV.I.20.)
"Let Bhaga taking your hand plead you. Let the Asvins carry 
you in the chariot. Go to the house to be the household’s 
mistressp and having control speak to the gathering* n
i
Accccording to Kausika this verse accompanied a complete
l,Kauso -’.u 77*16
spinkling of her new home by the bride, presumably to 
purify it from witchcraft and evil spirits*
Sitting on the hide
Another important ritual mentioned in 
the Atharva-Vedas but not in the Rg-Veda, which can be 
explained as a fertility rite?is the custom of the bride 
being seated on&ihide, which apparently covered a heap 
of rushes* At a later period it was specified that the 
hide should be that of red bull,and the same may have been 
the case in this period*
M Yam balbajam niasyatha
carma copastrnithana
x _ *
tada rohatu supraJa
ya kanya vindate patim
( A 0Vo XIVo2o32o)
1 When you throw down the rushes and spread the hide, 
then let her ,who will produce good progeny, mount it, 
the girl who finds her husband*"
This ceremony is mentioned in all the Grhya­
sutras as taking place after arrival of the bride at the
1
husband's home* According!oto Kausika this verse accom-
loKaus"* 78
31
panies the act of preparing a ’seat for the bride, that 
she may take a brahmana boy into her lap® The ceremony 
is mentioned in all other Grbyasiitras, and was performed 
for obtaining male progeny®
C ons unimat i on
Then followed the ceremony when the bride
ascended the nuptial bed®
" ✓
A roha talparn sumanasyamana 
iha prajam janaya patye asmai 
Indraniva subudha budhyamana
jyotiragra usasah prati jagarasi » ( a ®V®XIV*2*31)
" Mount the nuptial bed with favourable mind. Here give 
birth to children for the husband® Like Indrani, waking 
with good awakening , may you awake to meet dawns tipped 
with light® n
Deva agre niapadyanta patnih 
sam asp'rsanta tanuastanubhih 
Suryeva nari visvarupa mahitva 
prajavati patia sam bhaveha. n
( A®V® XIV® 2®32 ) 
n The gods at first lay with their wives, they embraced 
( _sam»sprs) bodies with bodies 5 like Surya, 0 woman, all­
formed, with grandeur , having progeny, here unite with 
your husband n
32
Then tomes the ceremony after the bridal night when the
stained garment were given to the priests for purifica ~ 
1
tion*
Further features of the ceremonies
A few verses of the Atharva- 
Veda marriage hymns, refer to rites which cannot be de­
f i n i t e l y  placed in the marriage ritual# For instance 
there are other two verses which are spoken to cows
n Ihed asatha na paro gamatha
/ ~~ / „ — 
imam gavah prajaya vardhayatha
, /■ — '  ^ s
subham yatirusriyah iomavarcaso 
visve devah krann iha vo nianamsi. "
(A.V.XIV.I.32.)
1 May you be here , may you not go away; may you,0 cows 
increase this man with progeny, going in beauty, 
splendid, bright with Soma, may all gods turn your minds 
here* 1
  S _ ^_
"Imam gavah prajaya sam visatha * * +
_C   y _  . /
ayam devanam na minati bhagam
/  — 1 s s s
asmai vah Pusa Marutas ca sarve
- l’ £
asmai vo Dhata Savita suvati ”
( A.V.I.33.)
1. A.V. XIV.2.V2
33
"Come9 0 kine, dwell around him with offspring5 he does
not diminish the god *s portion; for this man shall
Pusan, all the Maruts, for him shall Dhatar, and Savitar,
quicken(su) you.”
• 1
In Kausika this verse is directed to be recited at the 
time of the paying (in kine) of the price demanded for 
the bride * That would point to the existence of the At»s cl, 
form of marriage in the Atharva Veda, But this does not 
seem to have been its original sense, because the second- 
verse indicates distinctly that it refers to the wish 
for prosperity in respect of cattle.
There is another verse men­
tioned in the Atharva-Veda which is repeated in many other 
texts with a little variation.
Amo 'ham asmi' sa tvam Sam ’aham'asmi rk tvam'djAur,aham
prthivi tvamo «
'  s s _ X I
Tav iha sam bhavava prajam a janavavahai
( A.V.XIV.2.71.)-
"He am I, she thou; chant am I, verse thou, heaven am I, 
earth thou; let us (two) come together here ; let us 
generate progeny,"
1. Kaus, 79*17
3»i-
According to Kausika this verse is uttered after the 
consummation of the union.
General conclusions on marriage in the time of, the Rg-Veda 
and Atbarva-Vecla
It appears from the above,that the rites and rituals 
of the Rg-Veda and Atharva-Veda were comparatively simple, 
Vedic marriage appears to have been the union of two 
persons of full physical development.The ceremony com­
menced at the bride’s house.Offerings were there made be­
fore the sacrificial fire.The bridegroom took the hands 
of the bride ( panigrahana)
The festivities being ovey,the bride was 
carried to a chariot,which also carried the fire to which 
oblationsrhade already been made.Mantras; were uttered to 
keep away evil spirits and prevent accident on the way,
p
The journey to the bridegroom’s hopse was called vahatu, 
which is also the name of the marriage ceremony itself 
in the Vedas.That the journey with the sacrificial fire 
was a feature of the ceremony of marriage seems also to 
be< suggested by the terms udvaha and vivahaq both derived 
from the root vaha*,to carry.
l.Kaus^ 79«10o
20Sat.Br.IV.6 ,9,20.Macdonal & Keith,Vedic Index.vol.II.p278
3 ?
It is clear from the Rg-vedic and Atha.rva-vedic verses 
that wifehood carried much respect and dignity.,The wife 
was called the mistress of the home,partook of the domes- 
tic duties and religious rites along with her husband, 
and also took part in family councils^-.
In the Vedas there Is no evidence of divorce aMarriage 
was considered not as a contract hut as a sacrament, which 
brought about the spiritual union between the man and 
wife by magic mantras.The marriage was performed in the 
presence of the fire as a witness*It was beyond the power 
of human being to cancel the union,.and so the marriage 
indissoluble.Even in the later period,when different 
forms of marriage were introduced into society,the pre­
sence of fire was often thought absolutely necessary
2
even In the lower forms.Vatsyayana describes six diff­
erent methods by which a girl can be abducted.,according 
to all of which the man is advised to procure fire at tne 
earliest opportunity,to sacrifice in it and with the girl 
to circumambulate it three times.
l.A. V.XIV. 1.20 p. 23*
36
In the Vedie mantras on marriage elements of both magie 
and"religion are found* The gods Aryama9 Bhaga9 3avita 
etc* are invokednbo make every step in marriage free from 
difficulty3 but on the other hand there are mahtras which 
seek to drive away evil spirits such as Krtya9Ida etc*
The invocation of the gods shows that the people of Vedie 
India looked on marriage as a very solemn religious rite* 
At every step the married couple is susceptible to evil 
influences3 which are prone to do mischief on the slight­
est occasion*
There is also another belief that the bride
is liable to be dangerous and prayers are offered in order
1
to make her harmless to human beings and to animals *
That the relatives of the groom are afraid of the evil 
coming through the bride is clear at every step of the 
rituals* But side by side is the idea that all these evil 
Influences could be averted by proper incantation and 
charm*
It is significant that most of the marriage
1* R.V*X*85*h3 above?pig
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rites and rituals of the Rg-Veda and Atharva-Veda are sirni-
lar to those of other Indo-European races* The actual 
ceremony of marriage in the Velas commenced with the cere­
monial Panigrahana , literally taking of the hand. This
rite is present in all the Indo-European races. In Rome
1
the ceremony was dexterum iunctio . In Iran too the senior
officiating priest joined the right hands of the pair5 in
2
the ceremony called hathvaro . It is a part of the Christ­
ian marriage ceremony also.
The ceremony of Vahatu 5i.e. carry- 
the bride to her husband’s home in a chariot drawn by oxen}
3
was practised also in ancient Greece •
Rites for removing evil spirits were cos 
observed almost everywhere. There was a very general belief 
that the bride and the bridegroom were in a state of danger? 
being particularly exposed to other persons magical arts or 
evil looks or to the attacks of evil spirits.
1.Roman Marriage by VJarde Fowler in Hastings5 E.R.E. V01 VIiI
ph6 5”
2„ Iranian Marriage by Jivanji Jamshedi Modi in E.R.E. V01 VIII
pif ^6
3„ Hans Licht? Sexual life in ancient Greece pk?
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In Russia, among Slovonic peoples, all doors windows and 
even the chimnies were closed, at the wedding to prevent
malicious witches hurting the bride and the bridegroom. 
The firing of the guns is a frequent practice at country
wedding both in Europe and in India seven today, and it is 
generally admitted that its purpose is to drive away evil 
spirits* Among Slavonic peoples again wedding guests made 
a terrific noise outside the bridal chamber while the 
marriage was being consummated, originally 110 doubt for
3
the same purpose*
Invocations to the gods for happiness , 
long life and progeny were very important in Rg-Vedic
b
marriage* Similarly in Iranian marriages two priests stood 
bfore the bridal pair, whom the elder priest blessed, praying 
‘tile ■ Ahwra Mazda might grant progeny of sons and grandsons 
abundant means, strong friendship?bodily strength, long 
life and an existence of 1$0 years*
l.Westermarck.H.HoM. V01 II* p*+97'
1
9
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*+. Hastings,E.R.E. Vol VIII p!+56
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One of the most important pre-nuptial ceremonies among
ancient and modern Hindus as also among other Indo-
European peoples is that of the ceremonial bath of the bride
and frequently of the bridegroom also* In the Atharva-
Veda there is reference to the bath of the bride9 and
priests are requested to fetch the water for the bath9
1
that it may be auspicious for the future husband* In 
Greece too5 the bath of the bride was one of the most 
important pre-nuptial ceremonies* At Athens the water had
to be fetched from the spring of Kallirrhoe, water jars
2
of peculiar shape being used for the purpose* In Rome 
it was the custom to receive the bride with water and
3
fire* The ceremonial or ritual bath was indeed a very 
popular feature in marriage in many European countries 
and also in ancient and. modern India*
There is-also another marriage rite 
mentioned in the Atharva Veda? that of treading on the • 
stone by the bride. Evidently the rite symbolises the
l.A.Y/ylo39-l+0
20 Hastings 3 E.R.E* VOll VIII.pi+1+6 by W.G. Woodhouse 
3* 1 1 p*+65 by W.Warde Fowler
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very natural desire of making the union firm and strong ?
and may have its origin in the very old custom of oath
taking on a-stone. The old Danish historian Saxo -r.
Grammaticus tells us that H the ancients , when they were
to choose a king, were wont to stand on stones planted on
the ground and to proclaim their votes in order to fore-
shadow, from steadfastness of the stomes that the deed
1
would be lasting.1
The Atharva Vedie custom of the bride
being seated on a hide is also practised among many of
the Indo-European races. The hide may have been the hide
of the sepne cow as was slain in Magha for the marriage.
The Gfhyasutras state that both the bride
and the bridegroom should sit on the hide. In Roman
marriage a victim was offered to a deity and the couple
2
had to sit on the skin of the victim.
Among Slavonic peoples the couple used to
3
sit on a fur. In Estonia the bride was seated on a
14-
blanket spread upon a fur.
1. Frazer, Golden Bough V01 I part 1 pl6o
2. Hastings, E.R.E. V01 VIII ph6?
3* WestermarckjH.H.M. V01 II p^Qo
Ll n ii u
Ha
Hartland thinks that the rite was intended to promote 
1
fertility, But Westermarck suggests that this rite 
came into practice because it was considered dangerous 
for the bride to sit on the ground9 because the ground 
was believed to be haunted by evil spirits,,
Since we find that the essential marriage 
rityals of the Kg-Veda and the At.harva™Veda are similar 
to those of the other Indo-European races we can reason­
ably assume that the rites and rituals connected with 
Ved.ic marriage had already become a common heritage be­
fore the Indo)- Europeansr came .and:.a.ettied dbtobiii^lndia^
1,Hartland, Primitive Paternity V01 I*pl33 
2o Westermarck, H.H.M. VOL II pV70
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Chapter II
Marriage rituals in the Grhyasutras
There are various Grhyasutras of different schools?and 
there are variations in rituals and man/tras according to 
the custom of each sakha5which may perhaps be accounted 
for by the variation in Vedie rites and rituals prevalent 
in different parts of the country,,
To the Rg-Veda belongs
d- —
the Sahkhayana Grhyasutra*Connected with the Aitareya
Brahmana is the Grhyasutra of Asvalayana*The chief Grhya-
• # 9
sutra of the Samaveda is that of Gobhila*Besides the texts 
of the Samaveda the latter presupposes the Mantra Brahmana3 
the collection of mantras in ritual order3which are quoted 
by Gobhila*The Grhyasutra of Khadira belong to the 
Drahyayana school and is very similar to that of Gobhila* 
The Grhyasutra of the White Yajurveda is that of 
Paraskara0It is closely connected with the Srautasutra 
of KatyayanY.The later lai>r books of Yajnavalkya bears 
evidence of the influence of Paraskara's work*
The Apastamba Grhyasutra belongs to the
History of Sanskrit literature*p„
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Black Yajurveda. This Grhyasutra forms two books(26-27)9
of the Apastamba Kalpa-sutra* The first of those books 
is a Mantrapatha of a collection of formulae accompanying
4
the ceremonies *
The Kausika Sutra belongs to the Atharva-
Veda* The Manava Grhyasutra is closely connected with the
1
Srautasutra attributed to the same author*
The development of the Sutra literature is
2
generally assigned to the period from 500 to 200 B.C.
The compardtive study of the Vedie rituals and those of 
the Grhyasutras shows that the essential elements of the 
marriage ceremony of the Grhyasutras go back to the Vedie 
or Indo-European period* The ceremony is much the same in 
form as that described in the Vedas5 but it is amplified 
analogy and ritualistic logic*
RITUALISM IK HINDU DOMESTIC LIFE
AT the same time the rituals prescribed and enunciated 
by the Grhyasutras are much more complex and are entirely 
dictated by a priestly and sacredotal order. Even the 
minutest detail did not escape the attention of the
lMacdonell, History of Sanskrit literature; 2M+-251
2* Kane ? History of Dharmas'astras in the chronological table
Vol * IIp.oo*fc 1
brahmanas,who sought to rationalize the Hindu socio­
religious system,long after the Vedie Aryans had laid its 
foundation*In course of centuries,the simple ideology and 
rituals of marriage of Rg-vedie and Atharva-vedie times 
must have come into more or less close contact with those 
that prevailed among the indigenous peoples and other 
foreign tribes and peoples who entered India from time 
to time.The Aryan society was certainly more organised \ 
and intellectually on a higher level thah that of the 
peoples whom it encountered;the priestly class were its 
recognised leaders,and they made it their task to inte­
grate or incorporate the indigenous foreign elements, 
whenever they could,without disturbing the basic ideology 
and structure of the Vedie marriage system aiad its rites 
and rituals*
As one goes through the elaborate details of 
the ceremony,it becomes more and more unmistakable that 
the leaders of the Hindu socio-religious organisation 
were very anxious to retain this Vedie framework,and 
even to add to it by Incorporating mantras,prayers and 
rituals that were no doubt Vedie and Brahmanical but not 
originally connected with marriage.Again and again the
45
appeal is made to the Vedas;verses are cited from these 
texts?and9on the whole^it seems that the rituals too are 
drawn from them.It also appears that the brahmanas9who 
presumably took the lead in amplifying and rationalising 
the system?were keen on keeping their hold through such 
elaboration and amplification5at any rate on that section! 
of society that had come within the orbit of their 
intellectual,cultural and religious influence,though 
admittedly their injunctions were more rigidly applied 
to their own class than to &ny other caste or class.
It is quite clear from the thorough studyo
of the Vedas and the Grhyasutras that the whole life of
the Vedie Aryans was ritualistic in character.The lives
of a man and his family were.all regulated by rites and
1rituals from the birth of a child down to cremation.
The first ceremony?named Pumsavana aims 
at the obtaining of a son.At this rite a pounded shoot of 
a banyanttree is placed in the wife's right nostril.
After the Jatakarma(the birth-rite) the ceremony 
called NamakarmaCgiving the child its name)takes place,
l.Macdonell«jHistory of Sanskrit literature p252-257
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generally on the tenth day after birth*
In the third year takes place the ceremony of tonsure 
( Cuda-karana ), when the boy’s hair is cut*
The most important ceremony of boyhood is 
Upanayana , which takes place in the eighth year in the 
case of brahmtoas? and a few years later in the case of 
J£satriyas and Taisyas * The spiritual significance of the9
initiation is that it fits the boy to study the Vedas* 
Besides his studies the daily duties of the student are 
also regulated, in detail, and includ_e collection of fuel, 
devotions at morning ;and evening, begging food, sleeping 
on the ground etc*
In the sixteenth year the rite of shaving 
the beard is performed, when a couple of cattle is offered
as a fee, from which; the ceremony derived its name, Godana*
The conclusion of his studies, which last
for about twelve years, is then ceremonially performed
with a sacred bath3 by which he becomes a snataka*
Then comes the most important sacrament of life 
marriage* The main elements of this ceremony belong rather 
to the sphere of magic than to the sacrificial cult, and 
are considered below in detail*
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After marriage the duties of the new householder are . .' 
ritually regulated* The five great sacrifices are to be 
daily offered by every householder* There are also minor 
sacrifices which are to be performed periodically, such 
as the various ceremonies connected with the building and 
entering of a new house. There are also agricultural cere­
monies «
Finally funeral rites are prescribed, and the 
worship of manes* Detailed directions about cremation are 
given* After death, the relatives are looked on as impure 
for a period of up to three days* Generally after the 
tenth day the bones are collected and ceremonially 
placed in an urn with utterance of a Rg-Vedic mantra* Then 
a sraddha or offering given with reverence is presented 
to the soul, which is supposed to remain seperated from 
the manes *
As regards marriage, the rites and rituals of
a.
the Rg-Veda appear to have been very simple* The actualt
marriage commenced with the act pf Panlgrahana * Gods were 
invoked to make the newly married couple happy and prosper­
ous in the newly established life*
Chapter 1
4?
Evil spirits were removed by appropriate mantras* The 
bride was then carried away in a chariot to her new home*
The scheme of marriage is the same in the 
Atharva-Veda but the ceremonies are much amplified and 
elaborated* Some new rituals are added to the original 
Rg-Vedic rituals* The pre-nuptial bath of the bride has 
been raised to a ritual, and priests are requested to fetch 
the water for the bath so that it may be auspicious for 
the future couple* Another important rite, the bride!s 
sitting on the red bullfs hide after the marriage, is a 
further addition in the Atharva- Veda*
In the Grhyasutras the rites and rituals of 
the Rg-Veda and the Atharva-Veda are even more amplified 
by additions and adaptations* But the Sutras maintain the 
general framework of Vedie rituals* In every phase of the 
marriage ceremonial, all the acts, even the most milgnifi^a 
cant are considered to bring forth auspicious results and 
raised to ritual status* At every step gods are invoked 
and evil spirits dispersed, which shows the growing influ­
ence of magic*
Ma gi cal_rites
Besides the main religious ceremony oif mar­
riage, the other ceremonies can be divided, into two sections
2
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magical and symbolical rites. According to the Grhyasutras
marriage is supposed to be open to danger at every stage,
which can only be got rid of by magic formulae. The maiden
is especially susceptible to evil influences. The idea"of.‘
compulsion is inherent in magic-if one performs a ritual
according to prescribed rules the evil spirits are forced
to withdraw. In the Grhyasutras most of the rites are magic-
al« But the peculiarity^of the Grhyasutra rituals is that?
as well as by the magic mantras, it was believed that evil
Influences could be averted by seeking the favour of belief
fictent spirits , who could be invoked by appropriate mantras
or worship. So in the Grhya ceremonies even the magic
rituals are combined with religion. This kind of remedy
differs from pure magic in that it invokes the grace of
divine agency rather than charms away the evil by the force
of spells. Once belief in magic became"’so dominant, magic
rituals tended to increase and new rites were more and more
absorbed into marriage rituals of the Grhyasutras, whereas* *
in the Rg-Veda the magical element of the marriage ceremony 
is much lwss in evidence. In ancient India magical practices 
entered largely into the sacred ritual, and many of the 
ceremonies performed by the priests at the great sacrifice 
are in no way to be distinguished from the practices of 
magicians. In all the rites connected with marriage it is
5*0
almost impossible to distinguish between magic and reli - 
gion® To secure the welfare of the bride solemn services 
and prayers to the gods are prescribed? side by side with 
charms against evil spirits,,
Magic is essentially connected with belief 
in demons or evil spirits,, Its practices are Invariably 
accompanied by spells which in early India were little 
distinguished from the prayers addressed to the gods* Thus 
the demons who cause diseases or other evils are constantly 
Invoked?worshipped and propitiated® As the demons are 
enemies of mankind? it is natural thatAshould be more n,c 
anxious ti> injure the new born infant? the embryo? or even 
the potential mother? before her child is conceived® There­
fore there are numerous charms and rites concerned with 
protection of the mother and child against the attack of 
evil spirits®
There are two ways of removing these hostile 
influences® The first is to deceive and cheat them in every 
way* Actions such as fasting ? or refraining from sexual 
intercourse9 are intended to forbid their entrance® The 
use of water for washing away every kind of evil is common 
among all the branches of Indo-European races. Thus the
bride is washed to rid her of all evil influences* According
1
to Hiranyakesin Grhyasutra the face is wiped after an
1  * H it?. G tp - "X «I &  . S’"
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evil drearn•
One of the best known rites in all systems of 
*
magic is the transference of evil to some other person
or thingo The bride’s garment after marriage is hung up
on a tree or post9 so that the evil influences in it may
be disposed of. Similarly the cloth with which she is wiped
is given to the guardian of the maiden3 who puts it in a
1 ■
cow™stall or hangs it up in a wood.
The idea of transference of the evil to some
other thing is very familiar to the primitive mind* When
a Moor has a headache9 he starts beating a lamb or a goaty
believing that the headache will thus be transferred to the
animal* In Morocco most wealthy Moors used to keep a wild
boar in their stables3 in order that the 5inn or evil
spirits might be diverted from the horses and enter into 
2
the boar*
Examples of the transference of evil are common
in many parts of Europe* In Rome the cure for fever was to
pare the patient’s nails9 and stick the pairings with wax
on a neighbour’s door before sunrise; the fever then passed
3
from the sick man to the neighbour, in Northamptonshire,
ItfCaus. ■. I.XXVI.I,A.V.XIV
%, ^ ^S^Golden Bough , .3,<< A f 31
Devonshire and Wales a popular cure for cough was to put
a hair of the patient*s head between two slices of buttered
bread and give the sandwich to a dogo The cough was thus
1
transferred from the patient to the dog. In the Greek
island of Karpathos the priest would tie a red thread
round the neck of a sick person* Next morning the thread
was removed and the relatives tied the thread to the tree*
2
Fever was thus believed to be transferred to the tree* 
Symbolic rites
There are certain rites in the Grhyasu^ 
tras which are mainly symbolical. In ancient times symbols 
ism played a very Important part in human life* The rites 
are easily perceived to be symbolical and we may therefore 
investigate their meaning on this basis. If we compare the 
Indian symbolic rites with the bites of other Indo- 
European countries or primitive tribes we find some simi­
larity of ideas* These rites? however9 are not always 
performed to gain a definite result* The satisfaction is 
in having performed a ritual or a religious duty* In the
U pt-ciz^Golden Bough , pSl
o it •' '
5"3
^performance of the rite the performer feels that he has 
made a small contribution,which it ia both his privilege 
and his duty to 4o,to the maintenance of that order of
the universe of which man qnd nature are interdependent 
parts * ^
Sometimes we find that the same symbol is used in 
different occasions.But there is a common element of 
meaning?and by comparing together the various uses of 
symbols we may be able to discover what that common element 
is o
To get good luck and happiness one method is to avoid 
the touch of anything dangerous.Another method is the 
touching of things which are beneficial.Thus the bride 
is placed on a bull's hide to ensure fertility.The placing 
of her (or,in the initiation ceremony,the student) on 
a stone is intended to attain firmness,
PRELIMINARY. .MARRIAGE CEREMONIES 
Selection of the bride
In the selection of the bride some 
girls are to be avoided,According to Apastamba^ one
1.Radcliffe Brown, Structure and function of primitive 
society.p lkb-lh-5
2.Ap.Gr-I.3.12-13
should avoid girls with the name of a naksatra,river or 
tree,and also those the last eonsonent of whose names
are r or 1 .Kxamples of these names are given by the
/■ _ ” — 1 
commentator ‘as Kara,Kate,3usila,Gauri etc. InK&nasutra'
we also find the advice to avoid women whose names have
1 or r as their last consonant®
It is not very clear why these names
are avoided®But among primitive peoples we find that any-
thing,such as a place,a word or name,an occasion,or even
a day of the week or a period of the year,may be the
object of ritual avoidance or taboo.It is hard to explain
the objection to the use of words for rivers,trees,and
naksatras as components of names on this basis however,
though 1 or r are widely looked on as inauspicious letters
The Grhyasutra recommend the selection of the brid
p
by means of earth clods".Such earth clods are to be gather 
ed from an altar,a furrow,a pool,a cow stable,a gambling
cjl. fc&ixce.
placepwhere corpses are burnt,from sterile soil,and from 
a place where four roads meet*The ninth clod is a mix­
ture of all.The girl is to pick up one of the earth
l.Kam>. -Ill o 1
2oGobh.Gr.il. 3 ®9 5 Asv.Gr. I. 1 A.
-first
clods* If she chooses one of the,four clods or the mixed/reK
one she is considered to be lucky., If she chooses a lump 
of earth takenjfrom the field that yields two crops in one 
year9 her offspring will be rich in food5 if from the 
earth of a vedi (altar) 9 rich in holy lustre; if from the 
pool which does not dry up? rich in everything; if from 
a gambling place where four roads meet, wandering to dif­
ferent directions; if from a barren spot9 poor; while if; 
she chooses the earth from a cremation ground, she will 
bring death to her husband* ~Apastamba Grhyasutra pres^r 
cribes a similar ceremony, but with some difference in the 
nature of the choice of objects* In the texts the girl is 
asked to take one of the following things % different 
kinds of seeds mixed together, loose earth from a sacri­
ficial altar, earth clods from a field, cowdung, and earth 
clods from a cemetery* The former objects bring prosperity
while the last is regarded as very Inauspicious* Manava - 
2
Grhysutra says that the bridegroom should ite:s:t the / 
girl with eight clods* One from the furrows of the field.
srt
one from the altar, one from where durva grass grows, one 
from cowdung? one from the foot of the fruit bearing tree, 
one from the cemcifcearyi , one from the road, and one from 
the SobJL These he should lay down in front of the
god!s house(temple) and then ask the girl to choose one*
If she takes the clod from the , the road, or the
$.o.hA he should not marry her„
Among other Indo-European peoples 
there are also similar practices* In Norway, the bride­
groom puts three bottles on the table at Christmas, one 
containing water, one beer, and one wine* Then the future 
bride comes before him* If she drinks water'she will be
poor* If she drinks beer, they will get on well together,
1
and if she drinks wine they will be rich®
The custom of omen reading in connection with
the selection of the bride is practised by some of the
primitive tribes of India* Among the Mundas the ultimate
selection of the bride rests not In human hands but on
2
the reading of certain omens known as chenre-uri
1* Winternitz, D.K.A.W aVol XL p 38
2o Sarat Ray, Mundas and their, country ph-37-^ +38
*7
This is performed in the following manner. When the pro­
posed 'hnatch is considered desirable by the guardian of 
the girl and the go-between9 they appointce a day for 
chenre-uri- " > On that day the go-between and the guardian 
of the bridegroom with two other relatives start for the 
girl’s village. On the way the party mark every omen3 good 
or bash Among omens considered good may be mentioned the 
followings-anperson carrying a fishing trap made of bamboo 
a person carrying an axe? a spade or a shovel5 and a cow 
bellowing 9 but not in renponse to or followed by response 
from her calf. If the party happens to come across any 
bad omen on the way5 they forthwith return home and nego­
tiations fall through.
Selecting the auspicious day
All marriages at the first instant should 
take place on an auspicious day and propitious naksatra,1 r—
which, is also mentioned in the Rg-Veda* According to
2 * _ 3
the Sahkhayana Grhyasutra and also that of Asvalayana 
marriage should be celebrated on an auspicious day in the
1 o S &£ o-B 0 yfe. I3 ^
2.Sankh.Gr0 I.5.51
3.Asv.Gr* h lLl
5*8
time of increasing moon and during the northern course
1
of the suiic According to Bharadvaja one should get mar­
ried during the northern course of the sun5 as this is 
sanctified to the gods* Even so one can also marry during 
the southern course of the sun3which is sanctified to the 
manes9 as the wedding has also a connection with the house­
hold spirits* One can marry at midday? which is sanctified 
to the HsiSj or in the afternoon^ which is sanctified to
the Pitrs and Bhaga.
_ 2 
Baudhayana says-
Msuci tapas tapasya var^am ity eke"
"some exclude Suci9Tapas9and Tapasya (as auspicious months 
for marriage)1
The months of Tapas and Tapasya are identical with Magha
and Phalguna3while Suci is the summer month of Asadha*
3
Similarly Apastamba says that all seasons are fit for mar­
riage with the exception of the two months of the season
h ' —of Sisira and the last summer month* Apastamba again
says that all the naksatras which are otherwise stated tof 1,1 ^
be auspicious are fit for marriage
lBhar.Gr.1. 11
2* Baudh.Gr* 1*1.18-20
3o Ap*Gr* 1*2*12 
0
*+. " 1.2.13
The choosing of an auspicious day among the Indians Is 
very important even now* In almost all parts of India the 
wedding begins with the bride and bridegroom having their 
horoscopes cast and going to the astrologer for him to 
decide an auspicious day for the wedding*
The choosing of the day for the wedding also 
plays a great part among other Indo-European peoples* 
Indians?Greeks?Germanic peoples and Estonians all agreed
that getting married when the moon is on the wane was 
1
bad 5 as it led to want and scarcity in the new household*
Among modern Parsis both betrothal and marriage take place
on an auspicious day9the day of the full moon being chosen
2
for betrothal* Curiously enough$ this belief Is also 
found in some of the primitive tribes* The Kachins of 
Burma fear their lives will be shortened if the marriage 
takes place In the waning moon* The Saorias of Rajmahal 
hills believe that consummation during the waning or dark­
ening moon results in general bad luck and the barrenness
3
of the wife®
1* Winterni'tz9 D 0K»A <,W<,Vol XL p30 
2* Hastings?EoR*E*Vol. VIII pV55*
3 0Westermarck? Vol.II.p568
6Q
It seems that the custom originally- grew out of a belief 
in sympathetic magic9 and on very widespread and unex­
plained belief in some relation between human life and the 
moon? perhaps also the sun and the stars.
the waxing moon cannot always be traced to this belief how
ever. In Dukkala in Morocco marriage is said to be held in
1
the full moon in order to be safe from robbers., Such 
very practical considerations may have had some influence 
in the choice of the bright half of the month and especially 
the full moon as the auspicious time for marriages. In 
a community without street lighting and with very Inade­
quate domestic illumination the advantages of such a choice 
are very obvious *
Negotiat ion.
bride*s father to negotiate the match. According to the 
Sankhayana G-rhyasutra the bridegroom sends the wooers on 
their journey to the bride*s home. They take with them 
fruits ?flowers }barley and a pot of water which are evir-- 
dently symbols of fertility. When, the negotiations are
Celebration of marriage during the time of
At the next stage? wooers are sent to the
l.Westermarck,HoH*M*Vol II
/
2.Sankh.Gr. I.6.1-6
aconcluded and the matter pleases both the parties they
touch the full vessels into which ihaye been put flowers5
fried grains9fruits and barley, The priest of the girl's
family puts the vessel on her head with the Rg-Vedic verse
x
H  nah prajam etc. The fertility motive is clear not only 
in the symbolical objects?but also in the mantra quoted 
above.
Sacrifice made by the bridegroom
The bridegroom makes sacri­
fices after the bride's father has declared his assent.
For this purpose? he besmears a quandrangular space with 
cowdungo The southern side of the quadrangular space is 
recommended to be used for the rites which belong to the 
manes and the northern side for those devoted to the gods,
Also? water is to be sprinkled into a middle line.from
2
south to north. Here Sahkhayana Grhyasutra differs from 
the ^rauta Sutra, attributed to the same author?which says 
that the ceremonies sacred to the Manes are directed to-
3
wards the south. The worshipper should consider the south-
1<»R.V,X,851^3 cf. Chapol pis 
2,SahkhoGr& I.7*1-8t
s s
3 oSahkh.Sraut. I•1.15*
eastern direction , sacred to Agni,also as that to which 
the ceremonies are to be directed which are sacred to the
Manes. The Srauta Sutras prescribe that the ceremonies _
1
sacred to the gods should be directed towards the east*.
The commentary on Visnu Smrti,which is \ 
later than our period,mentions that a wedding ceremony is
said actually to have begun when the Nandimukha,or Sraddha
2
preliminary to marriage,has taken place*
The Hi tua1 Bath
At the beginning of the wedding we find 
the purificatory bath of the bride prescribed in all the 
Grhyasutras. The girl is supposed to be under the influence 
of an evil spirit■ thdt is to be washed away with water.
This ceremony is first attested in the Atharva Veda, but 
though not mentioned in the Bg-Veda it is quite possible 
that a similar ceremony took place in the earlier period, 
since the marriage hymn of the Bg-Veda does not, as far as 
we know,give a comprehensive picture.of■-the rites, and
ISahkh * S raut. I«1„13
2« Visnu XXII.?3 Roland) S.B.E.V01 7 note
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and similar practices are attested among other Indo European 
peoples• The basic idea behind it is that there is some
dangerous influence in the bride that is to be washed away
1
with water. Apastamba mentions that the bridegroom sends 
the brahmanas to fetch the water for the bride with the 
following verse
/ 3
"Vyuksat kruram udacantv apa
1 * _ I  /
asai brahmanah snapanam harantul
aviraghnir udacantv apah ” ^ ,^3
I!They are to draw water3 the brahmanas are to fetch the 
bath water in order to away evil, water that should not 
bring bad luck to the husband is to be drawn*1
2
The explanation of Vyuksat kruram is doubtful. Winternitz 
translates the first word as a participle depending on 
snapaim Haradatta explains it as yad apam kruram tad 
apa g a c chat at1 5 may what is harmful in water depart I1 We
3
hav^already found in the Atharva Veda that the priests 
bring the bath water*The Gobhila Grhyasutra deviates from
lAp.Gr. IV*7;
2* Winternitz, D.K.A.W.V01 XL- pk3 
3*A. .V.XIV.l»3l®£&Chap.Lp(
*4
the other sutras in stating that the girl is to be washed 
1 2 , 
with klitaka 0 barley; arid beans . The Sahkhayana Grhya-
3
sutra recramends that the girl is to be washed up to her 
head with water that has been made fragrant by all sorts 
of herbs and choicest fruits together with scents. All 
these were evidently used as symbols of fertility.The vf. 
water is sprinkled by a friend three times over her head, 
so that her whole body is drenched.
This rite is mentioned in all the Grhyasutras, 
but different Grhyasutras specify it at different stages 
of marriage. In Apastamba it is presumably performed 
after the arrival of the bridegroomat the bride’s home,
ht 1
According to Sahkhayana Grhyasutra the bath of the bride 
takes place on the eve of the departure for her husband’s 
home,
Apastamba describes the ceremony as follows,The 
bride sits in the courtyard after a ring of darbha grass 
has been placed on the head, A carriage is brought and the 
semicircular opening of the yoke,which Is intended fpr the
1.Klitaka- (grains)prepared as dough or paste-GobhII.1.10 
prepared from sweet root-Asv.Gr. jEII.8.8.
A'lplant with a poisonous root-Hp.Sfraut. XV„3«>1^ ( oei * ..i"
(Moni e r ¥i11iams)
2o Gobh,GroIIo1,10o
3 ..Sankh.Gr.1.11.
H-.Sankh.G©. 1.11.
5. Ap.Gr.jIV.8.* *
6?
the neck of the ox, is placed into the hole,probably in 
such a manner that it is held by the head within the open­
ing of the wooden framework* Thereupon the bridegroom
pours the bath water, which is brought by the brahmana,
1
over the bride* In the Manava Grhyasutra the ceremony is
described in the following way* After having kindled the
fire in the stable, the bridegroom leads the bride towards
the fire,holding the seam of the dress,saying the verse
12
aghoracaksu etc* He embraces her and leads her to the 
fire* Then they circumambulate a carriage* This,presumably 
refers to the carriage destined to take the brid_e to her 
new home* Then they walk between the fire and the carriage 
and thus he places her below the left yoke-hole in the 
right pole;he then pulls out the pin9puts a piece of gold 
therein and pours water on her through the hole*
The peculiar ceremony of the hole of the yoke 
is connected by Haradatta with the Apala hymns In the Rg~
3
Veda* The story of Apala is related by Haradatta In the
l«Man*Gr* 1*10*5-7 
2« H0VrXo85,^Kcf,
3.R.V*VIII.91.7
6 6
following manner*There was a girl named Apala.She was 
afflicted with white leprosy and no one would marry her. 
Then?to pay reverence to Indra,she stepped into the river 
in order to bathe•She was carried away by the current,and 
saw the soma pl&nt.This she chewed with her teeth and 
presented the juice to Indr'a.Indra drank it and let the 
water flow through the three holes of the yoke of the 
carriage,drenched her three times with the water,and 
made her as bright as the sun.
The use of the yoke in different contexts in 
the G-rhyasutras at first seems to be a reminder of this 
story.The result ,which it was imagined could be obtained 
by these afcfcs is not quite clear.They may have been done 
for the purpose of protecting the woman against sickness 
in her married state,if we accept the explanation of Hara­
datta. But this connection of the Apala story may well be 
later development,and 'this does not seem to be the only 
purpose of the use of the yoke in the marriage ceremonies,, 
It must also have had a deeper magical significance,and 
have indicated the bride*s subjugation to her husband.
That the bath of the bride is the most important 
wedding preparation among most of the Indo-European
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1peoples has been seen in the previous chapter .Even in 
the India of today the bath preceding a wedding plays a 
very important part in the ceremony*
In most parts of India both the bride and 
the bridegroom take a bath before the wedding * In many parts 
of eastern Bengal the ceremony of fetching water for the 
of the bride and bridegroom is called Jalabharana^■>
Married women of the house fill their pitchers from the 
nearest stream,,Musicians accompany them9 and appropriate 
songs are sung• An open space in the house is decorat ed. 
with mango leaves and vermilion spots.The bride and the 
bridegroom in their respective houses change dresses and 
are seated on the decorated platform where they are anoin­
ted with turmeric paste and bathed in water brought by 
the women.
Clothing and. _anointing the bride
After the bath the bridegroom gives the bride a new gar- j
ment.Then he anoints her, repeating prayers to the Visvedeva-? ° :
He gives the quill of a porcupine,a string of three twist­
ed threads,and a mirror into her right hand with the follow-
Se.e. <*.boVe. 3 ^
20literally water~ftiling :
3.Sahkh. Gr.I .12. RjV.aTuSS.MV | ef d - 1- t*'® j
6%
ing verses-
Rupam^rupam pratirupo babhuva
/ / /
tacU asja rupam praticaksanaya
* ' i  ^
Indro mayabhih purn rupaiila^t
J  ' / * J  , *I - yukta hyasya harqyah sata das a
CR.V.VI A7.18)
"Indra, has assumed various forms,and such is his forms 
for us to look on. Indra,multiform by his illusions, 
proceeds (to his worshippers),for the horses yoked to 
his car are a thousand.i!
This verse is rather misplaced here•Originally It was 
presumably uttered at the time of the brideTs departure 
from the father’s nouse.Neither the quill of the porcupine 
nor the string of three twisted threads of the mirror 
have anything to do with the Rg-Vedic mantra just cited, 
yet it seems that they are supposed to have some signi­
ficance ,perhaps magical.
In an Assyrian incantation we find directions 
for removing a disease from a man,by binding to his limbs 
a double cord of black and white threads,which is tied 
on the patient’s limbs and'" then' cut off and thrown away*^ .
1.Thomson, Semitic Magic Pl6h— 165
() 9
It is possible that the twisted thread in the Grhyasutras
*
has the same significance.If so,the purpose or result 
which, it was imagined could be obtained by his act was 
to protect the woman against sickness in her married s '  
state.This practice was presumably taken from indigenous 
tribal customs.
The looking glass was also probably used 
as a charm against the evil eyes,because it was supposed 
to throw back the malignant glance.Among the Hiaina of 
Morocco wild rue and rock-salt are tied to the swaddling 
cloth of the Infant and to the belt of the mother,while 
alum and a few shells are tied to the swaddled child to 
safeguard it against the evil eve,and for both purposes 
a looking glass, is put’"underneath Its head,, and- left: there 
until the child Is old enogh to eat ordinary food.Among 
the Ait Yusi, also of Morocco, a looking glass,together 
with some salt and the knife with which the navel-string 
was cut,is similarly placed underneath the head of the 
infant.The looking glass,which is left there for forty 
days ? is said to protect the child, from the evil eye^u 
In the marriage ceremony even today in some parts of 
Bengal the bride and bridegroom each hold a brass mirror
1 .Wes termarck, RJ.M. , vol. II. p 381-382
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In their hands on the day of marriage,and the bridegroom 
puts the vermilion on the parting of the bride1s hair 
with the aid of this mirror,whereon it has been placed 
in a line down the centre of the disc,by rubbing it upon 
her head-The bride's mirror plays no active part in the 
ritual, but is held all the time^ -.
Returning to the ceremony as described, 
in the sutras,at the next stage the brides relations tie 
to her body a red and black woollen or linen cord with 
three amulet gems,repeating the Rg-Vedic verse,
y
1Nilalohitam' ~„ These are also magical rites-This is a
charm against the evil spirit Krtya,who is already men-
#
tioned in the Rg-Veda.In the Grhyasutras the special» VJ t  ^ ^
magical rite, is performed to avert this evil female sririt—' j. j. t
But whereas this verse apparently originally referred to 
rites performed after consummation,It is here used in 
the course of the ceremony-It louici .seem that the rite, 
using the red and black cord,developed on the basis 
of the verse, which was misunderstood by the time the 
sutras were composed-
1.From rersonal knowledgej- o
2.R.V.X.8?.28.cf.Ch.I.p I,
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The covering with the new garment?which is already in­
dicated in the Atharva-Veda is connected directly with 
the bath and accompanied by mantras and appropriate
-  i
rituals.According to Apastamba just after the bath the 
bridegroom wraps the bride in the new dress.
Sahkhayana mentions this ceremony as 
follows; With the permission of the young gitl who escort­
ed the bridegroom to the girl’s house the bridegroom
gives her the garment with the following verses-
/
Raibhy as id. anudeyi naras£.msi nyocani 
Suryaya bhadram id|vaso gathayditc pariskrtam
( R • V . X • 8 5 • )
’’Raibhj. was the bridal friend9and NarasSfBt&l led her home 
Surya’s robe was lovely to see 5 by a hymn beaiitified she 
moves ."
This verse is also rather misplaced here.Originally 
it was presumably uttered at the time of the bride’s 
departure from the father’s house.
The custom of using colours to distract attention from 
the thing to be protected is very common in India.
1.Ap.Gr.IV.8
/ „
2.bankh.Gr.I„12
3The words Raibhi,Narasamsi and Gatha are taken as person­
ifications of song & praise-Wilson5Rg-veda translation 
Vol VI.note on p3o?
1Z
In various parts of India one sees all kinds of strange 
things painted in gaudy colours on the exterior of many 
of the houses3so that if any unlucky glance fall upon 
any dwelling it may be attracted to and rest upon these 
representations9rather than on the house or its inmates.
To wear amulets on the person has always 
appealed to the simple’mind.The English peasantry in 
some places still believe in so called, lucky stones as 
a protection against the evil eye and the use of amulets 
has far from vanished even in modern city civilizations.
After the Panigrahana ceremony also the eyes 
of both" the bride and bridegroom are anointed with 
collyrium.Then little arrows are shot in all. the directs 
ions«.Arfows are also Used'among may tribes to expel 
evil spirits .Among the Oraons the father of the bride 
puts an iron headed arrow into her hands at the time of 
her departure to the husband’s home to expel the evil, 
spirits of her father's village • Among high class Hindus 
of the Punjab the bridegroom always carries an iron
1. Mr s . Mur ray Ayns lay ? i§ oB.W. p lU-0 ~ l b l  
2o¥estermarck H.H.M. VoLII pLi-99
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weapon with him to drive away evil influences.
Among the Bhils of central India the bridegroom touches
The anointment with collyrium. is also presumably done 
to protect the couple against the evil eye*The belief 
in the ill effects of the evil eye is fully held in 
India at the present day,Even now Hindu mothers put a 
black spot of collyrium on the foreheads of their child™
3
ren as a protection against nazas or the evil eye.The 
Hindustani word nazar is much more comprehensive than 
the English expression by which it is usually trans­
lated. It implies the ill effects which may result from 
the gaze of any one,even the most benevolent and affec­
tionate .Heee in the marriage ceremony bride and bride™ 
groom are protected from the nazar of all the people, 
good or bad,by anointment with collyrium.
Anointment is an important ceremony in 
the Grhyasutras.The bride*s father anoints the pair while
the bridegroom recites the verse:-"May the Visvedevas,
the "marriage-shed with a sword
2 .Westermarck,H .H .M .Vol.11 p 500 
3-Personal knowledge.
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may the waters unite our hearts.May Matarisvan,may Hhatr, 
may Destr join, us" .
Prof.Pand.ey thinks that this anointment is symbolical, of 
£neha or love and consequently of uniting the pair' »
But this anointment may also be practised as a preventive 
against the evil eye9as well as against other influences*, 
AmonS ithe Ait Waryager of Morocco,when an infant is forty 
days old,its crown is smeared with henna as a protection 
against fleas,lice and the evil eye,and this is frequently 
repeated until it grows older, and the same Colouring 
matter is applied to the chests and feet of their grey­
hounds, which they are more anxious to preserve from en-
3vious looks as they have not many of them
At Moorish weddings the custom prevails of 
painting the bride and bridegroom with henna,which is 
consideredito contain much virtue and is therefore used 
as a means of purification or protection on occasions 
when people think they are exposed supernatural dangers, 
as for example,at religious feasts. The henna is applied
1 . A.V. 3P S5'>^j7 ,$«.«- o-bovc. JuS
% *Pandey,H «S » p3 71
3.Westermarck,R.B.M.,Vol.II.M+3
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to the bride’s hands and feet*
In the present day Bengal there is a ceremony of anoint­
ment with turmeric.On the day of the marriage the relatives 
smear and anoint the body of the bride with a paste made 
of turmeric and oil and bathe her•In West Bengal this 
ceremony9called Gatraharidra,is performed on both the 
bride and bridegroom one or two days before marriage.In
some districts the bride is anointed with the remains of
2
the turmeric used to anoint the bridegroom.
Similar ceremonies are practised among the 
many primitive tribes of India.Among the Mundas some 
female relatives of the bridegroom come to the bride’s 
home to anoint her with oil and turmeric.The bride then 
goes to the home of the bridegroom and anoints him simi­
larly^* Among the Godavars of VIshakhapatam the bride­
groom is smeared all over his body with tuBmeric and
4then bathedA
1. Wes t e T ft\ oCaokyr h - ft • ^ o t . It . I3 ^ 02. -
% . Pe-rSO-TV-oX
Sarat Ray- Mundas and their Country 44 *] - 4 $ ■
X vl* R ;
4* G0 Ramdas- The Godavar of Vizagapattam.Haj£AVol.XI
pl6 5.468
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Dance of Girls
After that four or eight young women other 
than widows are entertained with vegetable? food and
1
sura. The attendant girls perform a dance four times *
This rite seems to he the survival of a primitive custom
Dance and music have always been and still are important
elements of marriage ceremony among many primitive and
civilized tribes and peoples of the world. In Indian
villages 9 they are still very common., Among the Oraons?
dancing girls along with other persons including an old
man who carries a small wooden disc on hes head? a woman
with a baby5 a woman with a pot of water and wthers3
start for the bride!s village in a procession from the
bridegroom1s village. When the bridegroom1s party reach
the bride's village? the girls from the boy's side form
lines and join up with the girls on the bride's side .
The songs and music that accompany the dance on such
occasion are often erotic in meaning and. even frankly 
2
suggestive.
This ceremony is prescribed only in one 
— d-
text3 the sutra of Sahkhayana. It is noteworthy for the
l, Sankh.Gr. 1.11.5 _
v ol
2. Notes on two Oraon Marriages by W.G.Archer^p258~260
fact that9despite the rigid ban generally placed on 
alcoholic liquor in the sutra literature, it is definitely 
prescribed here. We can only conclude that the dancers 
who were to be entertained with food and liquor were not 
women of the bride1s caste but low caste professional 
entertainers, for whom there was no taboo on alcoholic 
drinks.There seems in the text to be no suggestion of the r; 
bride and bridegroom or the families themselves partaking 
of sura . The professional entertainer is still much in 
demand at Indian wedding. ■;
Some Grhyasutras describe the madhuparka:? 
or arghya reception as a part of the marriage rite andin n w iL l i . a  L III i l r i *  ^  ^
others mention 'it independently. This is generally offer-
edby way of honour to the distinguished guest. The arghya :
reception of the bridegroom is offered when the bridegroom
arrives at the bride!s house. It should again be offered
when the newly married couple have arrived at their own 
1
house. Thw word madhuparka literally means * a ceremony
in which honey is shed or poured.1 There are differences
of opinion as regards the substances mixed in offer-
_ 2 2 
ing madhuparka . Apastamba GrhyGrhyasutra G
1. Sahkh. Gr. 1.12.10
*
2. Ap.Gr.V.13 *10*
7?
prescribes a mixture of honey and curd or of clarified
, 1
butter and curd. Hiranyakesin lays down a mixture of
2
curds3 honey5 ghee9 water and ground grain. Manava says
that the Veda declares that the madhuparka must not be
without fleshj and so it recommends that at the ceremony
of the releasing of a cow to wander at will, the flesh
3
of goat or ram may be offered. Sahkhayana also mentions 
that the arghya reception should always be offered with 
flesh,especially at sacrifices and weddings.The use of 
meat in the madhuparka was evidently not approved of 
in many brahmanical circles even in early times, and 
has now long been given up.
THE MAIN MARRIAGE CEREMONY
After these preliminary observances there are certain 
essential marriage ceremonies, which are common to all 
the Grhyasutras. The main ceremonies are performed as 
follows»
At the beginning of the ceremony the bride should 
be ceremonially given by the brideTs father to the bride- 
groom.'j T^his'.'is-•called-'the ,-KanySdana eeremony .* Then
,L
having ;plaeed a mill'stone: at; the west of the
1.Hir.Gr. 1.12.10-12
2. Man.Gr. 1.9.22
3. Sankh.Gr. 11.15
/
19
the fire9 the bridegroom should offer sacrifices while
the girl takes hold of his hand. Then he takes hold of ' .
her hand (panigrahana ) with appropriate mantras. Then
he leads her thrice round the fire, each time making her
tread on the stone. After that they sacrifice fried grains
(lajahoma) on the fire . Then he causes her to take seven
steps forward in a north-eastern direction with seven
appropriate mantras. There is great divergence of opinion
among sutrakaras as regards the order of the tituals. For
1
example, the Asvalayana Grhyasutra describes going 
round the fire before Saptapadi while Apastamba Grhya 
sutras describes Sapfc^padi vbefore "going oundk the retire. 
ThdlGobhila, Khadira and Baudhayana Grhyasutra describes 
Panigrahana after Saptapadi, while many other sutrakaras 
describe it before Saptapadi.
Kanyadana
The actual marriage starts from the ceremony n 
of Kanyadana. This ceremony is described in detail in the 
T\a:t\ava Grhyasutra. The groom is led into the place where
lAsv.Gr. I*7*7*
2oAp.Gr*IV.16
3® Gobh.I. 3 . 31;Khad.Gr. 1.3«3 ? Baudh.Gr. I.h.lO
bo For a comparitive table of the rite according to diff­
erent sutras, see of tU kook
5* Man.Gr. I.8 .6-8  ^ *
8 0
the Sampradana is due to bet performed*Either the father or 
the brother is competent to give away the girl.To the west 
of the fire four seats are to be prepared. The bridegroom 
sits on the western uside facing east and the Sampradata 
(he who makes Sampradana) sits on the southern side facing 
north.The giver should give away,if she is to be married 
according to the Brahma rite,saying the words :-ftI give” ■ .
thrice,while the receiver repeats the words "I accept" 
thrice.This Kanyadana ceremony is also mentioned in the 
Paraskara Grhyasutra-**. Among other Grhyasutras,Asvalayana^ 
does not clearly describe the ceremony but uses the word 
dadyat while defining the first four forms.It is very strange 
that this Kanyadana ,which is considered to be one of the 
essential ceremonies of the later period,is not mentioned 
by most of the Grhyasutras.The Vedic references and those 
in the Grhyasutras show that it was believed that the bride­
groom received the girl as a gift from the gods and not 
from the father.The rite of Sampradana evidently became an■J.I1 .  w
essential ceremony only in the later period\ww may connect 
its introduction with the development of different forms of 
marriage in Hindu society and with the deterioration of the 
position of women,who hocame to looked on more as in the 
nature of property.
*1
ILLvSMJioma
The putting of wood on the fire is performed
with appropriate ceremonies and A ;] yah ha ga oblations are
1
offered to the fire • Then the bridegroom leads the bride
round the fire* After the circumambulation of the fire
the bride and bridegroom sit down to the west of the fire 
2
on a mat « The bridegroom takes hold of the bride's
3hands while he offers the oblations» with the following
in­
verses s
/ „  / 2 -
S omaya 3 ani vi de s vaha I11
_/ / g _
Gandharvaya 3 ani vide s vaha II2- 
Agnaye 3 ani vide svaha|i3
Kanyall pitfifohysf.y^ ixj. p&tilokam >.§,vk' diksam adastha svahaM
, / ~ 2 a / 2 /
Pre to muncati mamutah subaddham amututas karat
yatheyam Indra inidhvali suputrar suWWcyjcisa till b
f  f 2 ^
imam tvhm Indra midhsrah suputram subha gam kuru
„ l f * ’ /
dasasgam futran a dhehi patim ekadasam krdhi )I6 I)
Agnir aitu prathamo devatanam
so syai prajam muncatu mrtyupasat 
/•s s s „
tad ayam rana varuno’nu manyatam / * ’
yatheyam stri pautram agham na rodatJJ7
1.Ap.Gr. II.IV.10
2.Ap.Gr. II.IV.9*
/
3»Ap.Gr. II.5-2J Bhar. Gr* 1,13
imam Agnis trayatam garhapatyah" 9
prajam asyai nayatu dirgham ayuA
f * 
asunyopastha 31vatam astu mata
pautram anandam abhi pra budhyata iyam|\S
2 / f ^ _
ma te grhe nisi ghosa utthad
/ i & f i
anyatra tvad rudatyah sam visantu!* *
ma tvam vikesy uru. a vadhistha* 0 ©
” / ^ * „ 
jivapatni patiloke vi raja
pasy3 ntx pra 3am sumanasyamanam II $o
* t  _ /  — J.
Dyaus te prstham raksatu vayur uruQ O 0 qjk *
/ / / j  _ ✓
Asvinau ca stanam dhayantam savitabhi raksatu I* & 0
- 2  2 -  /
a. vasasah paridhanad Brhaspatira> a
* * / / S '
Visve deva abhi ra.ksa.ntu pas cat Jl 1°
aprajastam pautramrtyum papmanam uta vagham
/
sirsnah srajam ivonmucya
dvisadbhyah prati muncami pasam II11
imam me Varuna srudhi havam adya ca mrdaya i
tVam hvasyur- a cake H *2-
/ — / / _
tat tva yami brahmana vandamanas*
/ 2 /_ ^ __ /
tad a saste yajaraano havirbhih «
ahedamano Varuneha bodhy urusamsa< o ' *
2 2  /
ma na ayuh pra mosih || 13
S3
//  s
tvam no’gne Varunasya vidvan • $
 ^ f f Tfta *"° <i-« |
devasya he do* Vita yasisisthah 1• o •
/ /■ / f t ^
yajistho vahnitamas sosucanoA a a
visva dvesamsi pra mumugdhy asmiat 11 &
✓ / 7
sa tvam no agne'vamo bhavoti9
/ £■ t f
nedistho asya usaso vyustau{J <« o o
/ / / _
ava yaksava no Varunam raranoV « c» *
vihi mrdikam suhavo na edhi H & 0
/ '  J  / , / I
tvam Agne ayasy ayasan manansa hitah * 
ayasan havyam uhisetya no dhehi bhesa.jam Ji ^
1* To Soma? finder of woman svaha ®
2o To Gandharva, the finder of woman svaha*
3» To Agni, the finder of woman svaha. 
h* The virgin who from her father’s house steps into 
the husband1s world has completed the virgin initiation# 
5*He releases you from here, but not from there. He 
places you here firmly. 0 generous Indra, may she have 
excellent sons and be blessed with fortune.
6. 0 Indra, make this wife mother of good sons and 
fortunate. Give her ten sons, and make her husband the 
eleventh.
7.May Agni srome as the first of the gods, may he liberate 
her children from the fetters of death and may he, King 
Varuna, grant that, this woman should not weep over a 
guilt connected with her son.
8c May Agni Garhapatya (the house fire) protect here 
May he grant her children and long life* May not her 
womb be empty; may she be the mother of living children*,
May she take delght in her children*
9® May there never be wailing at night in your house, 
may the( hired) female mourners go elsewhere* May you 
never beat your breast with loosened hair* No, as the 
wife of a living husband, radiate light at the house of 
the husband, looking upon the happy crowd of children*
10* May Dyaus protect your back,Vayu your thigh, and 
the Asvins your breasts, may Savitr protect your suckling 
Until the putting on the garment, may Brhaspati protect 
you, afterwards all the gods*
11* Childlessness, death of children, misfortune or blame , 
I take away from you, Just as the garland is removed from 
the head, and attach them as chains to the enemy*
12* 0 hear my prayer, 0 -Varuna be gracious to«day,
intreating your help I long for you*
13® Thereupon I approach you, Honouring you with prayer* 
This is what the sacrificer desires through his offerings* 
Do not be angry with us, 0 Varuna, who are praised (known) 
far and wide * Do not take our life*
l*f. 0 Agni, you have cleverly turned away the scorn of
the god Varuna* You, who sacrifices best, you, who bring
the gods near besrt, shining brightly, remove from us all 
hostile acts
15* When the morning sun rises may you, 0 Agni, you,who 
are lowest be nearest to us as a helper* Reconcile us 
with Varuna through sacrifice 5 came, giving us your grace 
respond readily to our call*
16. You Agni are tireless and you are kind as you are 
tireless* Tirelessly conduct the sacrificial food* Tire­
lessly give us medicine*
This Vivaha homa is described in different ways in Grhya- 
sutras * Hiranyakesin prescribes that only the verses
2
8 to 16 should be uttered on this occasion* Paraskara 
mentions the homa in the following way* It is to be ' r 
performed after the bridegroom has led the bride round the 
fire* He sits to the west of the fire and offers oblations 
while the bride touches him* As well as ajya and Maha-
3
Vyahrti, which ate mentioned in all the Grhyasutras ,I m *
he also makes Gaya and Abhyatana oblations, which are 
intended to procure royal power and victory*
loHir* Gr* 1.19/?-.
2* Par* Gr* I*5°&
^  Sc-C- b e.lcrw £ IZ3 -  f 2-7
The bridegroom then offers other oblations with the 
following mantras,,
*
Amiret/u prathamo devatabhyaho
so sye prajam muncatu mrtvupasat1
tadayam raja Varunonu manyatam -
yatheyam stri pautram edhanna rodat svaha U 
«
M*B« io19 *
imam Agnis tray at am garh.apa.tyah 
prajam asyai jaradastim krnotu 1 
asunyopastha jivatam astu mata 
pautram anandam abhi vibuddhatam iyam svaha i|a
M.B, I.I.10
*May Agni come here9 the first of gods. May he release the 
offspring of the wife from the fitters of death. That may 
this king Varuna grant5 that this wife may not weep over 
distress through her sons, svaha .*
8 1 May Agni Garhapatya protect this woman. May he lead
her offspring to old age* With fertile womb may she be
the mother of living children. May she experience delight
in her sons5 svaha * f 
■ 1
Khadira also mentions the similar mantras at this oblation
l.Khad. Gr. 1.3.11
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After the mantra is recited? the rite of Agni-~ parlnaya 
follows 5 here the bridegroom leads the bride three times : 
round the fire9 keeping the right side towards it„ At 
the end of each round the rite of stepping upon the stone 
is performed by the bride9 with the help of the bridegroom*
Panigrahana
Panigrahana is also one of the essential
ceremonies constituting the marriage and it is looked on
as so important that the term Panigrahana is often used, r /;.
synonymously with Vivaha or another word explicitly
meaning marriage* The seizing of the hand can be done in
one of the three ways 9 according to the Grhyasutras. The
bridegroom can take hold of the fingers of the bride's
right ‘hand only without the thumb9 if he wishes for sons
only* If he wishes to procreate children of both sexes
he should take hold of her hand and the little hairs dm 
1
the back*
La.ja-homa
After this the bridegroom twice pours sacrificial ghee 
on the roasted grain held in her hands ^ this she 
sacrifices in the fire while she utters the following 
verse
l»Ap«G-r0 "1.6.1.9
S3
/ y / / _ £
iyam nary upa brute gulpany avapantika
i _ f t / /
dirghayur astu me patir jivatu saradah satam
a
( M.I.5.2.)
1 This woman, srewing grains prayssmay my husband have
a long life 5 may he live for a hundred autumns„T
The ceremonies of circumambulation of the fire
and treading on the stone follow twice more after this.
„  1
According to Bharadya^a the sacrifice • 1 
precedes Panigrahana. After the bride has bathed and
9 &
is dressed5 the sacrificial fire which has been taken 
from the house of the relations ( it is not said whether 
the relations of the bride or the bridegroonf bp.t;^. J' w 
fcrobablybthe latter in view of the patriarchal nature of 
Aryan society), is placed before them. Then the bride­
groom puts butter into the fire, with the verses
2
‘Soma the finder of woman svaha etc* 1
Then follows the seizing of the hand, the 
stepping on the stone, the circumambulation round the 
fire and the la.iahoma „
/ 3According to Hiranyakesin the Vivaha homa 
as well as the stepping on the stone precede the grasping
(Sv*
Bhar ‘1.13
2.M.I.1-16 
3»Hir.' 1.19-7-9
A
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'°f the hand and the seven steps . The bridegroom makes 
the bride sit down., pours into her joined hands
1
sacrificial ghee, and strews roasted grains upon it.
After she has sacrificed these grains into the fire he
makes her get up and walk round the fire* Then he strews
roasted grains on the fire, they circumambulate a second
time? and again he strews roasted grains* After, having
circumambulated for the third time Jifia'kes an offering
2
to Agni SvistakrtoO f )
According to Paraskara after she is
led round the fire by the bridegroom and after the
sacrifices with the Mahavyahrtis and other formulas*
the bride , standing, sacrigices with the fried grains
mixed with sami leaves, which the bride1s brother pours
out into her joined nalms.
According to G-obhila and Khadira
6
after the sacrifice with Mahavyahrtis the bridegroom
lo Hir, G1nI.XO.3~7
j, Go L b . Gy.  u j .  2 ,4 ,2  , ld
_ . . 1C 4,5
3* Par* G m  1*5*
b. Gobh. Gr. II. 1.25’-26; * ' - '
5* Khad.Gr. I.3 .II-I35 1.3-16 
/
6 .  See. beAoio h
makes the girl tread on the stone.Then her brother, 
fills her joined hands with fried grains,which she 
sacrifices in the fire after ghee has been spread under 
and a: i poured over them.
After this sacrifice the husband leads her 
round the fire so that their right sides are turned 
towards it,or the brahmana,versed in the mantras,does 
the same.
All the ceremonies beginning with the treading on the
stone are thrice repeated in the same way.
The order of the ceremony according 
- 1to Manava Grhyasutra is somewhat different.The bride­
groom stirs up the fire and offers oblations to the 
current naksatra and the deity of the naksatra, to the 
tithi and the deity of the tithi,to the season and the 
deity of the season. Thereupon he sacrifices eight 
gifts of ghee into the fire.
The Panigrahana? which takes place after the sacrifice, 
is followed by the Asmarohana or stepping on the stone. 
Here both the bridegroom and bride are made to step on 
the stone with the right foot, while according to other 
G-rhyasutras the bride only steps upon it. The1 stepping 
of the stone’ is done twicw.Four times they are led.
1^round the fire; at each circle the IVahmana says the
following Brahma Japas "Be united,be harmonious, being
friendly to each other5radiant with kind thoughts,
clothing yourself in food and strength"^-..
In Manava grhyasutra the Lajjahoma follows after this *
After having strewn rice and barley and having sprinkled
water for Aryaman, Pusan, Agni and Vctruna ,we are told
that M he roasts the grain and gives it to the mother
2
(of the bride) or to a woman who is related to her and 
who is not a widow". It is she who sacrifices it in the 
fire-It seems hardly likely that the ceremony was 
jLuierrupted while the bridegroom roasted the grains to 
be used, for sacrifice,and thus it seems probable that 
this operation was performed by the officiating priest, 
while the La,1 ahoma x^ as being offered by the bridegroom.
According to Sahkhayana^ and Asvalayana Grhya- 
sutras the bride offers the sacrifices of fried grain,
l.Samitam Samkapetham iti paryaye parvave 
brahrnajapam Jspet. (M&^. Gu f dl
?Sa,iata according to Winternitz means a woman,who 
has living children. W ’< / ,k .a.u/. v o l  ,xn. F
3.Sankh.Gr.I.13 
4.7isv.Gr.I. V.8-16
9  2L
which is poured into her hands by her brother,to the 
gods Aryaman,Varuna,and Pusan,with Agni as the intercessor 
on her behalf.
Saptapadi
Saptapadi„ or taking the seven steps together,
is another essential ceremony to be performed in marriage.
This ceremony occurs in different sequence according to
different Grhyasutras.According to Sankhayana ,after the
sacrifice x-flth fried grains,the Acarya makes the couple
take seven steps forward in -a north-eastern direction.
- 2According to Apastamba this ceremony takes place after 
the Pnnigrahana but before the sacrifices to the fire, 
the stepping on the stone , and the LajaJhoma.After the 
Panigra.ha.na the bridegroom makes the bride take seven
steps with the following verses-*
' / f f
Ekam ise Visnus tvanvetu 
• • #
dve urje Visnus tvanvetu
J j  , y
trini vrataya Visnus tvanvetu
catvari mayobhavaya Visnus tvanvetu
/ *"■' / f, f ~panca pasubhyo Visnus tvanvetu
l.Sankh.Gr. I. lb*. 5*
2.Ap,Gr. U  .4.16 ■
3.Moi„3e7~13
/ / J.
sad rtubhvo Visnus tvanvetu0 * t *9
s s /  — x —-
sapta saptabhyo hotrabhyo Visnus tvanvetu 
1:1 One for sap,may Visnu speed you 
two for strength5ipay Visnu speed you 
three for duty, 1 * 1
four for welfare M " n n
five for animals fl rt - ” M
six for seasons 1 " M ”
seven for seven hotras n M ! M
- ' 1Baudhayana, Bharadvaja and Riranyakesin" give the samw
text,but instead of'six for seasons' they have 'six 
for prosperity of wealthT»Baudhayana- differs considerably 
from the other Grhyasutras when he mentions the rite- of 
seven steps as to be carried out at the beginning of the 
wedding and before the grasping of the band<>After the 
seventh step the bridegroom recites the following verses 
Sakha saptapada bhava sakhjt^ausaptapada babhuva I 
sakhyam te garaeyam sakhyat te ma yosam sakhyan me ma
yosthah \\
1a Baudh o Gr.1.1s Bhar<, Gr„1.16; Hir«Gr.1.21i * *■
2. " 1 1,1 
3 .M. 1.3.1’+
9*+
sa;n ayi.va, sam kalpavahal samnriyau 
J  s _
r o c i s nil s a man a, s ya ma nan
I s am nr j am abhi samvasanau U 
sam nan manamsi sam vr ata
/ ... f
sam u cittanvf a karam it
J  * i f - /
sa tvam asy amuhami 
amnham asmi sa tvam \
1 / f  'dyaur aham nrthivi ■. . tvam I
/ f i /
reto’ham retobhrt tvam \
s f *
mano 1 ham1 as mi vak tvam \
samanam asmir rk tvam Is n - ’  ^ r'
S ol rr\.~<ym cl't o u.v/ bk&.vc\,
pumse putraya vettavei 1 *
/ /  y i ^  i —
sriyai putraya vettava; ehi sunrteU
I Be a fr<t4nd with the seven steps $ friends we were after 
the seven steps.May I attain to your friendship .May I 
not be seperated from your friendship.May you not be 
seperated from my friendship.May we be united.May we 
live harmoniously together for strength and energy;
may I join together our thoughts.This am I,that are you. 
That .am I 9 this are you.* Heaven I' /earth you.The seed I
9$
the seed container you.Bama.na am I9Rk you.So be devoted
to me?so that you may have a male child, so that you
may have handsome sons, 0 happy one."
Among all these ceremonies the offerings are
primarily religious acts essential in a marriage ceremony
to gain the favour of the gods*....
The rite of Saptapadi is also symbolical of a solemn
promise.As the couple walk together the seven steps, they
make several promises and bind themselves to each other
in friendship and understanding.At every step the gods
are invoked to strengthen the union*.
These essential ceremonies of the Grhya-*
sutras are common to many Indo-European races,The custom
of circumambulation round the fire is found in ancient
Rome,After the ceremony of dexte.rurn iunctio a sacrifice
was made,and the bride and bridegroom walked round the
sacrnicial altar^likewise from left to right*". In many
2
parts of Germany the bride is led three times round 
the fire by the bridegroom or his mother .The circum­
ambulation always takes pls.ce round the hearth. Among
1.Westermarck9H.H.M.Vol.II.p5l2
2„In this and following citations we employ the present 
tense.basing our statements on Westermarck & Winternitz 
uete.Jt- is prebab.ik howevfer that mkny .ofethe .customs'-des* 
cribed by these authorities are now extinct or practically 
so.
3 .Westermarck9H.H.M.Vol.II.p5i3
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*1
some of the southern Slavs the bride is led three times
round the church before she is allowed to enter it.In
Greece the bride and bridegroom are led three times
2
round the altar.Winternitz suggests that the circum- 
ambulation of the church is the survival of the old ' 
custom of leading the wifw round the fire,and the great 
antiquity of this rite and its prevalence among all the 
Inelo •“European races seem to support his theory,Apart 
from the purifying nature of the place or object round 
which the circumambulation is performed it may also have 
been performed as a safeguard against evil influences,: 
and it evidently had much magical significance.
The cermony of Saptapadi or seven stwps is 
considered to be one o ;? the most essential part of the 
Hindu marriage ceremony even today,No marriage Is 
thought to be complete without the ceremony of Saptapadi 
In Bengal the ceremony is perfomed in the following 
way,It takes place before the sacrificial fire,Seven 
rings are drawn with rice paste on the floor.The bride
1 .We s t e r ma r ck, H • H . M . Vol. p !■
3 ,Winternitz, .fc . A. w . Vd *L. i
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is placed in front of the bridegroom and the bridegroom
touches her right foot,leading her from one ring to
another,till the seventh ring is reached5at each step
mantras are uttered.
These seven circles are not mentioned
/ 1
by the Grhyasutras, but according to Kausika" seven lines » r
2are marked on which the steps are to be taken.Colebrooke 
connects this ceremony with the fire ordeal^, where 
seven leaves of the Asvattha tree are tied to the hands 
of the accused and he is made to hold a red iron ball.
But the mantras connected with the seven steps show this 
ceremony is intended to unite the couple in friendship 
and indicate their eternal bond and the union of hearts. 
There seems no connection between the two rites but the 
number seven.
So we find that throughout the whole period the basic 
Vedic ideology has been maintained in the Hindu marriage 
rituald, and nearly all the essential ceremonies can 
be traced back to the Indo-European period.
1.Kaus.76.6
2.Colebrooke,MoE. 2nd ed. Vol.I.p21
3.Yajn.II.lOo, Visnu XI.2- "
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CEREMONIES PERFORMED AFTER THE MAIN RITES 
The weeping of the bride
After the marriage* at the time of the departure of the
bride from her father’s home even her natural tears
have been raised to the status of a ritual. As valayana^*
'  -  Pand Sankhayana mention that the following verse is
uttered by the bridegroom when the bride begins to weep
- 3
at the time of her departure. Apastamba states that the 
verse is to be uttered if the wife or her relatives weep 
during the marriage ceremony.
Jivam rudanti vi mayante ad^ rhare dirgham anu prasitim
didhiyur narah
vamam pitrbhyo ya idam samerire mayah patibhyo ;3anayah * # * * #
y
parisvaje
(R.Y.X.^0.1©)
1 The husbands who weep for the life (of their wives)* 
make them sit down at the sacrifice *hold in a long 
embrace*(and) send the pitr$r. this desirable offspring*
l.AsV.Gr.1.8.1!-.
2.Sankh.Gr.I.l5.2
3.Ap.Gr.II.IV.6
C)C)
upon these husbands the wives (bestow) happiness in
order to be embraced.”
— f * , —
Asvalayana and Sankhayana apparently look on the bride’s 
tears as part of the ritual, and no doubt when the above 
mantra was uttered she pretended to weep ,even if 
tears did not come spontaneously.Apastamba,on the other 
hand9 evidently envisages natural tears ,not necessarily 
part of the ceremony.
Similar ceremonies are also found
in other countries .Among the Greeks,the bride at the
time of her departure bursts into lamentations and
struggles against the procession.When the leader says
’leave her alone because she weeps,1 her conventional
1
answer is ’ take me away from here,but let me weep ’.
In the Karnal district a similar 
ceremony is also performed,As the bridal procession 
leaves,the girl starts crying bitterly and bewails some
p
near relative who has recently died",
Winternitz thinks that this obligatory 
weeping of the bride is a survival of rape,But it is
1.Rossbach,Untersuchungen uber die rorische Ehe.p329 
referred to in Winternitz.D.K.A.W.VolAOjP^
2.Punjab Gazeteer,Karnal dist,Lahore I885.p77?78. 
3-Winternitz, DiJI. A . W . Vo 1 J&b., pVl- h 3
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also possible that the very natural act of weeping of 
the bride at the time of her departure from her father’s 
home has been raised into a ritual* The rite is part­
icularly emphasised by all the Grhyasutras, From the 
point of view of the Grhyasutras the whole Imfe of the 
Aryan was ritualistic in character. So it is quite 
natural that the simple act of weeping should be raised 
to a ritual to be performed with all the formalities,
Journey of the bride to her husband’s home
On their way to her husband’s home, if they
1
pass cross-roads, posts(sthanu) or bathing places,the
bridegroom utters the following verse s-
’’Produce joyfully in the husband’s home wealth and ten
heroic sons* Cause the drinks to be agreeable, 0 lord
of splendour. Drive away the post that is standing by
2
the way, the scoundrel*
1, It seems hardly likely that all kinds of post were 
looked on as so inauspicious as to necessitate the 
utterance of a special mantra. Possibly the word 
sthanu here refers to the trunk of a dead tree*
2* Ap• Gr, 11,5*25* cf. A.V. XIV,2*6 *
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Rudra is invoked if one comes to a cross-road* Cross­
roads are considered only second to temp3.es in sanctity 
1 2 
by Gautama and Baudhayana ; they are reverenced by
turning the right side towards them* The reason for * 
this superstition in Europe seems to be that in the 
old days the dead were buried at the cross-roads and 
therefore these, places were looked upon as ghostly? as 
we find among the Slavonic peoples ? whose burial '
3
grounds were traditionally sited near cross-roads*
When the couple cross a river by a 
boat the groom recites the following verses-
n f
ayam no mahjrah param svasti' nesad vanastUKk 
sira nah sutara hhava dirghayutvaya varcase ”
(M.I.6.13)
1 May this tree (perhaps wooden boat) take us to the 
bank of the river and to our welfare* May you be a 
river easily crossed for a long lige and for splendour,”
The wife should not look -at the crew 
when she is crossing. When they have crossed the bride­
groom murmurs the following verses-
1.Gaut. Dho KXIII.17.
2. Baudh» Diu IV*7*7
3.Winternitz? D.K*A.Wo Vol,1+O?p68
1 0 2
asya pare nirrthasya jiva jyotir asimahi4
mahya Indr a s vast ay a \\
( M.I.6.J4-)
"On the other side of this destroyer, may we arrive 
at the light, alive to our welfare,0 Indra."
dangerous in many other countries„ In Scandinavia great 
danger from evil influences threatens the bride if she
has to cross a river on her way home from church. The
reason for the wifehs avoiding to look at the crew T h
while crossing , may also be due to the belief in nazar5
which may obstruct the journey. The glance of the bride
is considered to be injurious to others in other places
too. The Tsui and Ait Nder of Morocco maintained that if
a bride looked at anyone on her way to the bridegroom's
home, there would be fighting and manslaughter at the
2
wedding feast that same day„
If something breaks in the carriage the
3
bridegroom performs a burnt sacrifice. They enter the
I.Duringsfeld3Hoch.zeitbuch ls referred 'hr  ^ 'l>n
The crossing of rivers is considered to be
1
2. *■*B- Vot ' 1 
3. ^ ‘&T .IC.’ST-A
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village at sunset or at the command of the brahmana
1
(probably the purohita ). Apastamba mentions that if
any article which they are carrying with them or their
chariot is damaged, sacrifices are to be performed*
The com:non belief in Germany ,and indeed probably
throughout Europe and America9 is that the marriage will
be unhappy if an accident happens on the wedding day or
2
on the day near the wedding day.
3 _ ^
According to Gobhila .and Khadira and
5
Asvalayana Grhyasutras the bride should spend that daya
and night in the house of a brahmana. There certain 
ceremonies are to be performed. According to Khadira and 
Asvalayana only the ceremony of looking at tjase pole 
star is performed there. But according to Gobhila other 
ceremonies such as ! sitting on the bull's hide1 and 
Teating together' are to be performed. While according 
to other Grhyasutras the later ceremonies are to be 
performed at the house of the bridegroom when the young 
couple arrive there.
lAp. Gr.iL.VI A
r
2.Winternitz5 D.K.A.W. VolJ+0,pl0
3.Gobh<,Gr. II.3.
U  Khad.Gr. iA.
5. Asv. Gr. 1.7.21
10*+
Looking at the pole-star
According to KhHdira and Asvalayana
the ceremony of looking at the pole star is performed
at the house of the brahmana where they break their
journey, The bridegroom shows her the pole star and the 
„ 1
star Arundhati, which are considered to be the symbols 
of firmness,, Then she breaks her silence by respectfully 
calling her guru by his gotra name. According to the 
commentator ’her guru1 means her husband $ but it may 
also clearly mean the brahmana in whose house they have 
their temporary sojourn,, From this time 3they are to 
avoid eating saline or pungent food and sleep on the
ground without having conjugal intercourse through a
2
period of three nights. Then an arghya reception is 
offered to the young husband.
According to some authorities this 
arghya reception is offered when the bridegroom and his 
companions arrive at the house of the bride’s father. 
There is one interesting point to be noted in this.The 
bride is taken so far from her native village and the 
journey lasts so long5 that it has to be broken in a
I. is VWl ^ jaxA/xrvv. ^  <V*> Ifc*. 0 n-
. ^  tlsVA - JUo 1U v U  a  TU
on.
r^ o-boVe fc>77“ 78
10J
brahmanaTs house on the way. These facts indicate that 
the marriage was generally exogamous as may be gathered 
from many other sources, and that normality the couple 
belonged to different villages, often a considerable 
distance apart. Such is still usually the case at the 
present time.
Reception of the bride_at_her new home
i
According to Sankhayana , the arghya 
reception, with the killing of a cow,is to be performed 
on two different occasions, first when the bridegroom 
is received in the house of the bride*s father before 
the wedding; second , when the newly married couple 
arrives at their own home and the arghya is to be 
offered by the acarya.
Crossing the threshold
The bride should not stand on the
threshold while entering the house of her husband,
* 1
Hiranyakesin Grhyasutra mentions that she should cross 
the threshold with the help of the groomsmen, and the 
priest should remind them that the threshold was not 
to be touched by the foot. In Rome the bride was lifted
10 Sahkh o Gr o 1,12,10 
2.1-Iir. Gr. 1.7.22.6.
10 6
across the threshold to avoid a bad omen through touch-
1
ing the threshold with the foot. In French Switzerland
the young husband embraced his bride? lifted her up
2
lightly?and so let her jump across the threshold • 
According to German popular belief the threshold is a 
place of magic. The custom of burying the dead under the 
threshold is found among many primitive racesjso it is 
quite clear that the purpose of avoiding the threshold 
could only be to avoid the magic that attaches to it.
The custom of the bridegroom carrying the bride over the 
threshold is widely observed in contemporary England,
Sitting on the red bullts hide
After arriving at the 
husband*s home5 and having placed the nuptial fire in 
the house, the bridegroom makes the bride sit on a buul*s
3
hide, and performs sacrifices. According to Gobhila?
1. Hastings;, E.R.E.Vol.'®S,p1+65
2.Winternitz?D.K.A.W.Vol. kO p7JL
3.SiLhkh.Gr. I.l6. „
*
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Khadira and Asvalayana the bride should spend that 
night in the house of a brahmana where wood is put into 
the nuptial fire and a red bull*s hide is spread out with 
the neck side on the east. The bride is made to sit
2
down on the hide and keep silent. According to Manava 
the bride sits down on a red oxhide immediately after 
the seven steps9 in the course of the central ceremony 
at her old home® As has been shown in the previous
3
chapter5 this rite seem to be connected with fertility.
Placing a boy in the Bridefs lap
After making the wife sit down
k
on a red oxhide a little boy is placed in her lap 5and 
is given fruit. The custom of placing a male child in 
the lap of the bride so that she may give birth to a 
boy is widely spread among many Indo-European peoples. 
With the Yugoslavs the general custom is to put the boy
1. Gobh. Gr. II.3 * $Khad.Gr.I„k . As v. Gr, 1.7• 21
2.Man,Gr.I.11.
3 # Sat tx-boVe. p 30
k . Gr o 1 .6 o 115 Gobh • Gr • 11. k 9 7™ 10; S arikh. Gr. 1.16.8-11• m
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into the lap l'of’the. bride 5 she then hugs him to her
1
heart and gives him presents,, The desire for male chil­
dren occurs again and again in the Vedic wedding texts\ 
similarly in Yugoslavian proverbs it is repeatedly 
emphasised that the son is the foundation of the house, 
the daughter on the other hand is the evening meal of a 
stranger,, The custom is also found in the Punjab, The 
bridegroom’s elder brother’s wife sits down, open her 
legs, and takes the bridegroom between her thighs. The
similarly sits between the bridegroom1s thighs and
2
takes a little boy into her lap.
Cohabitation
The couple is to refrain from conjugal 
intercourse for a period of three nights after the 
marriage? preserving chastity,sleeping on the ground, 
eating no saline( or pungent food,and drinking milk
3
only. By the expression ‘preserving chastity*,according 
to the commentator, not only is cohabitation prohibited, 
but everything relating to it, such as thinking of
IKrauss, Sitte and Brauch der Sudslaven939Lf-?k2.8,*+30,*+31
referred to in Winternitz,D,K,A.,WoVol*1+0
p79
2,Punjab Gazetteer, Karnal dist.p77
^ /■
3*Ap.4rAVII.8; Sankh.Gr. I.17-5ST 5G0bh.Gr.II.3.1?
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cohabitation, joking,talking secretly etc. £sval|yar\a. Grhya 
2
sutra says that they should practise continence for 
three or twelve nights or even for one year, because 
after one yearfs chastity a Rsi will be born to them.
3 "
Paraskara differs slightly from Asvalayana on the point.
He says that for three nights they should not eat
strongly spiced or salt and sleep on the floor? but they
should refrain from conjugal intercourse for one year?or
twelve nights, or at least for three nights. According 
h
to Baudhayana continence is to be practised for three 
nights, twelve nights? four months,six months or for one
. i
year, according to whether they wish to beget Srotriya 
(one learned in Vedas),an AnucanaCknower of the Veda), 
a still higher brahmana( Bhruna)? a Rsi or even a Deva* * « 4
The commentary reads as followss-M whoever is begotten 
by a brahmana or brahmani is called a child until he is 
introduced to a teacher. As soon as he has s bee-K. ’ ' ’ •
loSudarsanarcarya1s commentary on Ap. Gr.
2. Asv.Gr. I.8» 10-11 
3oPar.Gr. 1.8.21t
kaBaudh.Gr. I.11
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introduced,has taken a vow and has studied the Vedas
somewhat,he is called Brahmana. After having studied a 
/•_ /•
sakha he is called a Srotriya?he who has also studied 
Angas is called Anucana;he who has studied the Kalnas 
is called Rsikalna; he who has studied the sutras and 
pravacanasr is called Bhruna* He who has studied the
9
fpur Vedas is called a Hsi and he who goes on studying 
is called a Dava.Thus if he wishes to beget a Srotriya 
he performs all the ceremonies upto the worship of 
Arundhatl, and for three nights they should not eat 
anything strongly spiced or anything sal£ , should sleep 
on the floor,and preserve confcinence.They wear new 
clothes and decorate themselves in the morning and 
evening.On the fourth night a burnt offering of food is 
sacrificed.But ifldhe wishes to beget an Anucana he should 
observe that vow for twelve nights.At the end of this 
follows the burnt sacrifices and cohabitation.If he 
wishes to beget a Bhruna he should observe the vow fort
four months.If he wishes to beget a Rsi he observes the
«
vow for six months.If he wishes to beget a Dava he 
should observe the vow for a whole year.
Vatsyayana's Kamasutra-*- ordains that
o ’
     ■ ■! i n nui.u.i iii.mrwn iu ■m u«imi»i »w.u.uii hh^ ' "m i iiit i n n  - n w i i w u im  iruiMiB m il i—i III Hum til i r t i i~n ■ i  i
l.Kamc, III.l
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the couple are to sleep on the floor for three nights, 
avoiding spices and salt and wearing new clothes » Then 
throughout seven days they bathe with accompaniment of 
music? decorate themselves, eat together and honour 
their guests.
The same hind of continehce, which is pres­
cribed after the wedding ceremony,is also observed at 
other jzlmes according to Grhyasutras, After a funeral
p
the relations are not eat anything spiced or salt and '
1
to sleep on the -ground and observe continence. The
practice of continence may have been followed for fear
of the evil sprits who, in the act of copulation, might
slip into the woman and endanger the offspring,
2
According to Upastamba either a staff ■ 
anointed, with perfume is wrapped round with a garment, 
or a thread is placed between the couple on their bed. 
According to Haradatta the staff is taken from a lacti­
ferous tree and its purpose is to avoid contact,Sudrsan- 
"acarya thinks that the staff represents the Gandharva
1. Manu,V.73
2, Ap.Gr. III.ft.9 •
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Visvavasu and for this reason it is to be made of 
Udumbara,Asvattha or Plaksa wood5 since these are 
thought to be the dwelling of the Gandharva and Apsaras* 
According ta> Sahkhayana when the three nights have elap­
sed the groom makes an offering of cooked food with
prayers to Agni,Vayu,Surya,Aryaman,Varuna,Pusan and also
1
to Prajapati and to Agni Svistakrt . This rule is called 
Cathurthikarma because it is performed on the fourth 
day after the wedding•
2
Gobhila says that the bridegroom 
should make the ayya oblations to Agni,Vayu,Candra and 
Surya, and the fifth oblation with the names of the four 
gods together0 The remnant of each oblation should be 
poured out into a water pot. The wife's body, including 
her hair and nails,is besmeared with ayya and she is 
washed. Cohabitation follows after three nights,or after 
her three monthly illness " according to some 0M
1«Sahkh„Gr * 1.18.19 
2.-frokk.:GT _ . %.5
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1
According to Baudhayana after the sacrifices are over
he sacrifices the remainder on her head, after having
placed a piece of gold underneath* Then he leads her
round the fire with her right side towards it, after 1 • f_
which he takes her to the nuptial chamber*
The frequent use of gold also seems to
\s
be of some magical effect* The goldNplaced on the bridels 
head before putting the sacrifice . Thes*e may be intend­
ed to protect her from evil eye* In certain parts of 
Greece mothers frequently decorate their infants cap
with coins or other bright ornaments, in order to divert
2
attention from the child to these objects*
Rtugamana is the technical expression for
: 3
cohabitation., Apastamba thinks that union on each foll­
owing night with an even number from the fourth after 
the beginning of the wife’s monthly illness to the six­
teenth, brings more and more excellent offspring*
1. Baudhn Gr * I * 13,1
2*11* Murray Aynsley, 3*W.E.plMt
3.Ap.Gr JfijX.l
in
Just as the Indians9 so the Greeks and Roman considered
the time after menstruation to be particularly favour-
1
able for the production of offspring„
The Common Meal
At the end of the Caturthikarma9 which
took place at the house of the bridegrooki5 the husband n
2
made the wife eat a meal of cooked food, Later this was
turned into a conjugal feast and it is performed, now
after the second day of marriage„ On the Paraskara Grhya«»
sutra5 Gadadhara observes 91 here the husband dines with
the wife according to custom,” Sating with the wife is
*normally prohibited in the Hindu Dharmasastra9 but this 
is an exceptional case entailing no sin* The ceremony 
symbolises the union of the persons of both the husband 
and the wife9 and Is accompanied by a feast for relatives 
of both parties.
The wedding feast does not merely serve 
the object of making the marriage public9 but It brings
 ^ W »Tvtc.Tr* Yvi hz. t p-Vc.A-W.  V o l .  'W- . j> q jw
2*Bar, Gr„ 1,11,5*
3- ' * ;< I h ■ Manu IV. 1*3; Vas'. Dh. XII.31
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together the families of the bride and bridegroom and 
makes them more friendly to each other; in this respect 
its social importance is particularly great.
The common meal is an extremely widespread 
marriage custom.It has been found among some American 
tribes.Among the Navaho the marriage ceremony merelv 
consisted in eating maize pudding from the same plate, 
and among the Pawnee the girl took a dish containing 
food ,which she placed before the bridegroom; they both 
ate and then she became his wife.In Morocco it is a very 
common custom for the pair to partake of some food to­
gether before they have intercourse.Sometimes the bride­
groom eats first and. then each puts some food into the 
other’s mouth A
2In ancient Rome the couple partook of a cake.The cake 
made of the old Italian grain called, far, from which 
the patrician marriage in ancient Rome received its 
name,confsrreatio, was offered to Jupiter Farreus and 
partaken of by bride and. bridegroom in the presence of 
witnesses.At the present day the custom of eating to­
gether -usually from the same plate or dish,or of the
1. Wes t e:emar ck ,H. H . M . Vol. 11. pMt8 
2 o Has tings,E .R .E .Vo10 vl11 * pk83
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same loaf of broad,or with the same spoon at the ... 
betrothal or,more often ,at the wedding , is found in 
many parts of Europe*Yet in. spite of its occurence 
among so many people of Indo-European race we cannot 
be certain that it was a primitive Indo-European custom 
As Winternitz points out, it is possible that it origin­
ated among different branches of that race independently 
"It would be different," he says,"if we found exactly 
the same kind of dish~say,the wedding cake -used among 
all the Indo-European peoples, or if the ceremony had 
its fixed place in the marriage ritual,like the joining 
of hands,and some other customs
LOCAL CUSTOMS _AND JiOMANLY ..RITES .
Our detailed*, analysis of the marriage rituals makes 
it clear that the basic marriage ceremony in the Grhya- 
sutras is similar to that of the Kg-Veda and Atharva- 
Veda.•Some minor non-Vedic rituals may have been inte­
grated with the Vedic marriage rites,but they do not 
seem to have affected its main scheme.Some of these
1. Wint ernit z,IblK. A • W .Vol•hO.p go
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minor rituals were no doubt Incorporated in the Vedic
scheme of things owing to the persistence of older
customs and presumably also of rites practised by women,
who usually cling more steadfastly than men to tradi-
1 ~ * - 2tional practices of old. The Paraskara and Asvalayana- 
Grhyasirtra expressly says that the customs of the village
( iYhlhhlh) are to be observed at the wedding .
- 3
Similar injunctions are found in Aps$tamba Grhyasutra?
where if is said that one should learn from women the
customs which .are to be observed. GadJtdhara explaind
£fariaYaGana as f o l l o w s MThough not given in the sutra,
the tying of auspicious yarns,wearing garlands, the
tying of the garments of bride and bridegroom,touching
Li
the vessel made of banyan leaf ,touching the nose at the 
arrival of the bridegroom,besmearing the chest of the 
bridegroom with curd etc.,and many other things which 
the women of the place remember,should be done."Though
1.Par.Gr.I.8.11
2.Asv. G-r. 1. 7-1 
2f.Ap.Gr. 1.2 .
^ ° flya.gr o dhaputiika dha ranam _
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Gadadhara does not describe these rituals further they 
can be explained by reference to modern practices in 
the wedding rituals of many parts of India»
Hindu marriage even today consists of two distinct 
parts: one part is sacramental and follows the injunc~k_ 
tions laid down by the brahrnanical lawgivers and their 
commentators 5 the other part is popular and Is known 
as 1okacara,which varies from region to region in 
form as well as in the intensity and extension of its 
practice and persistence.In the sacramental part9a priest 
is essential; it is he who Is I the master of the ceremony; 
the popular part does not call for the services of any 
priest,It is very interesting to rote the 'important part 
that 1okacara plays In the Hindu marriage of today, 
especially in the villages and on the fringes of the■—* o
outlying tribal regions of India,
Lokacara has a distinct place for what 
has come to be known as .stri-acara5the customary rites 
a \6 rituals practised particularly by the women-folk.
These acaras are followed in addition to the usual 
sastric rites?but they have nevertheless a deep and
119
abiding meaning and significance for the common folk 
and add to the colour and romance of the ceremony itself 
In most cases ,these customs have a magical origin or
linked with fertility cults.
In the Grhyasutras also,we find that,
9
even at this early period,an attempt was made at the
partial secularication of Hindu marriage.While insisting
on obedience to sastric injunctions,tne authors 01 the
Grhyasutras had. to make concessions to both the lokacara
and stri-acara of different regions of India.All the
gyr amavacanas mentioned by Godadhara , whi.cn we consider
below are found in modern India.
Tying _qf Mangalasutra _or __au s n i c i qus_ _Jt hr e ad s -
A piece of durva grass is tied to a thread soaked with
oil and turmeric and tied to the left hand of the bride
and., the right hand of the groom.The thread is called
1
A i auspicious thread .
A somewhat similar custom is practised 
by some of the primitive tribes .Among the Birhors,blood, 
is drawn from the little finger of the bride's right
1.Personal knowledge
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hand.,and a thread with a betel-nut tied to it is soaked
with the blood and is slung across her left shoulder.
The bridegroom also does the same,but he slings the
1
thread across his right shoulder .
We a r1ng t he ga r1and
Wearing the garland is also common
in all parts of India.The bride and bridegroom both wear
garlands and at the auspicious moment they look at each
2other and exchange garlands three times .
Tying_the garments
i
'The garments of the bride and bride - 
groom are tied together after the marriage.All the cere­
monies on the following day,such as offering of arghya 
to the sun-.god followed by their going seven times round 
the rectangle formed by the four banana trees at the four 
corners of the courtyard where the ceremony is performed, 
are done with their upper garments tied together at the 
ends?.This popular rite,not mentioned in any sutra,is 
still performed in modern Bengal, in addition to the
1 o S'o.rcfiS B triors' f3 183
2. p£A2S6noJL
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circumambulation of the fire.
Touching the nose at the arrival ofJibe bridegroom 
The ceremonial reception of the brLdegroom is a very 
popular ritual with the women of Bengal,The ceremony5 
which is called varana, is performer) just at the arrivalaTiT ^ ~
of the groom at the gate and then again before the bride­
groom arrives at the marriage panda1 <, The women come 
forward with a bamboo tray* full of auspicious articles 
such as betel3 a lamp9 durva grass etc* They pick up two 
articles in two hands, touch the bridegroom's forehead or 
nose with them one by one, and scatter them in all direct
ions . This little ceremony appears to be a form of 
/
Vasikarana'or a charm placed upon the groom, to ensure his 
love and faithfulness to the wife. The magical element 
is present in many of the striacaras connected with the 
groom's reception at the gate by the women.
The custom of greeting and welcoming 
the bridegroom with a special ceremony by the women of 
the bride's house is also found in many primitive tribes. 
Among the Sabaras of Orissa., on the arrival of the bride 
groonuafc the bride's house9ithe1 female relatives come to
to greet him with ghee, betel-nut?turmeric etc. This is
122
followed by a pracice called senka, in which the women
warm, over a lamp the tips of their fingers and press
1
them on both the cheeks of the bridegroom. An exactly 
similar ritual is followed in present day Bengali marriage. 
Besmearing the chest of the bridegroom, with card 
This ceremony is called Dadhimahgala in Bengal and is 
practised even now. The bride and groom, at their res­
pective horses are awakened before sunrise on the marriage
day and are given curd and rice to eat • Curd or Dadhi 
is also put on their forehead and chest? and this func­
tion is called Dadhimangala . The bride and groom are to
fast on their marriage day and also are fed early9 before 
the day begins? and curd is supposed to be an auspicious
food for commencing i journey 5 or for eating before any
3 2 
important event in' one!s life*,
Thus it is clear fthat5 while main­
taining the general Vedic scheme, the Grhyasutras had* *
to make certain, concessions to the local customs and 
womanly rites which were slowly and gradually integrated 
into the Aryan and brahmanical ritual of marriage*
1. Satindra Narayan Hay? Sabaras of Orissa 030^-313
* ^  CX/iv 0*V\ d / T - A " -  ' ~ v ~ i  I
2* Personal knowledge *”"■
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Appendix NOTES ON CERTAIN FEATURES Ofc THE RITUAL
A.jya and. Mahavyahrti sacrifices
A,1 ya and Mahavyahrti were the 
two beneficial, sacrifices5 which were performed at diff­
erent stages of the marriage ceremony to obtain auspicious 
results *
Preparation of the A.jya is made in the following
1
way* Having put the mess of cooked food on the Bar his 
and put wood on the fire3 the sacrificer prepares the 
*Ajya as follows* He takes ghee or sesamum oil or failing 
these 5 curds5milk9rice gruel* Any of the latter sub- 
stanced can be technically considered as Ajya* From the 
same Barhis q he takes two blades of darbha grass of the 
lenght of one span? to use as purifierse Putting a herb 
between them9he cuts then off with the words "purifiers 
are you3sacred to Visnu"* He then wipws them with water 
with the words 1 by Visnu!s mind 5you are purified*"
Having purified the A jya 3 he pours it into the A.jya pot
l«a bed or a layer of kusa grass usually strewn over the 
sacrificial ground and especially over the vedi3 to serve 
as a sacred surface on which tbw present the oblation 
and as a seat for the gods and for the sacrificers„
1 2 b
over which he has led a darbha purifier. Holding the 
blades of darbha with his two thumbs and fourth fingers 
he purifies the Ajya three times, by waving the blades 
of grass above it, from west to east, once with the 
Yajuss nmay the god Savitr purify thee with this un­
injured purifier, with the rays of the good sun,"and 
twice silently. He then sprinkles the purifiers with 
water and throws them into the fire0 He then puts the 
pot of Ajya on the fire and takes it from the fire t o w  
wards the north.Thus the Ajya is prepared.
At Ajva oblations whenever they are pres - 
cribed he only prepares the "Ajjfa and sacrifices it, tak­
ing coUt parts of it, by this presumably implies ladling 
spoonfuls of Ajya on the fire. The text further states 
that he does not sacrifice two parts or the Svistakrt 
oblation; by the two portions we infer that two spoon­
ful are to be left in the pot.
Mahavyahrti is the great Vyahrti ot the 
utterance of mystical words; according to brahmanic 
terminology the three words Bhur«,Bhuvah , Svar?pronounced
t
after the pranava, Om , are known as Vyahrtis or Maha- 
1
vyahrtis. Whenever no special rule is given ,one should 
sacrifice with Mahavyahrtis before and after the chief
"A ■ W  l 0L-*n.S
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1
ceremonies„
/ , __
According to Sankhayana Grhyasutra,, after the
bath of the bride9 she puts on a newly dyed garment and
the preceptor (acarya)of the bride's family wakes the girl
sit down behind the fire* While she takes hold of him he
sacrigices with Mahavyahrtis and makes A jya oblations to
Agni53oma9 Prajapati9Mitra? Indra, Gandharva?Bhaga5 Pusan
2
Tvastr -and Brhasoati* We are told that the Mahavyahrti , t *
is to be repeated three times after all the sacrifices 
to Agni5 Surya and Candra* Sankhayana prescribes that all 
sacrifices that procure happiness9 one is to sacrifice '■ 
before and afterwards with these same Mahavyahr tis„ The 
Isvalayana Grhyasutra is substantially in agreement? 
mentioning that the bridegroom should sacrifice four Ajya 
oblations or Vyahrtis before the wedding after this 
nreliminary sacrifice; the bride sacrifices Ajya along
3
with fried grains in the fire*
According to Gobhila Grhyasutra the 
bride? after putting on the garmentf pushes forward with
/
1. SankhoGr* I* 12-13
2. " I.llA
3*Asv.Gr. 1
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her foot a rushmat or something else of that kind 
veiled with clothes.She sits down on the east end of 
the rushmat to the right of the bridegroom.While she 
touches his right shoulder with her right hand9 he 
sacrifices six oblations of A jya .A jya. is again offered 
in the fire ,later with a sacrifice of fried grains^.
In the concluding ceremonies of the marriage5 before 
pointing out the Pole Star?the bridegroom sacrifices 
six oblations of Ajya and pours the remnant of each 
oblation over the .head of the bride5who keeps silence.
The Ajya is again offered and the Mahavyahrtis again
repeated if the axle of the chariot is overturned or 
if some accident happens5 in which case the travellers 
are instructed to put new wood hunto the fire? besmearing 
it with the remnant of the Ajya~. When the bride goes 
to the bridegroom’s house a little boy is placed on her 
lap and she sacrifices six "Ajya oblations^
A jya oblations are offered, again on the
fourth day of marriage.Having put "wood into the fire
the bridegroom sacrifices four expiatory Ajya oblations
1.Gobh.Gr.III.3
2. " ” IV,10
n n IV.10
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to Agni 5Vayu?Cand.ra and Surya, and the fifth oblation 
to the four gods together„The remnant of each oblation 
should be poured into the■ .water pot*With the contents 
of this pot the relatives besmear the bride’s hair and
nails and remove the water by rubbing and washing her.
1
According to Khadira Grhyasutra 5after
the bath of the bride the bridegroom gives her a garment
Then they both sit down , and whi}.e she touches him
the bridegroom makes oblations of Ajya with the sruva
or ritual spoon,taking up a portion of the ghee with
the Ka ha vya hrtis? ,and then he makes a fourth oblation
with the three Maha vya hrtis together»The Mahavyahrt is
should always be repeated after the chief oblation.
—  —  ?Paraskara Grhyasutra'- says that after
the circumambulation of the fire the bridegroom should 
offer two Ajya portions and repeat the Mahavyahrtis ? 
and then offer the general expiation,the Prajlpatva 
oblation and the Svistakrt» These are the regular 
oblations at e ve ry sacrifice.
1 2 8
Rite of throwing grains
The practice frequently mention­
ed in the sutras of throwing grains and other articles 
is presumably a fertility rite*
When the wooers come to the bride *s-
home they bring with them flowers ,fruits, barley and
a pot of water.When the matter pleases both the parties 
they touch the full vessel,into which has been put 
flowers,fruit ,fried grain barley and gold,and the priest 
of the family puts the full vessel on the bride’s head‘d* 
Then the priest blesses the girl with the following 
verse s-
Prajam tvayi dadhami
Pttsums tvayi dadhami
tejo brahmavarcanam tvayi dadhami 
*'Offspring I put into you, cattle I put into you, 
splendour and holy lustre I put i$to you.”
The fertility motive is clear not only 
in the symbolic objects but also in the mantra quoted 
above*
1.S arikh* Gr.1 .6 .
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The throwing of different kinds of cereals or fruits 
by the bride and the bridegroom is also found in the 
later stages of the marriage rituals
The bath water of the bride is mixed with Klitaka,
I  7 '
barley and beans,according to Gobhila Grhyasutra
/_  ^   p
According to Sankhavana Grhyasutra" the bath of the 
bride takes place on the eve of her departure for her 
husband’s home.The same recommends that the girl is 
to be washed upto head with water that has been made 
fragrant by all sorts of herbs and choicest fruits 
together with■scents.All these seeds and herbs were 
evidently used as symbols of fertility.
The La.jahoma , or sacrifice with, fried 
grains,is also symbolical of fertility and prosperity.
The brother of the bride pours out of his joined hands 
into her joined hands fried grains mixed with s'ami 
leaves.The bride sacrifices them in the sacred fire with 
fii-mly joined hands. Again after the rite of taking the 
seven steps., before their departure,the relations pour 
seeds of rice etc. on the heads of the bridegroom and 
bride.
l.GobhoGr. II.1.10
i
2.S ankh.Gr.1.11.12
3 .Hir.Gr. 1-6.20.6
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This marriage rite, can be closely traced to all 
primitive Indo-Eurchpeans .The custom of throwing grains 
or fruits on the bride and bridegroom is very well
America?where the grain is usually replaced by paper 
1 confetti 1.
According to Mannhardt such practices originated from a
feeling of sympathetic connection between mankind and
seed-bearing grasses and the comparison between the fruit
of the body and of corn,2 They are evidently intended
to promote fertility. Among the Mundas the bridegroom
throws three handfuls of rice at the forehead of the
bride and the bride next throws three handfuls of rice
k
at the forehead, of the bridegroom1. In Tibet, when the 
bride arrives at the brid.egroorn’ s house,his mother re­
ceives her with some barley flour mixed with butter in 
the right hand and with a jar full of milk in her left
2.Mannhardt,Mythologische Forschungen9p3655ref•to in 
We s t e r mar ck 9 H . H . M . Vol • 11. gh-78
3 • Winternit z K. a.v.v© m  ins
known and practised throughout South-East Asia and 
1Far East and is well known in modern Europe and
hand
1 .Wester ma rck5H.H.M.Vol.II. p ■f 71
. We s t e r ma r ck .H.vyoC-.-i} gL.72 
1 Vol. II, p502
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In ancient Rone^ - nuts were thrown by the bridegroom
for the boys present at the wedding ceremony*
In modern Greece coins,rice sweetmeats
and also nuts are thrown over the couple and. the marriage 
2
procession » Westermarck suggests that tne purpose of 
throwing these articles on the bridal pair is also to 
secure prosperity to the couple after their marriage, 
especially with regard, to the bearing of children-' In 
the family in sucessive generations^ ,and the idea of 
promoting the material welfare of the couple niu&t have 
present In the minds of those who Initiated the rite .
In Syria and Palestine the throwing 
of grains and salt on the people at a wedding is said 
to be a cftarm against the evil eye^h In ancient Greece 
dried fruits were thrown not only over the bride but 
also over a newly bought slave, and this too suggests
r'
the idea of protection against evil influences^.According 
to Crawley n the practice of throwing rice originated in
1.Has tings,E-R.S.Vol.VIII.ph15
2, i! !< pi'dy
.3 . We s te rmarck, H . H . M , , Vol * 11. phBO 
ho 1 . » " phf2
ho 1 " n pk83
the idea of giving food to the evil influences to induce 
them to be propitious and depart
There may be another reason for this 
practice •Often the soul is conceived as a bird ready to 
take flight,The Bororos of Brazil fancy that the human 
soul hg.s the shape of a bird 5 and passes in that shape 
out of the body in dreams,There is a popular opinion in 
Bohemia that the parting soul comes forth from the 
mouth like a white bird. If the soul is a bird on the 
wing,it maybe* attracted by rice and so either prevented 
from taking wing or lured back again from its perilous
p
flight". So it is quite possible that the purpose of this 
rite of throwing grains on the bride and bridegroom was 
also to prevent the soul from flying away®
There must have been more than one purpose 
of this custom,for it is observed on different occasions 
for different purposes.Sometimes the same ceremony In 
a giVen case may he Intended to serve more than one 
purpose and there may have been mixed motives for it. 
Among the Battas of Sumatra, when a man returns from
1.Crawley,Mvstic Rose p32j0refo to in Westermarck.Vol.il
p>+83
2.Golden Bough pt II P33-3?
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dangerous enterprise, grains of rice are placed on his
head 5 and these grains are called padirum tend1 , that
.1
is ’means to make the soul (tondi) stay at home".
In Java also rice is placed on the head of a person who 
returns home unexpectedly after he has been taken for
p
lost .
In present day Bengal on the day before that
fixed for the marriage ceremony an important ritual
named Adhibits a has to be gone through. On this occasion
a number of articles, namely paddy,fried rice ,durva
grass?sandal wood paste ,turnmric ,fruits, flowers,ghee,
curd,gold, silver and copper pieces,conch-shells etc,
are placed on a bamboo winnowing fan or Kula which is
called Varana_dala. The respective priests bless the
bride and the bridegroom in their respective homes by
anointing their foreheads with sandal woodpapaste and
by touching the Varana^dala on their forehead.This action
*
no doubt is thought to have the same effect as if the 
objects on the fan were scattered, over the bride’s head.
A piece of durva gras-' is then tied on a thread,soaked 
with oil and turmeric, and tied to the left hand of the
1 "Bougk,,
2.Frazer,Golden Bough,ptII p3V~35
13*+
bride and rlg^ 't hand of the g r o o m . This thread is
— Tcalled MangalasUtra or auspicious thread »
In many parts of Bengal gifts are 
sent on this occas&on,to the bride’s house from the house 
of the bridegroom*Some of 1 he people of the bridegroom*s 
house car ay oil, turmeric, betwlnut, vermilion,clothes, 
ornaments curd,sweets,and a pair of fish and a cocoanut 
with them to the bride’s house *Sometimes musicians also 
a c company them.
There is also another similar ceremony practised 
In some pasts of Bengal* Early in the morning on the 
wedding day women of the village ,accompanied by the 
parents of the bride, go to the nearest pond or stream 
to fetch water* The father takes with him an axe or some 
other instrument of the kind and. the mother takes a 
pitcher with her*In the absence of the bride’s parents 
any married couple may take their place for the; purpose* 
Arriving at the stream, the father with his axe gives a 
stroke into the water, and the mother immediately fills 
hers pitcher from that place and brings it home*Then five 
fruits and five garlands are placed In the pitcher and
1 .personal knowledge
13 5
the opening is carefully covered up. On the wedding 
n night the bridegroom is made to open the cover of the 
pitcher and pick up the fruits as advised by the women 
present.These fruits are symbols of future offspring! 
This rite shows the use of fruits as fertility symbols 
in common with those earlier mentioned,but here they 
are not scattered over the bride or brought in contact 
with her.Similar customs of fetching water are followed 
by many primitive tribes of India.Among the Birhors two 
pitchers full of water are similar13^  fetched frpm some 
nearby stream, pond or spring, by two girls.The girls, 
while going to draw water, are accompanied by some 
married woman, one of whom carries an axe or,if available 
a sword, and another, a bow and a arrow. Arriving at 
the ijank, one of the women puts three marks of vermilion 
somewhere on the bank, and gives three strokes with 
axe or sword into the water where the pitchers are filled 
When the bridegroom and the female relatives of the 
bride have been ceremonially introduced to one another, 
two girls come out with these pitchers of water,and 
with small mango twigs sprinkle the water all over the
136
bridegroom’s body*The bridegroom’s father* gives two 
pieces of money to each of the two girls .
There is a somewhat similar practice among the Mundas*
The bride goes to the stram with her pitcher and having 
filled it raises it aloft on her head*, steadying it with 
the hand*The bridegroom comes behind as she turns home­
wards 5 and resting his hands oh her shoulders,shoots an 
arrow along the path in front of her, through the loop 
formed b y  her uplifted arm,.She picks up the arrow 
with her foot, still balancing the pitcher on her head. 
Taking It in her hand she gives it to the bridegroom.
He again shoots the arrow in front of her, thus showing ‘
2
his ability to protect her.
The use of the arrow in marriage ceremonies 
seems to very significant.Not undften is it used as a
- 3
symbol of the embryo. According to Saii.khayana Grhyasutra 
the bridegroom utters the following verse just before 
c oha bitation$-
l.Sarat Ray,The Birhore pll2-183
2° " n, The Mundas and their Countrme.pM+9-h50
3 S ahkh * Gr. 1.19 .6 6
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Vrsanam vrsann ii dehi prajavai tva havaraahe 
* » » #
yasya yonim patireto grbhaya pu-nan putro dhiyatam garbhe *
antah I tam piprhi dasVmasyo1ntar udare sa jayatam
f .1 —s ra i s t hyat'amah s vanam: iH va
1 1 May a male embryo enter your womb ,as an arrow the '• 
quiver; may a man be born here , a son after ten months !i
Throwing of ashes
A peculiar popular ceremony,involving the 
scattering of substances less auspicious than grain, 
is mentioned in the Digha .Nikaycu In the Aganna Sutta 
it is said that, when the world was young and pure,and 
sexual passion first began to alise in men and women, 
people reproached them for their unseemly behaviour,and 
threw sand, ashes or cowdung at them as a sign of 
contempt. The text further states that the reviling of 
the bride and. bridegroom and the throwing of these things 
are still practised at weddings, but that people have 
forgotten their true significance, The puritanical 
Buddhist author here evidently tries to give a moral 
explanation of a widespread popular custom of his own 
ti^e.It is likely that the actual purpose of the custom 
was to remove evill spirits, by deceiving them into 
thinking that the bride and bridegroom, instead of being
138
the centre of interest and admiration, were in fact 
scorned and disapproved of =In India even today the 
mother who has lost many children will give a parti** ■ 
cularlly nasty name to her surviving child, in order to 
cheat the spirits into thinking that it is Worthless or 
repulsive, and thereby save its life.In any case it is 
quite evident that this custom had no connection with 
the auspicious scattering of rice. We have no knowledge 
of such a rite taking place in India at the present 
time.
Silence observedin marriage
In the rituals, we find that rites are performed either 
with or without formulae, and the oblations are offered
either vocally or silently.
-  1
oankhayana Grhyasutra mentions that after
the girl's father declares his assent,the bridegroom 
offers sacrifice.He carries forward the fire either witi 
the Vbrse "into thy womb” or silently .The bride should
/ _  .
1.3ankh.Gr.
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sit silently when the sun has set, until the Pole Star
appears, She breaks the silence when the Pole Star,
Arundhati, and the seven Rsis appear,and utters the* *
following vwrse;s,!Kay my husband live and I 5et 
"l
offspring' 11«
At the marriage a brahmenccwith water-pot 
wrappedjin his robe,keeping silence, should step in 
front of the fire should station himself to the south 
of it with his face to the north,This brahmana is 
presumably normally the purohita who performs the 
marriage ceremony» At the time of seven steps a man 
who holds water pot in his shoulder stands silent to 
the south, or according to some-' to the north, of the 
fire,From that pot ,he sprinkles the bride's head with 
water
The s 1 gnif i cance of the si 1 ence in the perf orm- 
ance of religious rites is explained in the 3. a tap at ha 
Brahmanav in connection with the preparation of the 
fire-altar.Certain furrows are ploughed and certain 
libations made with an accompaniment of spoken words, 
and others silently, for nwhat is silent is undetermined.
l.Aiv.Gr, I ,
2 . Khad.Gr.I.3•5•
3.Sat.Br"/ .VII.2. 2.13-lW
ibo
and the undetermined is everything. 1
In the Grhyasutra. some of the mantras are uttered L *
by the bridegroom or the purohita on behalf of the
bride.At the time of the sacrifice with, the fried
grains the husband murmurs the following text on behalf
of his wife? presumably because she was observing
silence This woman, strewing grain prays thus 5*May
I bring bliss to my relations, may my husband live long 
1
svahai1 11.
Silence is also often imposed on the bride at the 
wedding ceremony in other parts of the world.For * ' ..
instance a Moorish bride must not speak at the wedding, 
or ,if she has something to^any of the women attending 
her 9she must speak in a whisper, and she should not 
be spoken to in the presence of others .In Persia, the 
bride must not speak to anyone and in Korea,she is ex­
pected to keep absolute silence on the wedding day and
3
m  tne nuptial chamber .Among various peoples women are 
forbidden to speak with anyone but their husband for 
some time after marriage. In some African tribes young 
wives are even forbidden to speak with their husbands
l.Sankh.Gr. 1.16.3
1
2.Westermarck?H.B.M. Vol^p25*3
3. M H.H.M. Vol.II.p596
1^1
until the birth of a child. These taboos arise from
different motives. Sir James Frazer believes that the
silence of the wife till their first child is born rests
on the superstitions belief that she is specially
liable to the attentions of evil spirits until after her
1
first pregnancy. It is probable that the insistence on 
the bridefs silence in several parts of the Hindu cere­
mony, was originally9 she should attract these evil 
spirits o
Of*-
Unloosing knots and locks
Q. .
It has been already pointed out In the first chapter 
that the two knots of the bride!s hair should be loosened
an.oo hrv
by the brid^ after the rite of stepping on the stone and.
— 3walking round the fire. In the Manava Grhyasutra the 
bridegroom after having drawn together the ends of the 
bride’s garment with a rope of darbha grass, the bride- 
groonvmakes a knot. The rope with which the bride is 
girdled is loosened, and is fastened, again when she is 
made to sit on the red bull’s hide.
1.Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy VoloIV,p236 seq, 
2 „ o-bove i? 12*
3 M . d. v , X . 11 .5"
Ih2
The magical effect of knots in trammelling and obs­
tructing human activity was believed to be manifested 
at marriageoDuring the Middle Ages and down to the 
eighteenth century it seems to have been commonly held 
in Europe that consummation of marriage could be prevent­
ed by any one who, while the wedding ceremony was 
taking place, threw either a locked padlock or a 
knotted cord into water5 until this had been found and 
unlocked or united, as the case might be, no union of 
th. =opple was poss l M e . *
A cmrious use is made of knots at 
marriage in the little Indonesian island of Rotti,.
When the man has paid the price of his bride, a cord 
is fastened round, her waist, if she is a maiden,but not 
otherwises Nine knots are tied in the cord ,and in order 
to make them harder to unloose they are smeared, with ■ 
wax*Bride and bridegroom are then secluded in a chamber, 
where he has to untie the knots with the thumb and 
forefinger of his left hand only.lt may be from one to 
twelve months before he succeeds in undoing them alio 
Until he has done so he may not look on the woman as his
1.Frazer, Golden Bough.pt.II.ed.XEL.p299
1^ 3
wife. The meaning of this custom is not clear ,but 
can he conjectured that the nine knots refer to the 
nine months of pregnancy.3-
Fire kihdltdby attrition
According to the Grhyasutras there
«
should be fire on the following five occasions- the
wedding, the tonsure of the child’s head,the initiation
of the brahmacarin9 the cutting of the beard,and the
parting of the hair.According to some teachers the fire
used in the marriages should be kindled by the bridegroom 
2
by rubbing.
Many primitive peoples see in the working of 
the fire drill an analogy to. the intercourse of the sexes, 
and accordingly they identify the upright pointed stick 
with the male. This symbolism is common among many 
African'tribes. In Lanngo public fires were kept per­
petually burning during tfce king’s reign and were ex­
tinguished at his death.When the new king came to the 
throne the new gublic fire was kindled by the friction
1.Frazer, Golden Bough,pt II ed IIl.p301 
2Par. Gr. 1.5.1.7-22
lMf
of two sticks? regarded’as male as male and female res­
pectively, which were manipulated by a youth and a 
maiden. After performing this solemn function they were 
compelled to complete the analogy with the fire sticks
by cohabiting with each other in public, after which
1
they were buried alive.
In India the Birhors, a primitive 
tribe of Chotanagpur, still produce fire by the old 
method of the fire-drill, the sticks of which they 
recognise as male and female respectively.
Looking at each other
The rite of looking at each other
is mentioned in only one of the G-rhyasutras. According
2
to Paraskara Grhyasutra the bride and bridegroom are 
made to look at each other by the brideTs father* ^he 
bridegroom recites the following verses-
Aghoraeaksur a patighny edhi s'iva pasubhyah sumanah 
a ’ .... , , suvarcah
r
virasur devakama syoni sam no idvipade sain ^
catuspade
( R.V.X.8?.Uk-.)
1.Frazer, Golden Bough , Vol. II.pt.l.p208 
2 Par.gr.I.k.
ik5
1 With no evil eye, not bringing death to your husband., 
bring luck to the cattle, be full of joy and vigour*
Give birth to heroes 5 be godly and friendly*Bring us 
luck, to men and animals„M
1
According to Apastamba with this 
verse the bridegroom should look at the bride*From the 
expression aghoracaksur in this verse it seems that the 
bridegroom looks at her eyes* But Haradatta says that 
with this verse he looks at her eyes* But Haradatta says 
that with this verse he looks at the bride limb by limb* 
As he looks at her, he murmurs ’do not look with terrible 
eyes’etCo
The purpose of the sutra is a kind of exorcism
of the bride in order to make her harmless to human
beings and animals* The fear of evil coming through
2
women is evident from the verses of Paraskara 9where 
it is laid down that the husband should offer sacrifices 
on the fourth day after the wedding to Agni,Vayu?Surya9 
Gandra and Gandharva respectively to protect the cattle 
and the house from destruction of fame caused by the 
magic substance which dwells in the wife*
lcAp * Gr* IV* ho 
2 Par * Gr * TXo2“Af-
According to Xpastaraba^ after looking at the bride? the 
bridegroom seizes with his thumb and fourth finger a 
darbha blade? strokes the space between her eyebrows with 
it 9 and then throws itmaway.
1— t /
Asvalayana G-rhya Parisista says 
that first of all a length of cloth is held between the 
bridegroom and the bride and that at the proper astro­
logical moment it is removed and then the two see each 
other.
This practice is even observed now. There are 
slight differences in the details of the ceremony in diff­
erent societies and different localities. In some places 
the bridegroom stands on a decorated wooden seat; the 
bride is also made to sit/' on another seat and is carried 
by her relatives or led by them seven times round the 
bridegroom. This being done3$. the bride Is carried before 
the bridegroom and raised up and put face to face ■' with 
him5 and both are covered by a common veil thrown over J ■ 
them. At the auspicious moment? they look at each other 
and exchange garlands three times. Women present scatter 
flowers and fried grains over the veil^
1.Asv.Gr.Par.I,23
2,Personal Knowledge
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Anniversary of the wedding; day
There is a doubtful reference to the
celebration of the anniversary of the wedding day in
the"Apastamba Dharmasutra, which mentions that "on that
day n the bride and bridegroom may eat that food of which
they are fond* haradatta holds that the words "on that
day" do not refer to the days of the new and full moon5
1
the Parva-days, mentioned in a previous sutra • He has
given two reasons for this views* Firstly the permission
to eat food of which the householder may be partioJuJta^ Jl^
fond is already referred to in sutra 6 by the term trptih
* ■
or satisfaction* Secondly the singular 1 on that day*does
not agree with the plural*011 the parva days* Basing
his argument on these grounds, he comes to the conclusion
that the words * on that day*must refer to the wedding
day, mentioned in sutra 1 , as well as to its anniversary*
Certain special rules are kept on that day* The husband
and wife should sleep on the ground on the raised heap
of earth and should avoid connubial intercourse; and
2
on the next day a sfealipaka must be offered* The 
offering of iihalipaka has been described in detail b3^
1* Ap.Dh. II.1.1.4-.
2 * a dish of whole rice boiled in milk
'"* -L
Apastambsu Grhvasutra .It is performed in the following 
ways The wife husks the rice grains out of which this 
Sthatipaka is prepared® Then the husband sprinkled 
a;jya over it, take it from the fire towards the east 
or the north., and again sprinkles it with ~a jya./Then 
he sacrifices the Sthalipaka, while the wife takes hold 
of him.Agni is the deity of the first oblation® Agni 
Svistatrt is the second deitv. At the Svistakrt 
oblation the!spreading under 1 of the a jya and taking 
an avadana (cut-off portion) are done once,and the sprink 
ling over of the a jya twice .The avadana of the first 
deity Is taken out of the middle of the Sthalipaka. and 
offered to the centre of the fire,The avadana for the 
second deity is taken from the nothern part of the 
St.ha’fcipaka, which is offered over the easterly part 
of the fire® The bins band silently anoints the Bar his 
by dipping it into the remains of the Sthalipaka 
and the Ajya®Then he throws the part of the Barhis 
called Prastora into.the fire® He gives the remains of 
that sacrificial food with butter to a brahmana to eat.
He also presents a bull to that brahmana .
l.Ap. G-r. Ill.
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Chapter III
Forms of Marriage
by capture
The different forms of marriage5which are very commonly 
referred to in the later period9are not mentioned in the 
Rg-Veda„In the Hg-Veda there are no traces of marriage by 
capture or purchase as regular institutions.Occasional 
instances of marriage by capture are to be found even , in 
the Rg-Veda, for instance the reference to Vimada carrying 
away the daughter of Purumitra without her parents1 coru- 
sent9but possibly with her own consent .But these occasion­
al instances are perhaps mere knightly feats,or unions 
as a result of mutual attraction.
Svayamvara
There is one doubtful reference to marriage
p
of the Svayamvara type in the Rg~Veda.In Rg-Veda ' we 
find a reference to Surya!s ascending the chariot of the 
Asvins after gaining the approval of the gods.The expla­
nation given by Sayana is as follows.There were many
1.R.V.I.116.1
2.r *v .i .i6.7.
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suitors of Surya, and it was agreed that the competitors 
had to run up to the sun,and that Surya should be gifaen 
to the victor as his bride.In this contest the Asvins won, 
and so Surya ascended their chariot.But we have only the 
word of Sayana for this interpretation,and the phrase 
may merely be a reflection of a normal tribal marriage, 
with the approval of the tribal elders.
In the above two references we do not find 
any mention of ritual accompanying the marriage and they 
do not seem to reflect the usual marriage customs of the 
Rg-Vedic age.There is, as we have seen,only one hymn in 
the Rg-Veda,used later in the regular wedding ritual,which 
throws light on the actual character of the marriage rite 
of the times.In this hymn we have definite proof of the 
existence of marriage as a social institution.By the per­
formance of rituals the girl was raised to the status of 
dharmapatni and was allowed to address the family council 
(vy idatfaa) .Though not explicitly stated in the hymn the 
concept of marriage according to the vedic marriage rituals 
appears to have been one of undying spiritual union of 
the couple by magic mantras.
mMarriage was considered desirable and even imperative 
for a girl.There are prayers and incantations for securing
a husband for a woman.
/ L -  I I ‘  L / _
I yam agne nari patim videsta sotno hi raja subhagam
/
krnoti
/ _ _ £ * -  - - /  / _ ' 'I
Suvana putran mkhisi bhavati gatva patim subhaga vi rajatu
c A.v.n.36.30
"May this woman50 Agni,find a husband,for king Soma makes 
her for good fortune 5 giving birth to sons9may she become 
chief queen (mahisi) having gone to a husband9let her, 
having good fortune,bear rule."
A detailed study of the rituals 
of the Grhyasutras shows in most cases the absence of the 
ceremony of gift of the girl.The ritual Panigrahana is 
universal among all the Indo-European races .But neither 
in the Vedas nor among any Indo-European race is this 
preceded by a ceremonial gift of the girl,though this 
forms one of the most essential ceremonies in Hindu 
marriage at the present day.
l.S'^ c. akov-o; |p3 7 .
I S’I
So it seems that even the first four forms of marriage 
Brahma9Daiva9Arsa and Prajapatya, the essential element 
of which is the gift of the girl?were not yet recognised 
at the time of the Grhyasutras.
1
Among all the Grhyasutras Manava Grhyasutra 
mentions only the Brahma and Saulka forms.The other texts? 
with the exception of Asvalayana,allow only one form of 
marriage9which has no special appellation.Manava is how­
ever later in date than the major Grhyasutras.
The eight different kinds of marriage 
were described for the first time in the Asvalayana Grhya­
sutra2. But the relevant chapter is wholly out of tune 
with the rest of the Grhyasutras?and so seems to be a
3
later interpolation . Therefore we must conclude that the 
eight forms of marriage were only introduced at the time 
of the Dharmsutras9and were gaining acceptance at the 
time of the Dharmasutras, all of which mention at least 
some of them.
1.Man. Gr. 1.7- 1JH2. ,
2. Asv. Gr , h 6 ,
3 .N„C.Sengupta9Evolution of ancient Indian law.p 83
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The eight forms of marriage analysed"r*1” —■■ '*)— —mi i«mnrrm“nmTitniii iwm iit.  in<r»i'i»if» iw> m  iliwirn ■<nm irrrtTi.iritfc rnTi N*Tiw<f*>«rTT. f>irftriw~«itKiii^ Trrrr~'*T‘^ *fnTT~J~~~^
Brahma
Brahma is the form of marriage in which the bride­
groom is invited by the father of the bride,who, decked 
with ornament, is given to him as a gift after the fathef*k 
having enquired regarding the bridegroom's family,charac- ;■ 
ter,learning and health* The essential aspect of this 
form of marriage is that the bride is a gift from the
father. Vasistha and Asvalayana mention that the gift is
1 2
to be made by pouring out a libation of water. Baudhayana 
mentions that in this form the bridegroom asks for the 
hand of the bride.
3
In this form of marriage all the lawgivers
mention that the girl should be decked with ornaments.
The ornaments are to be given according to the best of
h
the ability of the father of the girl. This is one of 
the orthodox and approved forms of marriage* In this 
form of marriage,as with the three other orthodox forms, 
the father has the obligation to give a dowry to the
1. Vas7.Dh. 1*30; Asv.Gr. 1.6.1
2.Baudh.Dh. I.II.2
3 .Ap.Dh. I. II. 5. 5Asv.Gr.1.6.15 Gaut.Dh.IV.6;Kam.Ill.S'
h* Ap.Dh.II.5.11.17.
IS ^
daughter*
In this form of marriage,the girl has no part in the 
choice of her husband,which depends entirely on the 
father or the guardian of the girl.
Daiva
In the Daiva form of marriage the girl is gilsyen to 
the officiating priest,who performs sacrifice for her 
father *According to this form the girl is given as part 
of the sacrificial fee.
1
Govinda1s• commentary on Baudhayana says that the recipient 
has to accept the gift.Govinda adds that in this case 
the regular marriage ceremony must be performed later.
According to Jolly" the sacrificial priest is, 
as is often the case, inferior in position to the virtuous 
and learned brahmana*
In the Daiva vivaha also the girl has no choice of 
her husband,which depends on the will of the father or 
guardian.The participation of the priest is probably not 
necessary because the priest is himself the bridegroom
DW,
^  Baudh.J.11* 120*5
2.0 Jolly, Hindu Law & Customs. pll6
in this form of marriage*
The tPra j a p a t ya
The Prajapatya form of marriage implies the 
gift of the girl to the bridegroom with the injunction 
that they should never cease to perform Dharma together* 
According to the Mitaksara of Haradatta ono 0
Gautama9though in the Brahma form they are also supposed
to perform Dharma together15the injunction that they should
1 perform dharma together1 is the peculiarity of this form*
1The commentator adds that in this form the bridegroom 
cannot enter into another Asrama and should not take 
another wife*This is the difference between the Brahma 
and Prajapatya forms of marriage*According to Gooraodof
p
Banerjee~ in this form of marriage the bridegroom asked 
for the bride1s hand ?and that factor distinguishes it 
from the Brahma form and makes it inferior to the latter9 
in which the bridegroom is invited by the father to 
accept the bride* Altekar thinks that as Brahma and 
Prajapatya are virtually synonymous words possibly Brahma 
marriage was originally identical with the Prajapatya.Hl
t ) k  •
1»Harada11 a on Gaut *. IV • 7 •A
2*GooruJclas Baner jee <,The Hindu Law of Marriage and Stridhana 
3 , A
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bases his argument on the fact that two of the early
/ —  „  „
writers?Vasistha and Apastamba?do not mention Prajapatya
marriage at all?bmt refer only to three approved formsf 
Brahma? Daiva and lrsa» Prajapatya was added later5probably 
to make the number of the forms of marriage eight®
The more probable explanation seems to be
the suggestion made by Dr.N.C.Sengupta.We find that
/-    „
Vasistha and Apastamba mention Gandharva in the place of
©rajapatya marriage®So it may be possible that Prajapatya 
is only a rationalised form of Gandharva form of marriage® 
The essential elements of both the Gandharva and the 
Prajapatya is more or less the same3only in the Prajapatya 
form the parents1 consent is necessary.Dr.Sengupta^ 
thinks that the Prajapatya form is the outcome of the 
reaction of the sacred law®The sacred law did not 
approve of the Gandharva or love marriage but had to 
accept it as it was popular in the society.So the law­
givers added the injunction that they should never cease 
to perform Dharma together®So in some of Dharmasutras we 
find the mention of Prajapatya but not of the Gandharva.
1,N*C.Sengupta,Evolution of Ancient Indian Law®p®92-93
1^7
form of marriage.
Arsa
At the Arsa form of marriage the bridegroom presents
the bride’s father ,or any other person who has authority
1
over the girl,with a bull and a cow.Manu tries to prove 
that the receipt of a pair of cattle does not constitute 
'the said of the bride.The commentators say that the price
that was given was returned,probably in the form of dowry,
and therfore cannot be considered as a price but only as 
a means of honouring the girl.
In this kind of marriage, like the others,
the girl does not have any choice in the selection of the
bridegroom ,which entirely depends on the father or the 
guardian of the girl.The difference between this and the 
other forms of marriage lies in the fact that the choice 
is rtiade .first'.by tlle; suitor.,who igives ,:the gift" of- a cow/, 
and a bull,after which, the parents consent is needed.
These are the four orthodox forms of 
marriage and universally approved by the lawgiver.The 
essential element of these four forms of marriage is the 
gift of the girl with the libation of water.It would seem 
that the lawgivers Intended that the full marriage ritual 
should be performed in these forms.Though this is not
1 * Manu „ 111. 5*+ •
explicitly stated the sutra. writers evidently looked, on 
the ceremony as essential for higher class people at least3 
and it can hardly be believed that they intended that any 
of these approved forms of marriage should be performed 
without a religious ceremony.The other four forms are 
independent of any gift*In these folms the\ wife is 
acquired by the same method as that by which other 
property is acquired * These four are called Raksasa,Asura 
Gandharva and Paisaca*
T^saso.
Raksasa is the form of marriage in which the girl is 
forcibly carried away against her will from her'father1s 
house*The essential element of this form is the forcible 
abduction* Vasistha-*- is of opinion thatjthe guardians had 
to be destroyed by force of arms .The Kamasutra^- says that 
they are to be attacked or wounded5while according to 
Manu^ they are slain or wounded and. their house broken 
open*This form of marriage was not approved by the Dharma- 
sutra. writers 5though they had to make some provision for
i.v&afb ,3>+.
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it in society.Vasistha mentions this as a Ksatra rite? 
which means that this form of marriage was common among 
Ksatriyas5who must have found it suitable on certain 
occasions.
Evidently by this institution of Raksasa marriage the 
girl carried away by the enemy raiders was given some 
legal status ? and the lawgivers may well have admitted 
it on account of the unsettled conditions which prevailed, 
from time to time in many parts of India*
Asura istke marriage by purchase> where the girl is 
acquired by paying a suitable price to her parents*
/ __ q
Vasistha mentions it as a Manusa rite*, presumably mean­
ing that it was common among the ordinary human beings 
such as Vaisyas and Sudras.
Tfoo texts are not very specific about the exact 
amount of money to be paid.Apastamba-3 says that one 
should pay according to his ability5 similarly Manu^ says 
that the suitor has to pay as much as he can afford.
_  - -     ____
l.Va^A1.3?.
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Vasistha-*- lays down the exact amount to be paid .
1 1 If a gift of one thousand oxen fit to draw a carriage
(has been bestowed) according to the rule on a perfectly
worthy man?that is equal to giving a maiden.1’
But the same Dharmasutra in another place says that one
2
thousand cows besides a carriage should be given .This 
figure seems exorbitant3 and perhaps only applied to the 
very small circle of wealthy people for whom the sutras 
were primarily composed.In so far as the sutras were i. 
followed by ordinary people we may be sure that the 
number of oxen paid to the bride’s father was much less.
This form of marriage was also dis­
approved by the Dharmasutra writers and considered one 
of the inferior forms. The general disapproval of the 
selling of daughters is expressed in all the Dharmasutras. 
Baudhayana^ mentions that those who give away their daugh­
ter for a fee commit a great crime, fall into a dreadful 
place of punishmeht after death9 and destroy their family 
down to the seventh generation.But inspite of the general
1.Vast*.XXIX.21 
2„ Vast Ok.1.36
3.Baudh. 1.11. 21.3 • cf .Apj>l*.I. 6.13 «11.& Manu. III. 51 ^
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dislike felt for the sale of girls the Asura form of
marriage had to be accepted in society,but the girl who
had been purchased was not considered eligible to take
1
part in sacrifices offered to the gods of the manes » 
Gandharva
The reference to Gandharva vivaha have been 
interpreted in different ways by different scholars,, 
PoV.Kane^ says that "in the Gandharva form the principal 
object was the gratification of carnal desires" Jolly3 
describes it as "the love-marriage without the consent of 
the parents." Gooroddss1 Banerjee^ says that marriage in 
this form, which depends merely upon the agreement of the 
contracting parties,resemble to some extent what are 
called Gretna.-Green marriages,that is runaway marriages 
by persons governed by English law at Gretna Green and 
elsewhere in Scotland,to evade the provision of law 
against ill-advised and. clandestine marriage."
Mayne^ says that the Gandharva marriage "springs from
1.Baudh.H.I.11.21.2
2.Kane ,History of Dharmasastra. vot.n 
3 . Jolly,Hindu law $ customs. 11*1
Go Baner jee,Hindu law of marriage and sridhana.p . S J 
5*John.D.Mayne,A treatise of Hindu Law and Usage.p!21
11th ed.
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desire and has sexual intercourse for itls purpose,1
It seems that the definitions of Kane and
Mayne are based on the following verse of Manus
  _ „
"Ichhayanyonya-samyogah kanyayasca*
Gandharvah sa tu vijneyo maithun^h-k
’ ' (Manu.III.3 2)
"The voluntary union of a maiden and her lover one must 
know (to be ) the Gandharva rite9whic.h springs from 
desire and has sexual intercourse for Its purpose*1
We have plenty of evidence that Gandharva 
was a love l o v e  marriage9but the expressions maithunyah 
and Kamasambhavah in Manu are to be specially noted. 
Though it is not mentioned in other Dharmasutras9from 
Manu’s words it seems clear that sexual intercourse is 
preceded by the Gandharva form of marriage.From the point 
of view of this source at any rate it is not the mere 
legalisation of a liason or casual sexual encounter9but 
a solemn agreement between two parties before sexual 
relations have taken place»
Vasistha mentions that the lover has to take a girl of * ✓
\ C 3
equal caste in this form of marriage.But this does not 
seem to be natural rule 5 and in tfte numerous references 
to Gandharva forms of marriage in the epic we find that 
marriage took place between young men and young women of 
different castes„.Vasistha must have laid down this rule 
to restrict the scope of Gandharva marriage.
Paisaca
_
Only Gautama and Baudhayana mention the Paisaca 
marriage.Paisaca form of marriage is the seduction of or 
sexual, intercourse of a maiden while she is asleep or
intoxicated.The difference between Raksasa vivaha and
— — — 
Paisaca vivaha is not very great.In the Raksasa vivaha
the girl is taken away by force while in the Paisaua
vivaha she is taken by deception and fraud.As this is
based on fraud it is always considered to be the worst
type of marriage.Apastamba and Vasistha do not mention
this form at all.
Ap_grp_Yed .forms. of i marriage
There is widest diversity of opinion among the
different Dharmasutra writers about the description or
1 o Va s 10 G ^
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definition of the various forms and their acceptability.
According to Gautama the first four forms are lawful,
2 _and he adds that " in the opinion of some n the Gandharva 
and "Asura forms are also lawful.It seems that these two 
forms were yet struggling for recognition in society. 
Gautama, does not recognise the Raksasa and Paisaca at ■ 
alloHe says that a son born of a wife married according 
to the Brahma rite saves ten ancestors, ten descendants 
and. himself•Gautama is known to be the oldest Dharmasutra 
and it has even been suggested that its date is as early 
as jOO.BoCo^.It seems that at that period all the eight 
forms of marriage of the later period was not recognised* 
Only the first four were legally accepted and Gandharva 
and Asura were only partially accepted.. \
s
At the time of Vasistha the same six forms are recognised, 
he only replaces the terms Raksasa and Asura by Ksatra 
and Manusa respectively.This probably Indicate that in
loGautoDK, IV
2. ” IV.15
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.his society the Raksasa form of marriage had become very
—  y icommon among the Krsatriyas and Asura among the Taisyas 
?oisScj»- fan. rtke, Sudras,
T 1Apastamba recognises six forms only and 
excludes Prayapatya and Paisaca forms,This probably 
implies that these two forms were not in practice in
2-
society at this time,which is thought to be about kOOB.C. 
Moreover Apaatamba belonged to the south of India.So it 
is possible that the Prajapatya form may not have been 
prevalent in the south while it was in practice in northern 
India earlier, as it has been referred to in the Gautama 
Dharmasutra.
$
Baudhayana lists all the eight forms of marriage 
an^ says that the first four alone, namely the Brahma,
Prajapatya,5rsa and Daiva are lawful for the ferahmanas 
and each earlier is preferable to the next,The fifth and 
seventh, the Raksasa and Gandharva are lawful for the 
Ksatriyas, the Asura for the Taisyas and the Paisaca for 
the iudras,
l.Ap.Pk .11.5.11-12 2‘ S.B.E.
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From the account of different Dharmasutras it appears 
that on the beginning only the first three forms,namely 
Brahma, Daiva, and Arsa, were approved and Raksasa came 
to be recognised only to a limited circle of Ksatriyas 
and Taisyas*As has been pointed out above Prajapatya 
seems to be a later addition and just the rationalised 
form of Gandharva marriage.Paisaca never received the 
whole hearted sanction of the lawgivers.
It is probable that the recognition 
of these lower forms of marriage was due to the prevalence 
of rape ;,seduction and liason in some sections of society 
at least,By giving them recognition thus the right of the 
woman and children were to some extent safeguarded.
The Grhyasutras give no instructions on 
the rituals to be performed in the lower forms of marriage, 
it seems probable from the fact that the brahm&ixas generally 
disapproved of them, that they were looked on as secular 
marriages, and no religious rites were performed in 
connection with them.
Only in a later period do we find that the marriage rituals 
are performed after the actual marriage,to raise its 
status
U 7
Eo _of_ma rr i a ge In Vin aya _P it aka
Differents W3.ys of o acquiring wives are referred to in 
the Vinaya Pitaka.There are ten kinds of wife mentioned 
as follows: "One bought with money* one kept for passion*
a kept woman* one who receives cloth.es* one who provides 
water* one who takes off the pad( for the burden she 
carries on the head )* the slave and wife* the servantr 
and wife* the flag-brought* the wife for the moment."
In the next sloka these kinds are explained. "Bought with 
•money means having bought her with money he makes her 
stay.Kept for passion means the dear one makes the dear 
one stay.A . kept woman means giving her wealth he makes 
her stay.One who receives clothes means * giving a garment* 
he makes her stay.One who provides water means* having 
handled a bowl of water* he makes her stay.One who takes 
off pad means taking down the pad he makes her stay.A 
slave means she is a slave and a wife.As servant means 
she is a servant and a wife.Flag brought means a woman 
taken in - a raid .A' temporary wife means a wife for a moment'i1 
The commentary on the Vinaya tries to explain these forms
i .v .p . vA.i-5
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still more clearly.In the case of’the kept woman 1 it is 
said that in this case a country woman comes to be a wife, 
having received the household implements. 1 The one who 
' receives clothes1 has been explained as that receiving as 
much as a garment or a cloak,a vagabond woman is raised 
to be a wife. ’One who provides water’ has been explained 
by the commentaryaas - in this type of of marriage the co 
couple plunge their two hands into one pot of water,and 
the man says- ” jpined like this water, so let them not 
be divided”.A slave woman is explained by the commentary
W  tvo
as oneAworks in the house for wages, someone lives a
household life with her, not satisfied with his own life.
? a-
”]£lag-brought is explained as follows: Having gone with 
army erecting the flag,plundering another district,she 
is brought backoff anyone makes her his wife, she is 
called ’’flag brought”.
We find from the above passage that many of these 
forms are similar to those of the Dharmasutras.The wife 
bought with money is similar to the bride in the Asura 
form of marriage.The one who is kept for passion may be 
similar to the bride in the Gandharva form of marriage. 
The”flag-brought” wives may possibly be equivalent to 
those of the Raksasa marriage.
The description glvbho by the commentators of the kind 
where "one who provides water n is similar to the ceremony 
of libation of water in the sutras,which is considered 
to be one of the most important ceremonies of marriage.
The other types do not seem to be wives in the proper 
sense of the term but mere concubines.Similar types of 
marriage ard mentioned in both the Dharmasutras and the 
Vinaya texts /probably because they refer to more or less 
the same period,600 B.C.to 300 B.C.
Kautilya™ and Smritis mention the same eight forms of 
marriage.In the Manu samhita the eight forms are enumerated
in the following order- Brahma, Daiva, Prajapatya, Asura,
Gandharva, Raksasa and Paisaca.All the forms are more or
2 -less the same as in the sutras.But in Manu the Gandharva 
form has two sub-divisions combined with the Raksasa 
vivaha, and not combined, with this form • Med hat it hi ! s
y
commentary on this sloka of Manu explains the former type 
as occuring when a girl, while living in her father’s 
house, falls in love with a man,and ,as she is not her 
own mistress,requests her lover to take her away by some 
means or other.The bridegroom being very stfong carries 
her away after having killed and wounded her guardian. 
Manu mentions that this form of marriage, whether mixed
Kaut . Ill . dh
"2. Manu. 111.26
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or seperate, is lawful for the ksatriyas
We find various instances of this foem of
this mixture of Raksasa and Gandharva marriage in the
/ — 3.
epic* Arjuna’s marriage with Subhadra is an example
of mixed Gandharva marriage, while Sakuntala’s marriage
with Busyanta is an example of the Gandharva marriage *
in pure form*
Sale of girl
the sale of girls* He consider© this to be one of the
gratuity for his daughter is considered to be seller of
3
his offspring. But in another place Manu lays down 
rules which assumes the sale of girls as an accepted fact. 
He says that, if one. girl is shown and another is given
to the bridegroom, the bridegroom has the right to marry
/
Like the Dharmasutras Manu speaks agai&lt
greatest sins and the* father who takes even the smallest
both the girls for the same price, and the father is f
h-
bound to give both of them 'to the bridegroom. Ludwig skmhask
£T
A
1. See. Wj eio to I'STg'
3.3 Manu.III.51-52 
b. Manu VIII.20^
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to explain this contradiction by saying that this rule of 
purchase5 like other rules in Manu concerning Asura vivaha, 
is archaic. But thus does not seem to be correct.It is 
true that the general opinion of the lawgivers was against 
the saia- of a girl' ?but it is evident that this was 
practised quite frequently* The very strength of the law­
givers1 opposition strongly suggests that these forms
-T4
were by no means extinct.Asura end other lower forms of 
marriage are more readily accepted in the Srnrtis than in 
the Dharmasutras; we find that Apastamba, Gautama and
others recognise the Asura marriage,but only for the
• ' 2 vaisya caste, and it .is never considered to be praiseworthy ,
while Manu3 permits Asura marriage even for the brahmanas 
So it seems that, in spite of the general dislike, this 
form had to be accepted in society owing to the inter­
mixture of races.
Svayamvara
The Svayamvara of the epics is not mentioned 
in the Smrtis , which , however,recognise the Gandharva 
form of marriage0It should be pointed out that Gandharva 
and Svayamvara marriage are not one and the same;but the
1.Manu. IX.98,100 3.Manu.Ill.23
3>k.
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independence of the girl in her choice of the groom is
recognised in both and perhaps this is why the Svayamvara 
is not included in the usual list of the eight forms of 
marriage.Moreover there is provision in Manu for girls 
to choeee their own husbands if they are not given in 
marriage by their parents after three years from their 
attaining puberty^*. So it seems that though Svayamvara 
is not specially mentioned in the Smrtis, the father 
looses his authority over the daughter by not fulfilling 
his duty of marrying her at the proper time * But such 
gir]s,un leaving home, are not allowed to take with them 
any ornaments given by father, mother or brother,If they
p
take them it will be considered, as theft *
In the Buddist J&takas,we find that the girls 
who married at the mature age used to choose their own 
husbands.Princess Kanha asked her mother to nersuade
3her father to hold an assembly to choose her husband »
In the Kulavaka Jataka, Sujataythe daughter of the Asura 
king selects her husband ffom a great assembly of Asurasn
1.Manu.IX.90-91
2. n IX»92
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This is evidently a Svayamvara of the type well known 
in the epics«
Caste and marriage
These different forms of marriage are
mentioned in connection with different castes.Baudhayana 
is supposed to be one of the earliest Dharmasutras,but 
among all the sutrakaras he and Vasistha accepted most 
willingly the inferior forms of marriage.Yet even 
Baudhayana recommends Gandharva and Paisaca only for 
Vaisyas and -SudraSoHe describes Raksasa as Ksatra and 
Asura as Manusa,which shows that the Raksasa form was 
common among the Ksatriyas and the ..Asura among the ordi­
nary men of the two lower classes.
Baudhayana allows' considerable liberty to the lower 
castes in respect of the rules of marriage, but he 
restricts the brahmanas ?and. allows them to enter into 
marriage only according to the first four forms-Brahma, 
Daiva,Arsa and Prajapatya- among which the earlier is 
preferable to those which follow.
The reason for the leniency allowed to the 
Vaisyas and Sudras is perhaps that they were looked down 
upon in society, and social mortality did not depend 
upon them,So they were allowed to marry as they cho$e.^ .
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But the brahmanas, who were supposed to be the religious 
heads of society, were allowed to marry only according 
to the first four if^ orms „All the other sutlas agree with 
Baud hayan a ab out t his ru1e*
But even in the time of Baudhayana we find 
that the Gandharva marriage is recommended for all the 
castes, according to the"opinion of s o m e " a s  it is based 
on mutual affection. This means that, despite the strict 
rules of the law givers,society had to make some provision 
for love marriage, even for the brahmanas.
There are also numerous references to the acceptance of 
local customs in the Mahabharata.Bhisma was a Ksatriya, 
but he had to pay bride-price to Salya,the king of the 
Madras,for his sister Madri, who was to be given in 
marriage to Pandu, since this was regarded as a family
9
custom of the Madras'-.
Similarly Rcika,the offspring of 
Bhrgu, sought the daughter of Gadhi, the king of Kanya- 
kubja, in marriage. But the king said that according to 
the family customs the purchase price of the bride was
l.Baudh.I.11.20.16
1. MaHa, Adi . 13)3.
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a thousand strong horses, each with one black ear.
Rcika promised him the horses,got them from Varuna,and
1was then given to GadhiTs daughter in marriage.
Manu distinguishes these forms of 
marriage accoruing to their appropriateness for different 
classes of persons.His opinions on the admissibility of 
different forms of marriage to different castes are rather 
confusing. In one sloka of the relevant passages he 
says that the first six are legal for the brahmanas, 
the last four ,excepting the Raksasa rite for: thetv'aisyas 
and Sudras.^ in the very next sloka he mentions that 
the first four are approved in the case of a brahmana,
while for the Ksatriyas the only approved form is Raksasa,
n — I
and for the Vaisyas and gudras, the Asura form . In the
next sloka he mentions that from among the last five, 
i*e,Prajapatya, Raksasa,Asura Gandharva and Paisaca,only 
the first three are declared to be lawful, the Paisaca
A tau. . ^
2. Manu.III23
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and Asura must never be used.^.So it seems that ,Asura 
having been prescribed for the vaisyas only and Paisaca 
being disapproved for all, the remaining three, the 
Prajapatya, Gandhatva and Raksasa, are lawful for brahmanas*
As these verses are very contradictory 
the commentaries have tried to reconcile them in their 
interpretation,
2
In the first verse Manu prescribes the
first six forms namely Brahms,Daiva,Arsa, Prajapatya,
Asura and Gandharva for the btahmanas, but in the next
slok.q he prescribes only the, first fottr .In the same: S'loka
he pres'cribe&aonly ;Raksas*a for the ksatfiyatAeurafGandharva
and Paisaca are recommended for the vaisyas and sudras
in the first sloka but in the next only the Asura f^rm
of marriage is recommended for these classes.-In the third 
 ^ _
sloka it is stated that Asura marriage may be performed 
by any of the four classes.
The Madanaparijat'a^ adds the 
following note.The first four are approved for the brahmana
l.Manu. 111.25
2 „Manu.III.23 
3 oManu.III.2k 
k„Madanaparijata pi5k
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but the Raksasa must have been a secondary substitute
for them,as it is lawful for the next lo w e r caste i.e
ksatriyas .Aparark&-*- tries to explain the verse in the
following way. He says that though in the second verse
the first four forms are recommended for the brahmanas,
the Asura and Gandharva are neither commended nor for-
bidden.The same applies to the ksatriyas, for whom the
Raksasa is prescribed but Asu'ra and Gandharva are neither
— Pcommended nor forbiddenoThe Smrticandrika says that
though.' thes.e ’foureare 'recommdnded*,that does not mean that
the other two are forbidden. Perhaps they are not so much
approved as the others.The Smrtitattva3 tries to explain*
the admissibility of the Asura form of marriage as that 
when the bride’s father receives wealth from the bride­
groom, it must be understood to sanction the payment of 
so much wealth as may be required for the decking of 
the bride.
k e?
The Viramitrodaya quotes the last verse^ in
loApararka p91
2.Smrticandrika Samskara p 190-211 
3 oSmrtitattva III.p IkO 
k.Viramitrodaya Samskara p86o 
5.Manu III.25
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support of the view that certain forms of marriage are 
permissible for the brahmanas under abnormal circumstances
At the end of this confusing list Manu 
mentions that the first four forms with libation of water 
are approved for the brahmana,but for the other castes 
they may be performed itaretarakamyaya. in consequence
of mutual desire of the bride and bridegroom.1 
This may mean that the Gandharva form of marriage is 
approved for all castes,or that the castes other than 
brahmanas can marry in any form they cho©ge_ .
Though the commentators attempt to explain 
these contradictions by various means,it would seem that 
all these rules were not practised at the same time.
Manusamhita is a compilation of all known texts which
7
from the most ancient times had been attributed to Manu. 
Thus these contradictions can be easily explained. It 
is possible that all these rules were practised in society 
in different times and regions,and are combined together 
in a single text, without any real attempt at harmoniaing 
them.
In the beginning the four inferior forms were
l.N.C.Sengupta,Evolution of Law, p.15
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presumably disapproved in society.Then gradually they 
came to be recognised, for the castes other than brahmanas* 
As these lower forms became popular9 the Gandharva and. 
Asura were also recognised for the brahmanas„In certaino *
times and regions the Raksasa was recommended for the 
ksatriyas and Asura for the vaisyas and sudras.
Among all these stages the last seems 
to be the acceptance of the first six forms5Brahma,Daiva 
Arsa?Prajapatya?GAndharva and Asura? as legitimate for 
the brahmanas5 though the last two are not looked on 
praiseworthy.It would seem that at the period of the 
compilation of Manu the rules with regard to the marriage 
of brahmanas had been gradually growing more lax?for 
the Dharmasutras allow them more liberty in this respect 
than does Manu.
Yajnavalkya also mentions the same eight forms of 
marriage in the following order- Brahma,Daiva, Arsa,
Kaya (called also Prajapatya by Vijnanesvara)?Asura?
- — ✓ - ^ 1
Gandharva?Raksasa and Paisaca.Yajnavalkya does not say
anything about the admissibility of these forms to 
1* Ya jir ? I „ 58-6l
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different castes .But it seems that they are thought 
preferable according to order5 and Paisaca is considered 
to be the lowest form of marriage since he mentions it 
last of all.®
1
Narada mentions them in the following order-
Brahma?Prajapatya3Arsa, Daiva9Gandharva*Asura?Raksasa9
and Paisaca®The first four are declared to be lawful9
the Gandharva form to be common to all castes and the
2
three other forms to be unlawful® Kautilya also mentions 
these forms in the same order®
According to Kautilya the first four of these 
forms of marriage are ancient ancestral customs and they 
are valid when they are approved by the father®In the 
case of other forms the sanction of both the father and 
mother is necessary® This rule requiring the sanction of 
both the parents may show the survival of the traces of 
matriarchy.It is quite possible that originally these 
jj-ower forms of marriage were practised by the matriarchal 
tribes and when they were incorporated into the Aryan 
marriage the rule of mother*s consent still prevailed 
as a survive,! of the matriarchal custom®
1.Narada 5X11.h0~£
2. Kaui » 9111 o ch.fjt.
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It will be shown later that the love marriage or a type 
of the 'Gandharva form of marriage was very common among 
the early Tamils who we know were originally matriarchal 
tribes.
It seems from the Greek accounts that in the
Mauryan period love marriage or Gandharva marriage was
quite popularrcjjn&dorus'^ says that it was the ancient
law among the Indians that when young men and maidens
decided to marry5 they did not marry according to the
judgement of their parents but by mutual consent,
2
Strabo also says that among Kathaians the husband and 
wife chose each other,But as these decisions were made 
in immature age? mistakes of judgement were of frequent 
occurence: and the wivss became repentent and fell in 
love with other men.At last when they wanted to leave 
their husbands, they got rid of them by poi3on,^his he 
refers to as of frequent occurence in the past. In 
fact this is a fanciful explanation of the origin of Sati 
and is not reliable.Moreover It refers to one tribe in 
the north west and not to India as a whole. It is evident 
that there were some instances of marriage by mutual 
consent but the general opinion presumably was not in
1.Diodorus ?XIX.30
2, Strabo,XV,' -30
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favour of this practice and it was believed that young 
people were liable to commit mistakes when they chose 
for themselves* This proctice of marriage by mutual 
consent, however is not mentioned by Megasthenes,.
Timmer^ thinks that perhaps this form of marriage was 
not popular in the society in which he moved, probably 
brahmanical.But we find frequent examples of this type 
of marriage in the epics,which represent different casses 
classes of society especially ksatrijas*
Another form of marriage was also referred 
to by the Greek writers, that is marriage by purchase*
It is stated that a woman was very much honoured who
2
received from her lover the present of an elephant.
Another form of marriage '.mentioned
in the Greek account is &wrm Bxa to r the Ars ow form of
2,
the Smrtis.Strabo says that in India some wives are 
purchased from their parents in exchange for a yoke oy 
oxen.In the Dharmasutras this form of marriage is not 
considered to be a purchase*
We find figurative references to some form of marriage
e-gas lie. ^ o-s <iyv~4e- A  , /
I*Timmer5 p2o8ff 
2 o3tf?abo« XV.*+3
3 . " u
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In the inscriptions of the Gupta period.The Eran stone 
inscription^ of Samu.dra Gupta describes how he "married 
a virtuous and faithful wife (Dattadevi) whose dower
(dattasulka) was provided by his manliness and prowess.
2
The Udayagiri cave inscription of Candragupta II mentions 
marriage by purchase.It reads as followss- "bought with 
money of (whose) prowess, (the earth), in which (all others) 
princes are humiliated by the slavery (imposed om them 
by him)."
The practice of giving of a dowry at that time 
is clear from the Aphsad stone inscription of Adityasena^ 
of the family of the Guptas of Magadha. Here It says that 
while Damodaragupta was king he gave away in marriage a 
hundred daughters of virtuous brahmanas endowed with many 
ornaments and with youth and dowered with agrahara grants.
In the works of Kalidasa also we find reference 
to different types of marriage prevailing in Gupta times.
The Prajapatya^ form is described by Kalidasa in detail.
1.Fleet Corpus Inscriptional Indicarum Vol.3(2) p21
2. " " " " Vol.3(6)p35
3. " " 1 M Vol.3(}-!-2)p206 text
P203
h . Kuma r a s ambha va, V I ^ ,
mIn this form of marriage the father of the bride ad.osmed 
his daughter with,ornaments and gave her away to the bridee 
groom after the completion of the necessary rites as is 
enjoined by the codes of Manu.
_ t __
The G-andharva form is also described in detail in Sakuntala
But Upadhyaya^- rightly says that Hindu rules of matrimony
do not in fact approve explicitly of courtship•This is why
Kalidasa says sMa discreet daughter,waiting for the consent
of her father 9in the event of her marriage who- does not
rush to contract a marital agreement of her own free will*'*5 
t __ _ __
Again in Sakuntala Kalidasa sayss na union,especLally 
when in private, should be formed after careful examination* 
Friendship towards thoe whose hearts are unknown,thus turns
3
into hostility*
The Xsura form of marriage is perhaps indirectly mentioned
_ / ^  £i
by Kalidasa in the expression Duhitrsulkasamsthaya, i • e 
1 by the condition of the sulka or bride money of the
o
daughter." Sulka could also mean dowry*
1.Upadhgraya,India in Kalidasa,p. 181
2.Raghu, V*38*
3*£>aku ,Vo2h 
4 . RcljKic .31. 38
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Origin of the lower forms of marriage
We have already seen that there are very few references 
in the Rg.Veda to marriage by capture or purchase? or to 
marrige by capture or purchase9 or to marriage resulting 
from love* These were merely different method of acquiri 
ing wives 9 and were not considered recognised, forms of 
marriage until the time of the DharmasTitras. These diff­
erent forms of marriage seem to be of non-Aryan origin* 
Even today we find that such marriages are practised in 
some form or other by many of the primitive tribes of 
India*
Among the Godava^s of Vishakhapattam the bride­
groom puts an iron ring on the arm of the bride and 
drags her away with him towards his home. The bride*s 
party try to prevent him and mock fight ensues between 
the bride!s party and that of the bridegroom* After
both parties are tired9 the brideiis led away to the
1
bridegroomrs house with the beating of drums*
1* G* Ramdas5 Godabar Marriage- Man in India Vol ^  pl67
58 6
Even now? in some parts.*' of India a Hindu bride puts on 
her left 'wrist an iron bracelet, which she never removes 
unless she becomes a widow® The iron ring of the Godavar 
has the same significance® Both customs seem to be remi­
niscent of the ancient practice of marriage by capture, 
and the iron ring must have been originally the symbol 
of the bride being kept in chains®
Among a number of social groups 
in Orissa and the Tamil land there is a custom called 
the stealing frolic . On the last night but one before 
the actual ceremony the bridegroom goes to the house of ' 
the bride and pffers an oblation to the fire® When he 
com.es out, a silver cup with a cake in it is placed on 
the gateway that leads out of the house® The relations 
of the bride try to obstruct him, but he has to escape®
The nuptial ceremony comes immediately after this 
Tstealing frolic 1 ® The custom must be the symbolic 
survival of the ancient practice of the abducting the 
girl from her home®
Marriage by purchase is followed by many of
the Tibetan tribes, the Bhuiyas of Orissa and a number
1
of Chittagong hill tribes®
1® Westermarck, H«H«M. Vol II*p2M+
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Marriage by purchase is found among many of the aborigin­
al tribes of India ' ' . * Among the Morans of Assam a
price between Rs * 20 and 100 was paid to the bride's 
parents and a pearl was given to both of them and to 
other relatives of the girl* Among the Kunnuvans ? a hill 
tribe of the Patnis in South India3 the bride price was
fixed at Rs* 10 in all cases5 irrespective of the parties
1
being rich and pooB <,
Marriage by purchase was also prevalent 
among many civilised peoplea In China a price amounting 
to 2|p to hO Chinese dollars was given to the parents of 
the bride by the father of the bridegroom* In Japan 
marriage by purchase is also prevalent in more than one 
branch of the Semites* In Babylonia and among the ancient 
Arabs a bride price was paid by the bridegroom* This
3
bride price has survived In Muhammadan law* The lower 
forms of Hindu marriage must thus have been borrowed from 
the pre-Aryans and non-Aryans 5 with whom the Aryans came 
into intimate contact both in enmity and friendship*
l.Westermarckj Vol II* p38l
2* » » » phOo
3 .  «i ■> ii it p h 0 7
Unaryan marriage forms and customs came therefore to be 
gradually integrated into and adopted by Aryan society* 
The stories of Mahabharata furnish many examples of such 
contacts and of the sources of such inferior marriages*
That the Aryam warriors must often have 
found marriage by capture to be most suitable and accept­
able form is shown by the various stories of Mahabharata 
The capture of the three daughters of the king of Kasi
by Bhisma is one of the most important examples of this
1
form of marriage among the ksatriyas. Arjuna fell inf
love with Subhadra9 Krsna’s sister5 when he was living in
exilej supposedly in a state of brahmacarya * Arjuna did
not however wait for her Svayamvara, but carried her away
when she was coming back after offering worship to the
2
mountain Raivataka*
The Gandharva or love marriage probably 
in part grew spontaneously in society,, and in part was 
borrowed from non-Aryan: peoples* The marriage of Dusyanta
r / _and Sakuntala is one of the most important traditional
examples of the Gandharva form* When king Dusyanta was0
/8S>
I _
hunting he saw Sakuntala in the hermitage of the Rsi
Kanva, fell in love with her- and induced her to accept
1
him in the Gandharva form of marriage,
2
From the earliest Tamil literature, which 
probably refers to the early centuries of the Christian 
era9 we get references to union by love « The character­
istics of this poetry are that Sanskrit words are very 
little used in it, and that the customs referred to are 
generally pure Tamil ones. The most important poems for 
our purposes belong to the class Kurin!! i.e. those that 
deal with pre-nuptial love, characteristic of the hill- 
country, Poems of the Mullai class, referring to the 
wooded region, deal with the intense longing caused by 
the temporary separation of the lovers. There are also
poems describing the mother's lament when her daughter <
3
eloped with her lover, 
i .Adi. 13.
2, PoT.Srinivas Iyangar, History of the Tamils pl62-171 
3 o " " pl69
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The" Tamil poems suggest that pre-nuptial love was very 
common indeed9 especially among the hill people and 
inhabitants of outlying districts. This would lead us 
to infer that the growth of Gandharva marriage in Aryan 
society was at least partly due to the absorption of non- 
Aryan element.
We know that the Asura marriage or marriage
by purchase was prevalent anion? the Assyrians ? the Jews ?
1
and other Semitic races. Like the Dharmasutras the 
Mahabharata condemns it on principle but seems to allow 
it in practice. Much mixture of culture and races had ' 
been taking place at that time and different forms of 
marriage unknown to the Vedic Aryans were gradually being 
assimilated into society along with other rites9 rituals 
and social customs. The Paisaca marriage never received 
the whole hearted sanction of the Dharmasutras. It is 
very difficult to trace the origin of the Paisaca form of 
marriage. It may have been borrowed from the people of 
the Chitral district whose language Is called Paisaci.
But thid is also a very doubtful assumption9 as we do 
not find any reference to the existence in this remote 
region of this form of marriage? to force the man to 
take as his legal wife the woman he has violated.
1. Hastings. E.R.E. Vol VIII. pk70
o '
The name Pisaca is possibly given to this form of mar­
riage because of its crudity* In some of the African 
tribes5 a.marriage does not become definite until a child 
is born, in other cases sexual relations which lead, to
pregnancy or child-birth make marriage obligatory or render
1
the seducer liable to punishment9 if he does not marry 
the woman•
2
According to Ludwig Sternback the lower 
forms of marriage ? Raksasa and Paisaca? are only relics 
in the Dharmasutras of certain forms of marriage3 existi- 
ing in primitive times* He supports his argument by ref­
erring to the Dharmasutras9 which consider these acts 
as crimes but still allow them. According to him these 
rules are archaic3 as the forcible abduction was only a 
sham abduction and the robbery became legalised through 
a solemn act5 that is the wedding ceremony*
But this does not seem to be the correct 
explanation. From the evidence we have gathered it seems 
more probable that the Brahma was the only legal form 
of marriage among all the branches of Aryan people before 
they entered India and the other inferior forms of marriage,.
1* Westermarckj Vol I p287
2, Ludwig Sternbach, The Raksasa Vivaha and Paisaca Vivaha 
in N.I.A* 19l6  Vol VI
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were assimilated, later into Aryan society* These were ■ ' 
taken from the people with whom the Aryans came into 
contact9 as is indicated by the fact that these lower 
forms of marriage were more willingly accepted by the 
later lawgivers or S-mrtis than the earlier ones*
In the Brahma form as described in the Grinya- 
sutras? we find the ideal of Hindu marriage? which is 
purely religious • Comparing this with the early mar­
riage customs or .other branches offIndo-European races 
we find much the same ideas* Fpom this we can conclude 1 
that religious marriage resulting in spiritual relation­
ship was common among the original Indo-Europeans before 
they were divided* In course of time when the Aryans 
came Into contact with other races 3 they had to accept the 
forms practised by them*
MARRIAGE CEREMONIES IN THE DHARMASUTRA PERIOD
In the lower forms of marriage no ceremonies were per­
formed 3 or at least Manu does not mention them* But he 
states elsewhere1 the nuptial marriage mantras are
m1
to be uttered only by brides who have notAtheir virginity*
But the commentaries recommend the recitation of nuptial
texts even in the lower forms of marriage* Govindaraja
and Narayana prescribe offering and wedding ceremonies to
be performed, intthe case of the Gandharva9 Raksasa and
Paisaca forms of marriage? but they declare that no
mantras sfltould be recited gt these weddings. The .
latter restriction must be based on the verse of Manu
referred to above because at least in the Gandharva and
Paisaca form the girl loses her virginity before marriagg^
2
But Medhatithi says that as regards the Paisaca form9 
there is a difference of opinion* Some held that in this 
form the wedding with recitation of mantras was permissible, 
In support of this Medhatithi cites the case of Kunti9 
who was married to Pandu after she had given birth to 
Kama* Medhatithi thinks that these sacramental rites are 
necessary for two purposes- firstly to give the wife the 
right to share in the religious acts of her husband5 and 
secondly to avoid the sin od repeating the act of having 
intercourse with a maiden*
1* Manu VIII*226 
2*Medho on Manu III* 3*+
I9t|
3
/ __
The Arthasastra mentions that the first four forms3
Brahma? Pra.japatya?Arsa and Daiva are called dharma -
vivaha or marriage completed by sacrament. In them ?
Kautilya says 3 the father alone is the authority® The • *
others are not accompanied by sacred rites3 and only be­
came lawful when both father and mother agree to the 
proposal®
So it seems that originally the sacrament before
the fire was confined to the first four forms of marriage®
But in course of time the ritual before the fire were
permitted to the brahmanas3ksatriyas and vaisVas who had
already married according to the other forms of marriage®
As these lower forms of marriage became popular even the
higher castes adopted them® As a result3 to sanctify
these unions the sacred rite before the fire is recommen
dedo Medhatithi says that these different forms are just
the means of acquiring wives® The marriage is completed
2
only after the sacrament are performed®
- 'b
Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra also mentions the 
necessity of fire® It is stated, that in marriage by c 1 
capture and other forms the bridegroom should quickly 
procure, some fire for the sacrament to be performed;, in 
order to legalize the uhion*
l./Kciidr -.a, ill.II.1^2 3 ’ l<^ m  ' 31-51
p h  a  oltv/w
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Chapter IV
SOME ASPECTS ...OF ..EARLY HINDU MARRIAGE
Age^of marriage
In the Rg~Veda and Atharva-Veda we find no mention of 
child marriage.On the otheri'hand there are clear indi­
cations that girls were married at a mature age,and
there are references to girls growing old in their
1father1s house .
Also from the vedic marriage rituals of 
the G-rhyasutras we know that normally adult girls and 
young men were given in marriage.In some of the Grhya- 
sut-ras ? however 3we find definite references to child
marriage 0These advise' that at the time of chosing a
_ p
bride a. nagnika should be chosen „The commentators
give different meanings of nagnika .Matrdatta on
Hiranyakesin says that nagnika really refers to a woman
who is fit to welcome her husband In privacy immediately
3
after her marriage. So Altekat? thinks that when child 
marriage came Into practice the meaning of the term was 
changed and it was maintained that It denotes a little
1.R.V.I.117.7
2.Hir.Gr.I.19.2.,Gobh.Gr.,111 A . 6
3 .Altekar,P. ¥.R.Cp5$/
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girl,playing in. the dust without properly clothing
herselfa
1Astavakra® the commentator on Manava Grhyasutra says
r  * -
that the nagnika is the girl “who lias not yet experieried
the impulses and emotions of youth j, or one who looks
2
pretty even without clothes®The Grhyasamgraha explains 
nagnika as one who has not yet reached puberty® There 
is no doubt that nagnika is mentioned in this sense in
3
the later period* Vasistha Dharmasutra says that the* »
father should give away this daughter in marriage while
she is still a nagnika for fear of her attaining puberty
before marriage® This shows that nagnika means a girl
who had not yet attained puberty® But this may not have
been the original meaning of nagnika because the
t-
Hiranyakesin Grhyasutra mentions that the girl should 
be both nagnika and a virgin® If nagnika meant a girl 
who had not yet attained puberty the mentioitp of virginity 
would be unnecessary®
However Matrdatta’s alternative explanation 
is quite unconvincing , and we suggest np more probable
1.Man,AI.7.8.
2.Grhyasamgraha quoted in Gobhila comm, III.lt.6.
3.Vas.Dh. 17.70 
W H i r . Gr. 1.19 • 2.
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meaning therefore^must be provisionally accepts the fact
that child marriage was known at the time of the three
sutras which, use the term nagnika. These Grhyasutras were
composed at different periods, and those of Gobhila,
Manava and Hiranyakesin appear to be among the latest.
Evidently by this time later marriages, though
still practised, had fallen into discredit among many of
the stricter brahmanas. But Matrdatta* a'-attempt to find*
an alternative meaning for the word nagnika shows that
even the brahmanas sometimes had misgivings about the
rightness of child marriage even in later period. The
marriage of grown up girls was still the general practice
at the time of the Grhyasutras , since all recommend the
consummation or the rite called Cat hurthikarmajon the
fourth day of marriage; though Asvalayana and others
mention the period of chastity as three days ,twelve
1
days,six months or even one year.
That a period of a year should elapse between 
the marriage ceremony and the consummation does not prove 
the existence of child marriage, for it is explicitly 
stated that the long period of chastity was only observed 
to ensure the birth of noble offspring. Gobhila gives
1. As"v. Gr. 1.8.10-11 
$
as the*6 pinion of some 1 the Instruction of three night* s
chastity9  but himself mentions the consummation only
1
after the third monthly illness *
This might refer to child marriage because 
Gobhila in another place recommends a nagnika to be 
chosen. But it might simply imply that - a long period of 
chastity was advisable for the uroduction of better 
offspring9as has been referred to In other Grhyasutras* 
Moreover the mantras that the bride has to reeitef .during 
the marriage ceremony presuppose a mature mind and body 
and the power of understanding their significance on her 
part.
The Indian medical works say that a twenty-one year
old boy should marry a girl of sixteen. Then their son
will be strong and will procreate strong descendants.
-But if the father is twenty-five years ’old and the mother
is less than sixteen the embryo dies in the mother1s
2
womb and even If he lives it becotoes sickly.
In the Dharmasutra period it appears that child
3
marriage was very->common.Different Dharmasutras recomrnend
1.Gobh. Gr. 53*
2.Jolly, M. ’fl.I.P, III. 10.{>10
j>k - y £ k -
3.Gaut.XVIII.20-23; VasJCVII.g^ ;Baudh.Dh. IV.I.I.
mthat a girl should be given in marriage before she attains
puberty and the father or guardian of the girl who neg-
1
lects this duty commits sin. Baudhayana goes to the
extreme and says that the girl should be given even to a
man who is destitute of good qualities bather than be
kept at her father hs house after she has attained the
2
age of puberty. In the Pancatantra we find the mention 
of this. In the tale of the mouse-maiden who is to wed 
a mouse 3 the father gets anxious about the daughter when 
she has reached the age of twelve? because it would be 
considered a sin on his part if the daughter were to 
attain puberty in her father1s house.
In the Smrtis wre find the further lowering 
of the age of the bride. The later the law books are the 
earlier they prescribe that the maiden should be married. 
The first stage of the development of child marriage in 
the brahmanical religion was that the father was thought 
to be commiting a sin if he did not marry “the girl 
before her menstruation. But the sin was not commited if
1.Baudh.Dh. IV.1.11.
2 .Pancatantra?III „ 9  °
zo q
the srirl was given in marriage at the age of twelve.
1
Manu says that a man aged thirty years should 
marry a girl of eight years of age* Medhatithi and Kulluka 
comment that this verse is not intended to lay down any 
hard and fast rule5 but merely to give suitable ages* A 
man should always marry earlier if he can finish -his 
studentship earlier* After studentship the ceremony of 
•Samavartana is performed before marriage* The period of 
studentship is indefinite5 as it commences with the cere­
mony of investiture of the sacred thread ( upanayana) and 
may last for thirty-six years or half of the time3 or for 
a quarter? or until the student has perfectly learnt the 
Vedas. But the fact that the highest age of girls mention-* 
ed here is twelve9 shows that even if the man marries at 
an older age for whatever reason, the girls * age should 
never exceed twelve*
But Manuls provision elsewhere are quite 
rational* He says that after reaching puberty, a girl 
should wait for three years for her father to get her 
married, after that time she has the right to choose her
1* Manu, IX *9^ -* .
1
own husband. The girl should be given in marriage to 
a distinguished and handsome suitor of equal caste? even 
when she has not attained the proper age. But if no man 
with good qualities is found ? the maiden should rather 
stop in the father's house until death than be given to 
a man destitute of good qualities? 0  This is contrary to 
the statement of Baudhayana , who says that the girl 
should even be given to a man destitute of good qualities? 
rather than remain unmarried,
Ehrenfels thinks that this growing popular­
ity of child marriage is due to the struggle between the 
patriarchal order of the invaders and the matriarchal 
order of the indegenous Indian civilisation. He infers 
that infant marriage was introduced as a means against 
mother right?because it never appeared in the mother- 
right area of the Malabar coast. We know that the matri­
archal communities of India young girls were given much
sexual freedom and were allowed to marry manv husbands
2
at the same time. Thus it seems only natural that the 
invading nomadic Aryan herdsmen had to overcome strong
1. ’ainu 5IX o90, comp, Baudh, Dh, IX. 1,12 5 Vas .XVII. 67 but 
Gaut»A mentions three monthly periods instead of three 
years,
2, Ehrenfels,Mother-right in India, p58~65*among Nayars
opposition on the part of the more advanced indigenous
peoples9 when they attempted to force upon the latter
the typical nomadic herdsmen's patriarchal ideals of
chastity, subordination and obedience of wornwn, Moreover
the rule of patrilocal marriage must have been revolting
to a girl who believed that she owed obedience to her
mother only. But child marriage served as a means to ■
overcome this opposition*
This may have been one of the reasons of
child marriage but there must be some other reasons for
it. As we have seen,there is no very good evidence to
show that child marriage was practised when the Aryans
were still uncivilized. If the custom is due to the
conflict of patriarchy and matriarchy it must have been
a question rather of the developed patriarchal culture
of early Hinduism than of that of the Aryans of the Rgw
•
Veda, A few centuries ago child marriage was not unusual
1
even in Europe, In the sixteenth and seventeenth century 
many little children of two or three, not to speak of 
boys and girls of nine to eleven, were betrothed by 
priests in the chapels and churches. The marriage was
Winternitz, D.F.B.p33
1.0 3.
consummated after puberty, that is when the girl was 
twelve ano the boy fourteen years old* The parents -wanted 
to give their daughters and sons in marriage at an early 
age mainly because of economic conditions* In India 
early marriages became prevalent owing -to various cir­
cumstances, In this period we find a great deterioration 
of the position of women, who lost their high position 
in society* So they were looked upon as a burden and were 
given in marriage as early as possible#
It may also be suggested that the growth 
of child marriage was a reaction on the part of the high 
caste Aryans to non-Aryan sexual customs of which they 
disapproved* Even now we find the existence of pre-marital 
promiscuity among the wild tribes of India* When the 
Aryans settled down in India there must have b'-en many 
such promiscuous primitive tribes living around the Aryan 
settlements* In course of time the Aryans had to come 
into contact with them* So, to avoid these promiscuous 
relationship , child marriage may have been introduced 
into society.
Polygamy
From the marriage ceremony and from the various 
references to home-life it is evident that monogamy 
generally prevailed * But it Is evident that polygamy
2.0 H
was also practised among the ruling classes at that time,,
We find reference to two kinds of wife of the king in
1 2 
the Rg-Veda - Mahisi and the Parivrkti. There are other• m — i. — 1 i
references to kings or gods having more than one wife in 
3
the Rg-Veda » ' . ’ . e
u
One verse describes the rivalry between diff-
erent wivws in the song of exultation by Saci over her
rivals. Wilson thinks that this hymn is metaphorically
/ —
the praise of Indraks glorious acts as Saci means also 
an act or exploit.. But even if we accept this metapho­
rical interpretation., the figure of speech used by the 
poet certainly implies polygamy. Cases of polygamy amongst 
rsis?princes9 and non-Aryan chiefs are often found in 
the Rg-Veda. The circumstances of conquest and settlement 
and consequent prosperity of the priesthood must have
S "
made polygamy more common. Thus in the Rg-Veda female
9
slaves were presented to the rsis by the patron orinces. 
King Trasadasyu gave fifty of them as vadhus to Sobhari 
K anva .■
1.R.V.V.2.2; 37.3
2. R.V.X.102.11
3.R.V. VII.18.2.
4 . £. V. X . 1
3i
But even though polygamy existed in Rg~Vedic society 
there is no evidence that it was generally practised; 
if it existed at all. in the early Vedic period it was 
confined to a very small section of people, presumably 
chiefs„But there are a few references to polygamy even 
among ord inary householder in the later hymns.There is 
a whole hymn la the Rg-Veda which refers to a jealous 
wife, performing a spell over her rival with the help
of a plant.
y - - ' '
15 i m a m k b a a a m i o s a d h i m v 1 ru d h a - ° b a 1 a va 11 a ? n a ■n
/ __ ✓  - /  —yay' sa patnim bad.hate y aya samvimdate natim
( R . V . X . lb R. 1)
/ ^
D11 ana pa rne s u bha g e d e vs i ut e s a h as vat i 
SEp'S.tmm me par.ajdhs-ma patio me kevalam kuru
(R.V*X.lh-5.2)
I dig this well-grown, most potent hefb by which (one) 
opresses the rival wife, by which one secures to her- 
se1f her hus band.
0 herb, with upturned leaves, auspicious, sent by the 
gods, powerful, blow away my rival and make mv husband 
mine alone.
A • man with two wives is also mentioned in. the Pm’-Veda 
It is very doubtful whether these very few references
206
can be regarded ss enough evidence for the existence 
of polygamy as a regular custom among the ordinary 
peopleo Moreover in style these verses are more akin to 
lajz'er Sanskrit than to Vedic.
Hymn X.lkJ was evidently not originally 
intended for use in the Vedic ritual9 but is rather an 
incantation^ and is more akin to Atharva Veda in spirits 
It appears that the hymn is appreciably later than the 
main body of the Rg-Veda. Moreover the whole of Book Xo
is much later in date than the rest of the collection.
So it can be assumed . that polygamy became more and more 
common in society in the later Vedic period.
Change of economic condition may have been a 
cause of the growth of polygamy among the ordinary people 
in the later period. In the earlier period the average ~ e 
Vedic householder appears to have depended mainly on his 
own exertions. He worked on his field and supplied the 
family requirements. Life was simple. In the later period 
conquest brought wealth and thereby society was changed. 
Wealth cone to be accumulated in the hands of a few. 3o 
polygamy may have been introduced in this section of the 
community as a result of the Improvement of their economic 
condition. But even If polygamy existed in Rg-Vedic
2osr
society there is no evidence that it was generally pra­
ctised,and monogamy was evidently approved.
Polygamy was certainly prevalent at the time
1
of the Atharva-Veda, and an entire hymn is devoted 
to a spell by which a wife tries to get rid of her rival. 
But in spite of the existence of polygamy, even in Atharva 
Veda the hymn referring to marriage rituals show that 
monogamy was the ideal and constancy of conjugal 
affection was always sought for. The Atharva-Veda mentions 
a charm pronounced by both the bride ahd the bridegroom
which shows this clearly
/ _ / / /fw.
Aksvau nau madh^samkase anikam nau samanjanam
f jf * ( t t
antah krnusva mam hrdi mana in nau sahasati
(A.V.VII.3 6 .)
Our glances are sweet, our faces are as smooth as balm.
Put me within your heart, may there be one spirit in
*
both of our heafcts.
The wedded pair were compared to the 
Cakravaka ,the bird and his mate who are regarded as an c u
emblem of conjugal love and constancy.
i i / /
Ihe mav Indra sam nuda cakravakeva dampati 
prajayainau svastakau vlsvam ayur vyasnutam
( A.V.XIV.2.64-. >
1. A.V. I.IV.
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0 Indra , j oin the couple like the cakra vaka and his 
mate . Ldt them with their children live out all their 
life in their happy home.
So it seems that though polygamy was prevalent in the
age of the Atharva-Veda,if not in that of the Kg-Veda,
monogamy was still the general practice,as indeed it
was in India at all times. There are very few-- references
to polygamy in the grhvasutras.
“ 1
The Paraskara Grhyasutra only , in sanctioning the ^ c *
anuloma system of intercaste marriage, says that three 
wives are allowed to brahmans., to be taken from the 
brahmana, ksatriya and vaisya classes in order. Two 
wives are allowed to a ksatrivi namelv a kaatriva ando
/ S f
a vaisya, and one to a vaisya, who must be of the vai.sjb ,
/ ^
class.In addition a Sudra wife is allowed to the man 
of the higher classes, but she is to be married without 
tne Vedic mantras in the marriage ceremony0 The rules 
mentioned above seems evidently somewhat artificial,
and though they may be broadly based on practices
prevailing at the time, we can not believe that brahnrmas 
regularly took second and third wives from the lower 
classes in regularly descending order. There are certain
l.Par.Gr.lA.B.ll.
tf— — 1
rituals mentioned in the Apastamba Grhyasutra -L to 
be performed by the wife for averting co-wives.More-. 
over there are a few references in which the wives are 
referred to ina the plural number 9 and which are
2
considered by some scholars to be evidences of polygamy- 
But in spite of these very few references 
the general tenor of the sutras shows that monogamy was 
the general practice and constancy of conjugal affection 
was always sought for.
According to the Buddhist sources the people were no 
doubt generally monogamous as in the Vedas.But there was 
no rule against polygamy .or condemnation of it? and 
it was qumte common among kings9 nobles and merchants•
In Mahapadma dataka^? the king is said to
/  h
to have sixteen wives <, In pas a r a t ha J at aka jking
/•
Dasaratha has sixteen thousand wives. The most important 
reason for taking a second wife seems to have been the 
barrenness of the first wife.The Dhammapada commentary?
r"Jm  repeating a story in the Vinaya , appears to 
1. Ap.Gr. Ill. <8. ,
2 .l.V.XIV.2.?2.,Sarkar,S.A.E.3 .,p88 
3. ja72
W.Dasaratha Jataka.IV. jL25
5.V:L:p. ;■ ! ,7. IV. 79
suggest that o husband might honourably take a second 
wife if his first wife was found to be barren, but 
that in norma?; circumstanees polygamy was looked upon 
improper *
Polyandry
Polyandry was not practised in the Rg-Vedic age-But Dr 
Sarkar tries to find traces of polyandry from the Rg- 
Vedic verses^, where a maiden was referred to in connec­
tion with husbands in plural number. But that is not 
enough proof of polyandry*
The plural number is probably used here honorifically.
On the other hand we find a definite instance of poly­
andry in the marriage of Draupadi with the five Pandava~ ' c
brothers in the Mahafaharata .
There is only one reference 
to. polyandry in the Jatakas-. Princess Kanha5 in the 
iS'Vctyamvara chose the five Pandavas as her husbands .She<* o t>
wa.s allowed to have these five men in spite of her 
father1s vexation*But this is surely the trait of an 
anterior period and only the remnant of epic-‘story of 
DraupadiTs marriage with the Pandava brothers.
l.Sarkar,S.A..E.S.p 80,R.V.X. P5 .37.38 
P.Kunala Jataka j . V. pp1+26-7
According to Meyer^ polyandry must have been a non- 
arvan practice and Pandavas were certainly non-aryans* 
They may have belonged to some aboriginal tribes which 
dwelt in India, such as still dwell In India or on its 
boundaries„Dr Meyer thinks that the Kauravas were the 
original heroes and the Pandavas were certainly not 
their cousins,He finds confirmation of his statement in 
the fact that when the five brothers tell Draupadifs 
father of their Intentions, he feels very much shocked 
and wounded and protests against what is contradictory 
to all worldly customs and also to.the prescription of 
the Vedas, YudMsthira however .* replies,"we take the 
path 'which our forefathers followed one after the other 
Prof.Jolly^ thinks that It cannot be proved that poly­
andry of ancient times was confined to non-Aryan tribes 
alone. All that can be suggested. In. his opinion , is 
that "brahvanas were jealously antagonistic to it".He 
refers to the well known. la\v of Man U  as a proof of 
polyandry3where it is stated that the son of several
IMeyer,3.L.A .I.Vol.II.pl08 
?.^olly,H.L.C.plok 
3. Mann. IX. 18,?
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brothers may bo regarded as the common son of all.
This may have some reference to the custom of group 
marriage prevalent in many ancient societies *
Int ere a. s t e ma r r i a g e
At the time k  An-Veda, and the Samhitas we do not find
very strict rules dividing the different castes.We find
that the four varnas were recognised, but the rules6 * *
about intermarriage with different varnas or taking foodo
outside the varna were not so rigid at that tine as they
later became.We find, several, examples of intercaste
1marriages from the Vedic literature.In the Rg-Veda weo e
'  - - /
get the reference of the brahmana sage Svavasva marry­
ing the daughter of king Rathaviti Darbhya. In the
€ ^ P f
3atap at ha Brahmana we get. the story of the sage. Syavan0
who was a descendent of 3hrgu? marrying the daughter
/ /
of king Saryata. From another verse of the Satapatha
to - 3jjrahmanor we learn that a king was allowed to marry a 
vaisya woman but her son would not have the Vedic 
coronation ceremony performed on him.
l.R.V.V.ol
3.3 at.Br.T3\1 . O - .
3.Sat.Br.XIII.2.9.8
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Coining t > the Grhyasutras we find that some of the
fi
Grhyasutras^* do not mention anything about t hen varna * ' -
pr
oi' the bride5 while others“ say that one should 
marry a girl of the same varna*
The necessity of equality of birth is already mentioned 
in the Grhyasutras* In the Dharmasutra and< Smrti 
neriod it Is more emphasised* The rule became more and 
more rigid as time went on, and we find many conflicting
opinions among the law-givers regarding this matter*
—  1 /  ^  h -
Baudhayana 5 as well as Vasistha, >
say that a brahmana Is allowed to marry one wife from
his own caste and another three from the lower castes*
Similarly ksatriyas are allowed to marry three wives,o ' J
5vaisyas two and sudras one* Visnu says that among 
these wives the ceremony of Panigrahana should be per­
formed only with the wife of his own caste* 'We have 
already pointed out that the ceremony of Panigrahana 
symbolizes the solemn contract by which the wife be­
comes the dharmapatni oh equal partner of the husband *
1 .Asv*Apo
2 * Man*Gr.1.7.8 5Hir.Gr.I•19 - 2•
3 oBauo.h*Dh* I* 8 .Id.P-J 
V„VasoI0Pd-?5A-
3* visnu*XXIV* 5
Z\*\
So it s.coms quite clear that ? though intercaste
marriages were allowed according to these sutras3they
were surely not very much approved of and the wives of
lower castes did not hold the same dignified position
as the wives of the same caste. This is supported by
the s taternent o f t h e s ame Dha rmasut ras and S mrt i s «
*
where these intercaste marriages are dfepproved.
1
Baudhayann 9 while discussing the penances for different
crimes ? mentions''the cohabiting with a sudra female
as one of them and the punishment is mentioned as
seven suppressions of breath on each day for seven
*=*» 2
days•Similarly Apastumba prescribes the penances of
bathing and sprinkling oneself with water and reciting
the seven verses addressed to Varuna« in the case of0 *
crimes of different, kinds ? one of which is connection 
wrth women of foe sudr.a cate. Visnu says that a union 
of a twicw-born man with a sudra wife can never produce 
religious merit; it is from carnal desire only that he 
marries the woman of the lower caste, being blinded by 
lust.Those who marry the woman of lowest caste?degrade
l.Baudh.Dh.IV.l.Sb 
2 .An . Dh. I • 2o ,7 .
3.Visnu.xm, 5-7o P
2*5
their families and progeny to the state of sudras ; 
toe o>')ds and manes and wiests wi 11 not eat the offering 
from the hands of such a. wife and the husband will not
go to heaven.
/ 1 f 
Vasistha allows the brahmana to marrv even a sudra » »
wife? but without the recitation of the sacred texts 
But he advises him not to act thus5 because that will 
lead to the degradation of family and after death the 
loss of heaven.
So it seems clear that though th^ marriage of brahmanao o „
men;-to sfidra jwoirien was permitted in society it was 
never approved.The lav-givers ar^ more tolerant towards 
the marriage of ksatriya women and brahraanas and0 * tf
generally towards mixed marriages where the female is 
only one step lower than the male.Thus Visnup says that 
on failure to find a wife his own caste9 the husband 
should perform the religious duties with the one belong­
ing to the caste next below his own; so also in cases 
of distress 9 when, the wife who is wqual in caste to him 
happens to be absent or when she has met with calamity;
Vas.Dh.I.2-27
Visnu.XXVI.3-/
Z IS
but he should never perform them with a sudra wife* 
Moreover there are stray references to the general 
attitudes towards the marriage with s3ldra women in
—■ -j
the DharmasufrasoAuastamba says that the food must notX e/
/
be eaten of a brahmana whose wife is af sudra caste,
2Gautama' asks that the person whose wife is a sudra 
should not be fed at the time of funeral oblation,
3
In Manu as usual wo find contradictions even in the 
matter of admitting the validity of this kind of 
marriage.While discussing intercaste marriage Manu says 
that a sfidra woman alone can be the wife of a sudra,she 
and a vaisya woman can be the wives of a vaisya;ksatriya 
can have three wives, namely ksatriya5 vaisya,and sudrao
and brahmana can have those three wives and also onei*
of their own caste.
But immediately afterwards ,in the
/ s_
next sioka he declares that na sudra woman is not men­
tioned. even in any story as the wife of a brahmana or
n
of a ksatriya?though they lived in distress,1 In the
l.Ap.Dh.l.l6.X18.33
Gaut.Dh.XV.18.cfManu.111.1?6 
3 .Manu.Ill.13 
Manu. Ill. In.
Z  >7
next verse p h e  says that the twice born men who marry
sudra girls are always responsible for degrading their
family and children* In the next verse he quotes the
authority of different scholars regarding this kind of
marriage and mentions that the person -so married
becomes outcaste on the following conditions:-According
to Atri,he who weds a sudra woman immediately becomes a
*
an outcaste,according to 8aunaka>on the birth of a son,
and according to Bhrgu only when he has male offspring
from a sudra female alone. Sacrifices and offerings •
should never be offered to the gods and manes with the
✓ ~ 2assistance of the sudra wife . This verse is explained
by different authorities in different ways, Medhatithi,
GovindarajajNandana and Raghavananda interpret it in the
following way.According to Narayana1s explanation? the
translation will be as follows; MA sudra man of family
of Atri who weds a sudra female becomes an outcaste; on
one of the race of Jtathya’s son, on the birth of a son; 
✓
and one of Saunakahs of Bhrgu1 s race ? by having no other 
tnan sudra offspring”J•i* _>
1 .Manu.III.1?
2^Manu.III.16-17
Siidra vedi pataty atrer utathya tanayasya ca 
■Saunakasya sutotpattya tad at yd taya BMiyoh 
3 . translated by Buhler
2JS
1
Apararka, commenting on the first sloka, say that this
type of marriage is permissible only in the people
moved by lust, and not of those who are righteous*
2
Madanaparijata mentions: that this prohibition: refers 
only to the first marriage and not at the time when no
3
girl of the same caste is found* Apararka says that 
this prohibition also applies to vaisyas? though that 
is not specifically mentioned in the verse*
From all these opinions, it is quite clear 
that the brahmana1s marriage with the sudras was legal 
at the time of Manu but was not very much approved*
Yajnavalkya says that though marriage 
of a brahmana with the sudra i/Xomen is legal, it is not 
approved by him because a man is born himself in his son*
Inheritance of the sons of these intercaste marriages__
It seems from the opinion of different Dharmasutras that 
the sons of these mixed marriages?especially with ksatriya 
and vaisya, get mote or less the same share of inheritance
1 *Apararka p88
2 * Ma d ana p'a r i j a t % p iMr 
3 o Apararka p87
Yajrr^ 56
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as that of the sons of equal caste. The son of a brahmana
by a ksatriya wife, if he is the eldest and endowed with
good qualiti.es, should share equally with the younger
brother born of a brahmana mother. But he shall not be
entitled to receive the additional share of the eldest
son, which consists of the twelfth part of the estate, a
male 'and a female animal -with one row of front teeth such
as cows, a carriage yoked with animals that have two rows
1
of front teeth, and a bull. As regards the sons of a 
sudra wife of a brahmana, Gautama prescribes only thep *
provision of maintenance if the father dies without anj?
2
other issue, and the son has been obedient to him.
According to Kautilya the sons born of a
HU S67V. of o- ^ - Y l ^ v
brahmana woman shall take shares; the son of a
,  / r
vaisya woman two shares, and the son of a sudra woman
3
one share. The same rule applies in the case of ksatriya
and vaisya father begetting sons in three or two castes
in order. The sons of ’ the brahmana father and ksatriya« ^
mother is called Savannas, the sons of a ksatriya father 
and vaisya mother Amba.sthas, of a vaisya father and. a
Q o
sudra mother Ugras, of a brahmana father and a vaisya 
mother Nisadas; of a ksatriya father and a sudra mother
o ’* *
Daus yards as and of a brahmana father and a sudra mother* a
• -1 * • 1 \
1.Gaut!XXVIII. 5. 2>. Kau.t. UT.ia . I63j ''Vs^  >s ■ -57
TK. " 'jRjX. - 'IS
2,Gant. XXVIII.39b U y
^T>
1
Parasavas, Children born in the inverted order of wives 
of higher castes became 3utas( ksatriya.-father and brah-I -m p
mana mother), Magadhas ( vaisya father and ksatriya
mother), Ayogavas ( sudra father and vaisya mother),
Ksattrs( vaisya father and brahmana mother), Vaidehakas
( sudra father and kstriya mother ) and Candala ( sudra
father and brahmana mother )* In the seventh generation
the man obtains a change in caste9 either being raised
2“
to a higher or being degraded to a lower one0 Haradatta
explains this as follows. If a Savarna female, born of a
ksatriya wife of a brahmana, is married to a brahmana * * y
and her female descendant down to the seventh genera­
tion likewise9 then the offspring which the seventh 
female descendant bears to her brahmana husband is equal 
In caste to a ksatriya. The same principle is applied
c^ S toe.Lt o,s p) * £ d  e,<vdju. ,
to the offspring of kstriyas and wives of vaisya castes^ 
The children born from the father of a lower caste and 
mothers of higher castes are considered to be outside
. 3
the pale of sacred law. The sons begotten by a sildra 
father are treated like outcastes and among these sons
1. Gaut. Dh. IV.16; Manu X.6-18
2,Gaut, Dh. IV.22; Ap.Dh. II.5?H ,10-11 
3 *Gaut.Dhe IV. Manu X.1+1,67-68
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1
the Candalas are said to be the foulest.
According to Kautilya in case of the mixed
castes such as Suta,Magadha,Vratya and Rathakara,the
inheritence will go to the most capable and the others
2
are provided with mere subsistence. In case of the absence 
of any capable sons, all will have equal shares.
Intermarfr&age with outcastes
Dharmasutras universally advise the avoidance of inter-
/ h-
marriage with outcastes. Vasistha says that the property 
received from the outcastes after forming alliance with 
them either by teaching the Veda and by sacrificing or by 
marriage must be given up, and the association with the
5
person who does such things should be avoided. Manu says
that no brahmana should have any connection either through
the Veda or through marriage with such a man, who ha'so not
—  6
been purified. Apastamba thinks that the expression 
vivayeyuh or * let them not form matrimonial alliances1 
indicates that the orthodox brahmana must neither give
1.Gaut.Dh. IV. Z&i . .$!/>/• r.C - '
2 .Kaut• III.VI. 163 5 Ap.Dh.II.13 ,3
3.Manu. IX.105
h. 7 as'. Dh.XI. 75 jXp. Dh.I.1. 2 8
5.Manu.II.^0
6. Ap.Dh.1.1.1.28
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cjoLu.jkW fa Patitasavitrikas nor take daughter of such person*
But Vasistha elsewhere makes some exceptions to this* a
rule incase of female* He says that the male offspring 
of outcastes are also outcastes but not females, be­
cause females enter the family of a stranger * Those
p
girls could be married, without dowry, ~
Wives of different castes?their standing
'JT
Though twice-born men could legally maryythe wives of 
lower castes the latter did not have the same standing 
as that of the wives of their husbands* own castes*
Among all the wives ohly 'tine wife of equal caste could 
personally attend.-^  to her husband and assist him in 
his daily sacred rites*
Those who do not abide by this rule and allow wives of 
lower castes to perform those duties, while the wife of
1.The time of initiation of the brahmana is after the 
completion o.f the sixteenth year 5 the'ksatriyas after 
the twenty second year and vaisyas after the twentyfourth 
year.After those periods men of these three castes9who
have not received sacrament at the proper time,become 
vr^tyas or outcastes and excluded from the right to 
repeat the Savitri and despised by Aryans(Manu-II.39)
2.Vas'.Dh.XIII.51-53.
3 •Manu.X .U
U ^ 3
equal caste is living, are degraded in his social 
position and considered to be equal to Candala.
Mixed^castes
According to Manu sons begotten by Aryans on
women of equal and next lower castes have the duties
of twice-born men but all those born in consequence of
1
a violation of the law are equal to sudras»
When a Dasyu*- begets on an
Ayqgava woman the son is called Sairandhra and he 
lives like a slave by attending to his master and sub­
sists by snaring animals, Kuliuka says that the Sairandhra 
resorts to this profession in order to support himself 
in times of distress.
When the V aideha begets with the same ,a Maitreyaka
is born5 whose duty is to praise great men at the
appearance of dawn by ringing bell,When a Nisada 
begets on a Ayogavo woman, the son is called Margava, 
who subsists by working ■ as a boatma.noFrom the Nisadta 
and a woman of the Va.ide.ha caste springs s the Kara vara ?
1 o Manu . X - *+1
2.Da§yu.s-All those tribes^which are excluded from the 
regular castes such as brahmanas,ksatriya,vaisya,and 
sudras:-Manu •jg5~Sl "
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who works in leathery and from Vaidehas and the women
of If aravaraaahd Nisada castes springs the Andhra and
Meda■> who have to live outside the village•The
«
The Pandusopaka is horn from a Candala man and Vaideha
0 a 0 9
woman,and deals with cane.When a Nisada woman bears to 
a Candala, the son is called an Antyavasayin,and is
O 0
employed in the burial grounds; he is despided even by
those who are excluded from Aryan community.
These mixed castes, even if they coceal themselves,are
]
always recognised by their occupation.
Origin of these mixed castes
The origin of these mixed
castes as described by Manu does not seem to be based
on any sound foundation.It has been pointed out by 
2
Senart that the code of Manu ia an interpretation in 
terms of varna, that is ,in terms of an Indo-European 
social system of an existing social order which the tea 
terms could not, at any rate at the time of application 
be made to fit satisfactorily.The lists given by law-
iManu.X
2.Senart5des castes dans ~ "indichull
givers of the origin and functions of'-the various 
mixed castes do not always agree among themselves 
and provide a formalist interpretation of a state of 
society the origin of which were already obscure when 
these treatises were composed*
Even at the present time, as bus been shown by 
Jacks on"*-,we find that a large number of sub-castes bear 
geographical names,It may be possible that these names 
are derived from the names of historical kingdoms, 
Similarly5in the list of sub-castes in Manu we find, 
the place names such as Vaideha,Andhra and others, 
which may have originally come from these places.
tion of the mixed castes
The occupation of these mixed castes, 
born of anuloma and pratlloma marriages are mentioned 
by Manu. • To the Sutas bb&fonged the management of horses 
and chariots. The occupation of Ambaj^has was healing.
To the Vaidehakas belonged the service of isfoman, which 
probably means that they were in charge of the harems. 
Nlsadas used to kill fish, and carpenter’s work was 
done by the Ayogava.Occupation of the Meda?Andhra?Kuncu 
and Madgu was the slaughter 05? wild animals. The Ksattrs, 
Ugras and Pukkasa.s subsisted by killing animals living
!■ T<x.c.fcScn\ ^  X & . A  .S • VolflL. £"7- US’
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In holes„ Dhigvanas worked with leather and Venas played 
1
drums ,
mixed castes
The dwellings of the mixed castes
were also fixed by the Dbarmasutras• They should live
near well known trees and burial grounds 3 on mountains 3
and in groves. But the dwelling of Candalas and Svapaka
• •
should be always outside the v i l l a g e t h e  possessions
should be only dogs and donkeys. They should take their
food from the broken dishes and they should wander from
place to place at night,They are not allowed to walk in
villages and town's. During the day time they are only
allowed to go about for the purpose of their work. They
should always execute criminals by the command of the
king and they can possess legally the clothes5 beds and
ornaments of these criminals,
2
Hutton tries to explain the reason for
the compararitively lower status of the pratiloma
marriage than the anuloma in the following way. According
to him the explanation is found In the results of the
5 - /, (•
impact of patrilineal invaders on an^ r.unloLrgi^ ouLS
1. o Manu. X
2,Iiutton5Caste in India pi56
7matrilineal population. In the case of the offspring 
of patrilineal father and matrilineal mother the child 
would inherit from both and would have status and kinship 
with both. But the child, of an immigrant patrilineal 
woman by an indigenous matrilineal male would have mo plan 
place with either. In that case he could not claim his 
kinship through his mother with her exogagamous patri­
lineal clan? nor through his father with his exogamous 
matrilineal family. Naturally his position will be 
degraded? the exact cause of which would be forgotten 
when both the societies adopted patrilineal system. He 
supports his 'argument by the following passages|of Gautama 
and Vis mi. Gautama says that those who are born of ao o
father of lower and a mother of a higher caste stand
2
outside the pale of sacred law, VIsnu says that the 
children born on women of higher caste have no right 
to inherit and the sons do not even receive a share of 
the wealth of their paternal grandfather.
Lower castes attaining the rank of the higher castes 
Even the member of lower castes could attain the status 
of higher castes under certain circumstances. The man
1.GautoDh*IV,25,26,
2.Visnu.XV.37-38
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who was otherwise excluded from the Aryan community
secured "beatitude if he died without expectation of a
reward for the sake of brahmanas or of cows ? or in the
defence of women and children. It is declared that the
son born of an Aryan man on a non-Aryan woman may become
like an Aryan by his virtuous deeds. But the son begotten
by an non-Ayan man on an Aryan woman can never be like
1
Aryans and is always unworthy.of praise and respect.
We find many references to intercaste marriages in the 
Jatakas? for -instance in the story of a king’s marrying 
a fruiterer’s daughter? who was raised to the dignity
2 3
of the chief queen. In another Jftaka the king marries 
an ordinary country woman2 finding her strong and neat3 
and makes her the chief queen.
1. Manu X .62-67 3
2 .J7t. 306
3.JVt.l08
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Marr i ag e e xp ens e s
Though the general opinion was against 
marriage by purchase, such marriage must have been pre­
valent in society, as one of the eight forms of marriage
is Asura or marriage by purchase. The Rg-Veda and the
#
Grhyasutras do not mention the sale of daughters, but 
from the marriage rituals we understand that the daughters 
were given ornaments and presents as dowry., Even provi­
sions are made in different Dharmasutras as regards the 
defraying of the marriage expenses. Begging is allowed 
to defray expenses of marriage. Presents of money must 
be given according to one’s ability to the deserving
1
father of the girl to meet the expenses of marriage 
2
Manu recommends the gift;;of :moheJr gtovbhose who wants 
to marry to have offspring. But he does not recommend 
begging to finance the marriage of a man who marries for 
the second time, while he has still a wife, when the 
purpose of the marriage is nothing butjsensual enjoyment.
If alms are taken in these cases, the issues of such ma 
marriages belong to the giver of the money.
To defray expenses of marriage the taking 
of money from the sudras even by fraud and force is
1. Baudh. Dh. II.3.jGaut.Dh. V.21
2, , Ho/au-  ^-
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'KGcommended.1 The taking of money by these means are 
also recommended from a man rich in small cattle,who 
neglects the religious duties,though he does not 
belong to the sudra caste.This presumably refers to the 
the vaisVa caste.The money can also be taken from the 
possessor of a hundred cows, who does not kindle the 
sacred fire $this probably fefers to the ksatriya caste 
Lastly the money can be taken by force or fraud from 
the possessor of a thousand cows, who does not drink 
soma5 this may refer to the brahmana, who does not 
perform sacrifices properly.
Similar method:of acquiring money by fraud 
or force from all the castes,are also recommended by 
Manu for the sake of sacrifices^. If the materials of 
the sacrifice remain incomplete except for a few 
articles,thosfe may be acquired even by force or fraud 
from the house of any vaisya who possesses a large 
number of cattle,but neither performs the minor sacri­
fices nor drinks the soma juice,or from a sudra,who 
no business with sacrifice.Or. if a man possessing one}.' 
hundred cwws doesnnotkkindletthe :sacrfed fire or '.one. passtssly
1. Gaut. Dh. XVI11.2^-
2.Manu.XI.12-15
Z 3  I
a thousand cows does not drink the soma juice, the 
sacrificer may take what he requires from the houses 
of those two, even though they be brahmanas or ksatriyas 
So it seems there is no sin in acquiring 
money even by force or fraud from wealthy men, who 
do not observe their religious duties,even if they are 
brahmanas3 inoorder to perform the expensive and leng 
lengthy marriage ceremony, which was thought to be 
absolutely necessary to preserve the family.
Z 3^
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Chapter V
-W1BQWH0QD AND DIVORCE
Sati and Widow-remarriage
The funeral hymns of the Rg-Veda 
and Atharva-Veda show that widow burning was a defunct 
custom at this time, but was represented only by a 
symbolic ritual.
Ud irsva nary abhijivalokam gatasum etam upasesa ehi 
hasta-grabhasya didhisos tavedam patyur janitvam abhi
The exact meaning of this verse is very doubtful afcd 
scholars translated it in different ways. From Sayanafs 
explanation it seems that the widow was to be married 
to the brother of the deceased. Sayana says that the 
woman is addressed thus:1* 0 woman, get up from here 
with a view to enter the place of your sons and grand­
sons, which is now your house. Get up from this place.u 
Geldner’s translation also agrees with Sayana, which 
says "Rise, come to the world of life, 0 woman, he 
is lifeless by whose side you are lying. You have 
entered into wifehood with your husband, who takes your 
hand and desires .to possess you."
sam babhutha
Z3 3
According to Wilson the meaning of the secong part will
be as follows:- thou hast enjoyed this state of being
the wife of thy husband, the suitor who took thee by the
hand*1 Griffith also agrees with this. So according to
them there is no suggestion of re-marriage in this verse.
This same verse is quoted in Asvalayana Grhyasutra ,
where it is mentioned that when the wife used to lie
down by the side of her husband, her brother-in-law
2
(devarafl), being a representative of her husband (patl- 
sthaniyah), or a pupiKof her husband ), or an aged 
servant should cause her rise with the same Rg-Vedic 
verse. This does not suggest any remarriage.
Thus it is not very certain whether 
there is any suggestion to remarriage in this verse • 
But it is quite sure that the widow was asked to rise 
up from the funeral pyre and brought back home. It 
seems probable that the widow's second marriage was not 
obligatory but there was no restriction to it and child 
marriages very often used to take place, which is clear 
from the later evidences,
1.Asv.Gr. IV.2.16-18
t
2. Oldenberg, S.B.E.Vol.XXIX.
23b
The burning of widows does not appear here at all, 
though one of the verse was used with the slightest
change of a single syllable as justification of the custom:
1 / _ X / t - ■ /
Ima narir avidhavah supatnir anjanena sarpisa sam
/
visantu
i t  -  1 i ^ I t /  i
Anasravo !namivah suratna a rohantu janayo yonim agre*
( R.V.X.18.7.)
'let these women, who are not widows, who have good 
husbands, enter ( anointed ) \tfith unguent and butter.
Let women without tears, x^ ithout sorrows and decorated 
with jewels, first proceed to the house.1
In the above, an alteration was made by 
the priesthood of later times,reading agnekfor agre .
This would imply that \*idows are called on to enter the 
fire with their husbands.
But' from the following verse, 
which we have quoted, and which calls on the widow to arise 
from the pyre,this reading cannot be maintained; it is 
now universally accepted that agre is correct.
In the Atharva-Veda reference to widow­
hood are found especially in A. V.XVIII.3.1-2, which
%3*r
are similar to the Rg-Vedic verses X.18.7 and X.18.8. 
These do not describe the custom by which a widow was 
made to lie down by the side of her husband, but this 
is distinctly mentioned in the next verse, which also 
refers to the wife being led forth to the husband*s 
funeral by the side of his corpse*
i\ /  /  -1 ^  ^  ^
Apasyam yuvatim niyamanam jivam mrtebhyakpariniyamariam* i * * *
andhena yat tamasa pratetasit prakto apacim anayam tad
♦ m
enam *
(A.v.xmnsm)
111 saw the maiden being led alive for the dead; as
she was enclosed with blinding darkness* Then did I turn
her back from in front*'1
Most probably the reference to her being
fenclosed with blinding darkness1 implies that she was
covered with a veil while she was being led to the
1
funeral pyre* Both Sayana and Kausika say that the 
verse is used as the cow is led to the funeral pyre 
and around the fire. But that does not seem to be the 
original meaning og the verse.
We do not find any reference to Sati either in the 
Dharmasatras or in the Buddhist texts. So it is clear
that the Vedic hymns speak of the remarriage of widows
rather than their self-immolation. Widow -burning was
evidently a defunct custom at this time, represented
only by a the symbolic ritual of the lying beside her
husband on the funeral pyre until she was asked to rise
up.
Though widow burning was so widespread in the
brahmanical religion, its origin is not to be found
in the Vedas but in the primitive belief that man after
death needs the things which he had when he was living,
including his wife.
In the Solomon and Fiji island widows
1
were killed after the husband’s death. Widow burning
z
was practised among the Scythians, and it seems to have 
become more prevalent in India after the invasion of 
Sakas,Kusanas and Hunas. Among the early Slavonic peo­
ples widow-burning was well known. With the Scandinavians
3
and Germans it was a popular custom.
1.Winternitz, D.F.B.p?6
2. B&H-o lotus JST. 7t | f?
3- UiTrvt^ rrvltz-, . P Si-' 5*7
Thus it seems that the Indo-European custom of widow- 
burning was already extinct when the Aryans entered 
India,and had become only a symbolic ceremony, which 
looked back to actual widow-burning in the days before 
the Indo-Aryans left their original home.
We have reference to the widow -burning 
in the Greek accounts of India. Thus Strabo quotes A:. l...\ m ». 
Aristoboulos referring to the customs existing in Taxila, 
that nthe custom of having many wives prevails here,and 
is common among other races.” He says that he had heard
toko
from some persons of wives, refused to burn themselves were
1
held on disgrace.
Strabo also quotes Diodorus, who says
that among the Kathaians it was the custom for the widows
to be burned along with the husband.But exception was
2
made in the case of women with child.
3
In the Smrtis of Visnu and Brhaspati how­
ever are generally believed to be belonging to the
1. Strabo XV.62
2 .Diodorus XVII.91 and XIX.33
3. Visnu XXV.1^
k* Brhaspati XXV.11
1
Gupta period, we find thatfthough they allow the widow 
to lead a life of virtue and asceticism, they prescribe 
the practice of Sati as an alternative course of action*
In the dramas of Kalidasa wives follow­
ing their husbands in death are mentioned by the poet
2
as an ordinary matter of course. In the' Kumarasambhava 
we find that Rati was prepared to throw herself upon
3
the burning remains of her husband. But many allusions 
to widows prove their existence in society.
In the Sutra period the widow was allowed 
to marry any near kinsmen. The later Dharmasutras presw 
cribe ascetic practice for widows for a limited period 
only. Later on, at the time of Manu and Yajfi&valkya, 
the asceticism was to be practised by the widow all
5
her life. Latex* still, however, at the time of Visnu9 * *
and Brhaspati, the practice of Sati was held up as an 
ideal, but was not compulsory.
1.Kane, H.D.S.Vol.II.pt.l.Chronological table
2.K&»n.IV.3$
3.Kum.VII.20 
^.Vas".Dh,XVII.55
5.Manu V.156-158; YSjn.I.75,87
{Widow remarriage
Even if we do not accept the suggestion of 
remarriage of widows from the funeral hymns, it is 
quite certain that remarriage of widows used to take 
place in Vedic times. In the following verse we get a 
reference to the widow-remarriage*
Kuha svid dosa kuha vast or Asvina 1 rjiabhipit? 
kuhabhipitvam karatah Irk^Kusatuh 
ko vam sayutra vidhaveva devaram K&ryan
s
na yosa krnute sadhastha a * ♦ *
( R.V.XA0.2.)
"Where are you Asvins, in the evening, where at 
morning? Who brings you homewards to the place(of sacri­
fice ),as the widow brings her husband1s brother on her 
bed as^woman brings her husband (to her )."
This does not clearly refer to the remarriage of 
widows, but forms the basis of the system of niyoga 
of later times• It can be inferred that marriage of 
the widow with the brother of the deceased was not 
insisted upon. On the other hand , there was also no 
restriction to such an union placed on the widow.
In the Sutra the widow was allowed to marry
1
any near kinsmen.Vasistha says that the wife of an
emigrant, who has lost touch with her husband, should
wait five years before re-marriage. Even the brahmana
woman with children should wait for five years, and
the woman with no children four years; the wife of a
ksatriya caste with no children should also wait for
five years, but those without children three years.
The wife of a vaisya caste with children should wait
for four years, but with bno children two years only.
The wifeeof a sudra caste with children should wait
for three years, but with no children should wait for
one year only. After that she should marry a eligible
person but should n&t marry outside her husband*s if
any one in the family is living.
2
Kautilya also lays down more or less 
similar rules. He even allows remarriage of those women 
who are married according to the first four approved 
forms of marriage, because according to him the neglect 
of intercourse with the wife after her monthly
1.Vas. Dh. XVII.75-80
2. Kaut. III.IV.4
ablution is a vioaltion of a husband’s duty*
Since Kautilya, who is generally more
liberal than the orthodox lawgivers, specially states
that the provisions do not apply to the first four
types of marriage, we can assume the conclusion that
Va^istha and other Dharmasutras did not allow re-marriage * *
in cases of the first four types of marriage, and that 
there was normally no remarriage for the wife who had 
been wed by religious rites,
Baudhayana and Gautama speak of niyoga 
but not remarriage. In the Dharmasutras we get very 
few instances of remarriage of widows , probably because 
the niyoga was getting popular at that time.
In these earlier law books we find 
only a short period of abstinence and asceticism on 
the part of the widows, but in the later period the
1
lawgivers prescribe life long asceticism. Thus Manu 
says that ttye widow should emaciate her body by living 
on pure roots and fruits, but never should mention the 
name of another man after her husband’s death,otherwise
l.Manu. 157*160-161
she looses her place with her husband in heaven,
1
Yajnavalkya says that "she who does not go to another 
(man), whether her husband is living or dead, attains 
fame here and rejoices with Uma.1
Niyoga
The institution of niyoga is not found in the
Vedic texts. In the Rg-Veda we find reference to the
2
widow being married to the brother-in-law, but there 
is no reference to his appointment to produce an heir 
to his dead brother.
In the Grhyasutras we do not find any ritual 
connected with niyoga. The Vedic Indians always had 
rituals connected with every important acts of life.
So if niyoga had been in practice at that time, we 
should have found appropriate rituals connected with 
it.
It is only at the time of Dharmasutras that 
we first meet the institution of niyoga. But there is 
wide divergence of opinion among different Dharmasutras
1. Yajn.1.75.
2.B.V; XA0.2
about the practice# Gautama says that the inheritence
of a sonless man should go to the sapindas , sagotras
or those connected by descent from the same Bsi or the 
!
wife# But the wife may also seek to raise issue to her 
2
dead, husband. This clearly refers to niyoga • The rules
of niyoga are also given in detail, and it is stated
that the woman whose husband is dead should raise off-
3
spring to her brother-in-law or she may obtain offspring 
by a sapinda, a sagotra, a samanapravara or one of the
* if,
same caste#
The intercourse is only for the purpose of 
raising issue and not more than two sons should be be-
5
gotten thus# But there is some controversy about the
paternity of the child# Gautama mentions that the child
6
belongs to the begetter, in the absence of previous
1 Gaut.Dh# XXVIII. 21
2 " 22
3 I n If.
if If " 5
5 t! » 8
6 I H g
agreement* But if the son is begotten when the husband i
is living, and at his request, then the son is begotten
by a stranger, and he should belong to both the natural
father and the husband, but to the husband only if the
1 '§
child is brought up by him. From all these statements
it is clear that niyogajwas legally recognized, but that
the paternity of the child depended upon an agreement '
between both parties.
The Vasistha DharmasStra prescribes similar <
rules with some rigidity. Here the widow, after the com- s
pletion of six months from her husband’s death,can raise >
offspring* The paternity depends upon agreement, as in
Gautama. But there is a specific limitation that no
issue should^be begotten through a desire to obtain an
inheritance. Krsnapandita thinks that this is forbidden
4 • % m *
with the intention of preventing a son born of niyoga
from 61^b’t’§ini^|:,ili4'a§,sialteeoi'ai esM're of the estate of 
the natural father; such a son was according to other
1. Gaut. Dh. XVIII.10-I&
2.Vas, Dh. XVII.56-57
3. " " 65
\
texts entitled to inherit from his natural father, but
Vasistha evidently disapproves of this. But it is also
probable that this provision was intended to stop the
widow from inheriting her husband’s estafe. In another
part of the Gautama Dharmasutra, niyoga is strongly
opposed altogether, and it is recommended that the wife
should be watched carefully so that others cannot app- 
1
roach her.
In the followinggverse Vasistha mentions 
that if among many brothers one gets a son the others 
should also consider him to be their own son. Thus the 
nephew was thought to be equivalent to the son, and 
this made niyoga hardly necessary.Bo it seems that 
though niyoga came to be recognised in society it was 
not much approved of •
2
Baudhayana mentions that the widow Eh 
should abstain from honey ,meat, and spirituous liquor, 
and sleep on the ground for one year; after the expir­
ation of that year she can raise offspring by her brother- 
in-law, with the permission of the Gurus. Again he
1. Ip.Dh. I1.6.13.7;Gaut.Dh. XVIII.9
2.Baudh. Dh. II.2A.9.
3*The gurus intended are the teachers(upadhayas)and off­
iciating priests-Gaut.XVIIIA-7, who taught or sacrificed 
for the deceased and his relatives.-Vas.Dh.XVII.56
mentions that a son, begotten by another man, has two
fathers, and as he belongs to two families he has a
right to perform the funeral oblation and to inherit
1
the property of both his fathers,
Apastamba states that the wife should 
not be given for raising issue to anyone except a 
sagotra, because she is given to the family and not to 
the husband alone, but in the next sloka this practice 
is also prohibited, because at the time of the Sutra1s
3
composition manfs senses were considered weak. This 
shows that at the time when Apastamba was writing the 
institution of niyoga had become thoroughly unpopular 
in some brahmanic circles.
These different provisions for the ins­
titution of niyoga show that it was not yet an establish­
ed institution, but that it was gradually being intro^ue 
duced into society and hence the sacred law had to 
accept it and make some provision for it. Gautama allows 
the greatest laxity in this matter and gives the widest
1* Baudh.Dh.II.2.3* 17-18 
2.Ap.Dh. 11.10.2-3
3. Ap.Dh. II.10A.
as/7
sanction for the use of wives to bear sons for the dead 
husband.
, 1. 2
Vasistha and Baudhayana give rules for niyoga, Ji
but speak against the institution and refer to it as
3 ^
against tradition. Apastamba forbids the practise al­
together. v
So it can be assumed that the institution of 
niyoga came into Aryan society from some non-Aryan source. 
Throughout a long period ythe sacred law was inclined i
to adopt the growing custom, although with misgiving.
For this reason we find such differences of opinion 
among the Dharmasutras, which differ in respect of the 
time and place of their composition.
The rules of the institution of niyoga are 
given in detail in various verses of the Manu~samhita. ■
0
As in many other cases, contradictions are found in this 
text on the question. In the relevant passage Manu first 
recommends^ niyoga and says that the owner of the seed ^
has got no claim over the son, but the son belongs to
1.Vas'.Dh. XVII.15.
2.Baudh.Dh. 11.2.3.3V
3. Ap.Dh.II.6 .13
1
bto the husband of the woman, who is the field(ksetra),
and is therefore called a ksetra.ia son* Only when there
#
was a previous contract between the two parties, did
the child born belong to both of them, and was called
2
dvyamus yayana
Immediately afterwards Manu disapproves 
of niyoga and says that to appoint a wife of a twice 
born man to another means the violation of the eternal
3
law and mentions the name of the wicked king Vena, in 
whose time this institution was in practice.
Verses 6*+-68 contrdict the rules given 
in the preceding ones. Hopkins does not think them to 
be later additions, because the same view is also ex­
pressed in Apastamba 11.27*2-6. The commentators have 
tried to explain this contradiction. It is quoted in 
Viraraitrodaya, which says that vidhava here refers to
1.Manu.IX.51-52
2. Manu. lie. 53 
3 • Manu. IX. 61*.
Manu,IX.66, according to epic and puranic tradition 
Vena was the father of P^thu and a godless king, who 
demanded that the sacrifices should be offered to him­
self and not to the gods. He was therefore cut to pie­
ces by the brKhmanas with blades of kusa grass.
5*Viramitrodaya Samskara 737*
a woman whose husband has died before the marriage 
ceremony has been performed.Assuming this, he tries to 
reconcile the apparent contradictions between verses 
51-60, permitting niyoga, and verses 6V-68, which c.,, 
oppose such a practice. According to him the sanction is 
given to the girl who is widowed after the verbal bettor 
thal but before the proper marriage ceremony,while 
the prohibition applies to those who are widowed after 
the proper marriage ceremony. He seeks confirmation of 
this statement from verse 65, which states that the 
appointment of widows is nowhere mentioned in the sacred 
texts.
But this does not seem to be the correct expla­
nation. It is quite evidentlythat niyoga was not a 
system included in the sacred law.
We do not find any reference to niyoga in the 
Rg-Veda and the Atharva -Veda nor in the Grhyasutras. 
Manu himself refers to this in verse 65* The practice 
of niyoga is approved for the first time in the Dharma­
sutras.Even at that time there was diversity of opinion
rtsro
about the practice. Manu nisapproves of it in one place
and disapproves of it in another. If we accept the
fact that the Manu j^amhita ia a compilation of different
texts, this contradiction can be easily explained. A
similar custom of levirate is found among the Hebrews,
1
as mentioned in the Book of Ruth. The Aryans may have 
borrowed it from people in contact with the Semitic 
races. We find different opinions about the gjrgfement 
in different Dharmasutras, which only reflects the 
varied reaction of the sacred law regarding the accepta 
ance of the custom. In another place Manu speaks strong­
ly against the practice of niyoga* while he discusses t
2
the qualities of an ideal wife. Here he mentions that 
the wife should always be true to her -Ateda husband.
He says that the brahmanas who are chaste go to heaven 
even without continuing the race. So a sonless woman 
should never try to raise offspring by some other man. 
But the woman who violates this rule out of a desire 
to have offspring is disgraced and loses her place with
1.E.R.E. Vol.VIII. pl+69 G.. A.BW-oh , 2
2.Manu V.158-162
her husband in heaven. The offspring begotten by another 
man is not lawful. It seems that this portion of Manu 
was written when the institution of niyoga became very 
■unpopular. The ManuSamhita is evidently the compilation 
of many conflicting opinions prevalent in society at 
different times.
Though niyoga was disapproved by .the
later Dharmasutras and the later parts of Manu Samhita
it was not altogether discarded from society ,because
even at the time of Narada and Brhaspati we find this
1
custom in practice, Naradacprserib&sthiydgaewith the 
brother-in-law only for the puz*pose of raising issue.
The brother-in-law is allowed to have intercourse with 
the widow only until the child is born, and there 
should not be any intercourse through amorous desire. 
Moreover if they un.ite without authorization, the son 
is considered to be illegitimate and incapable of inher­
itance. If the man and woman behave otherwise than in 
accordance with the dstrict.rules laid down in the text, 
they shall be severely punished by the king.
1.Narada XII.84-88
2S Z
1
In Brhaspati niyoga is mentioned but not approved,The
text states that in the Krta, Treta and Dvapara ages# 9
men were imbued with devotion and sacred knowledge,so
there was no such custom as niyoga.But in the Kali age, ,
when men have deriorated, this system has to be accepted.
We find various instances of the practice
of niyoga in the Mahabharata. All the sons of Pandu• *
we$e,raised by niyoga. But still Pandu had to ,1 justify
his argument based on a tradition of utter laxity which
was stopped for the first time by Svetaketu. Bhisma
also had to find justification at the time of the
- 3
niyoga of the wife of Vicitravirya. This fact shows 
that the custom was not common in Aryan society at the 
time of the Epic as it existeda€ajb^wsent, and hence it 
needed justification.
Divorce
In the Vedic literature we do not find any 
reference to divorce, and there is not much evidence
1.Brhaspati XXST.12-1H-
2.Maha.Adi .103-10^
3. " »
of it in post-Vedic literature. In the Smrtis also we
find that marriage is considered to be indissoluble
1
and is regarded as a sacrament. Manu says Mlet mutual 
fidelity continue till death, this may be considered 
as the summary of the highest dharma of husband and 
wife."
2
Manu and Narada also saysjbhat when a man, after h 
having made a solemn promise of marrying his daughter, 
refuses to give her,he shall be punished by the king 
like a thdief if the suitor is free from defects.
But we find contradictions of this idea in the
3
same Dharmasutras. In another verse, Narada says that w 
when a bridegroom goes abroad after having espoused a 
maiden, the maiden should wait till three menses have 
passed and then choose another bridegroom,and when a 
respectable suitor, who is more eligible in point of 
religious merit, fortune and amiability present himself, 
even when the nuptial gift has already been presented 
to the parents by the first suitor,the verbal engage­
ment previously made shall be annulled.
1.Manu IX.101
2.Manu.IX.li-7;Narada XII.
3.Narada,XII.2 b
1
But Narada himself says that this rule of the indis­
solubility of marriage applies only to the first five 
forms of marriage-Brahma,Pra;japatya,Daiva,Arsa and 
Gandharva, and as regards the other three forms, Asura, 
Raksasa and Paisaca this irrevocable gift of a maiden 
to a particular suitor depends on the qualification of 
the suitor.
There is also another rule laid down by
2
Narada that the marriage as well as betrothal should 
be dissoluble on the discovery of a blemish. In that 
caae the bride shall be enjoined to repair to another 
man by her relatives, or in their absence she shall go 
to live with another mafa of her own accord.
3
In the stories of Pancatantra also we find 
the same Idea. In the tale of the girl who married a 
snake, we find the following sloka, which corresponds
to Manu*S' sloka mentioned above.
\
'sakrj jalpanti riganah sakrj jalpanti sadhavah 
sakr^ kanyah pradiyahte triny etani sakrt sakrt.”
1 kings speak only once5 saints speak(only) once.Girls 
are given (only) once5 each of these three things (is 
done) once (only).
1.NaradaXCI.29
2. 11 «
3 • Pancatantra 1.23
2 i~ f
1
Yajnavalkya says that ordinarily the father of the 
girl who is given once and taken away is to be punished 
like a thief.But , when a better bridegroom is available, 
even the given maiden may be taken away.Vijnanesvara 
says that this can only be done before the walking of 
the seven steps, because the Saptapadi is considered to 
be the final rite, which concludes the marriage.
But unlike the Smrtis ICatyayana gives much 
importance to the betrothal. He says that if, after 
betrothal, the bridegroom is lost, the girl shall wait 
for three months and then select another man. If the 
girl is betrothed to one and married to another, she 
should be given back to the person to whom she had been 
promised even after the performance of the wedding rite 
ceremony.
It seems clear from all these statement that
the union could be considered dissoluble only before th
the performance of the final ceremonies of marriage,
or in other words before the couple became real husband
2
and wife. Manu says that if a girl is given in marriage
1.YaJn.1.65
2.Manu VIII.20?
before announcing her blemishes, and she is aa leper,
mad, or has already lost her virginity, then the giver
1
shall be liable to punishment, ^a;jnavalkya says that
’if a man gives his daughter in marriage, without
mentioning her defects, he should be fined the highest
2
amercement1. Narada says that the betrothal is dis­
soluble on the discovery of blemish, but is indissoluble 
after the act of joining th© bride and bridegroom's 
hands. But there is no mention of divorce. Manu even 
goes so far as to say that the wife cannot be released
from her husband even if the husband were to sell or 
3
abandon her.
According to Altekar's view divorce* were 
permitted before the beginning of the Christian era.
He supports his argument from the statement of Manu 
which says that a wife is not to be blamed if she
1.Yajn.1.66
2.Nar. XII.3 
3*Manu IX.*+6 
^.Altekar, P.W.tU£.p83
abandons a husband who is impotent,insane,or suffering 
from an incurable or contagious disease. But this aban­
donment does not necessarily imply divorce, for it does 
not allow the wife to marry afterwards. According to 
Manu women are allowed to contract a second marriage
when they are abandoned by her husband only if the pre-
1
vious marriage is not consummated, Altekar thinks that 
this second marriage presupposes divorce.But the condi­
tion of virginity shows that the marriage was not consi­
dered to be complete before the consummation, and re­
marriage can only be contracted in those cases. Once the 
marriage is consummated the union of husband and wife 
is considered to be indissoluble. Manu describes various 
occasions when the wife is to be superseded. The husband 
is asked to bear with a hating wife for one year. After
that year the husband shou3.d appropriate her property
2
and cease to cohabit with her. Medhatithi in his 
commentary says that the woman is not to be turned away 
even in the case of grievious sins. If the wife dis - 
regards her husband owing to her madness, disease or i/it
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1.Manu IX.176
2.Manu IX.77
intoxication, she should be deprived of ornaments and
abandoned for three months. Drunken, false, rebellious,
1
diseased or mischievous wives are to be superseded.
Another cause of supersession is the barrenness 
of the wife. The barren wife is to be superseded in the 
eighth year after marriage, in the tenth year, if her 
children die, and in the eleventh year if she bears only 
daughters.
All these refer only to supersession, but 
we do not find any reference to actual divorce in the 
Smrtis.
3
Unlike the Smrtis the Arthsastra recognises 
divorce very clearly. Neither the man nor the woman 
can dissolve the marriage without each other*s consent. 
But divorce may be obtained from mutual enimity. If the 
husband apprehends danger from his wife and wants to 
divorce then he has to return to her all which was 
given to her at the time of marriage. If the woman does
1.Manu.IX.80
2.ManuIX. 81;Baudh^II,:N-, 6;Yajn. 1,73
3.Kaut. III.ch.3
the same she shall give up her claim to her property.
But marriage of the first four kinds-Brahma,Daiva,
Tlrsa and Prajapatya cannot be dissolved.
0
The difference between the Smrtis and the
0
Arthasastra is due to the fact that the Dharraa school
or Smrtis considered marriage as a sacrament and the 
*
Artha school regarded it as a contract. So consequently 
the contractual view ofinds expression in the Artha 
laws. There could be divorce between the parties. Marr­
iage according to Dhaxvnasastra ideal was a sacrament 
and could never be dissolved by human agencies. But even 
Kautilya does not permit divorce in the first four forms 
of marriage, which are called dharma-vivaha .Evidently 
the circles for which the Arthasastra was written were 
aware of the brahmanic views on marriage, but had not 
fully accepted them. If we can apply this text to the 
Mauryan period we may suggest that the growth of 
brahmanism which followed this period was responsible 
for the strengthening of the orthodox view, until it 
became almost universal, and the possibility of divorce 
was forgotten.
Me do not find any specific reference to 
divorce in the Buddhist texts. But from some of the
X b O
stories of the Jatakas we get the reference to super­
session, In the Ruhaka , drat aka , the brahmana chaplain 
of the king , had a wicked wife. She made her husband a 
laughing -stock to everyone by forcing him to put the 
horse1 s trappings !bn himself and t o  walk like a horse#
When he realised her wickedness he superseded his wife,
2
and took another woman. In Takkala Jataka a man called 
Vasitthaka supported his old father# But his wife was 
a wicked woman and advised him to kill his father. But 
his own son held him back from jipatricide by recounting
the goodness of parents# When the man realised his faulty
3 ■'}
he turned his wife out of the house# In Godha- Jataka 
the Bodhisatta advised the wife , who had been neglected 
by her husband to forsake him as the bird forsakes 
the barren tree. In the Suttubhasta Jataka^ a beautiful 
wife left her ugly husband with the intention of marry­
ing again.
l*J II pii5
2.J IV#ppif5-1+9
3. J.Hl.pl08 
if. J.Illp3 51
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Chapter VI
The Position of Women
Women and Religion
Marriage in the Rg-Yeda and Atharva-Veda
was considered to be a religious sacrament which
gave the wife a very high status in society. The
position of the wife was honoured in the family .
After marriage she was looked upon as guardian of
all the members of the family. Among the blessings
bestowed on her at the marriage ceremony was the
hope that she might be the queen among her parents- 
1xn-law. Women held more or less equal rights with
the men in matters of religion. A man could not
become a spiritual whole unless he was accompanied 
2by his wife. The Gods were thought not to accept
the oblation offered by a bachelor. The wife pounded
the sacrificial rice, bathed the sacrificial animals
and laid the bricks for the altar.^ Her participation
with her husband is referred to in the consecrating
of the fire, in the preparation of the offering, in
the offering of the oblation, and in the concluding 
5ceremonies.
1. R.Y.X. 85. 45 
3. Sat. Br. Y.1.6.10
2. Ait. Br. I, 2.5.
4. 3at.Br.YI.5.3.1;
5.Altekar.P
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So it is quite evident that the partici­
pation of the wife with her husband is absolutely 
necessary in the matter of sacrifice. A wife who 
assists the husband at the kindling of the fires 
for any sacrificial rite, becomes connected with 
that rite like a priest, and no other woman can 
take part in the performance of that rite. And the 
performer cannot take any other principal wife
1
after he once has begun his sacrifice.
The wife*s share in religious life is 
also mentioned in other passages where it is mentioned 
that the Vedas are the highest authority, and those 
who are well versed in Veda consider that the rites, 
which are to be carried out with rice, yava, animals,
clarified butter, milk and pots are to be performed
2with a wife and accompanied by mantras.
1. Ap. Dh. II.5.11.14 ; Manu. V.167, 168; Ya;jn.I.89
2. Ap. hh. II.9.23.
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So it is quite evident that the participation of 
the wife with her hushand is absolutely necessary 
in the.matter of sacrifice* Sometimes wives performed 
the sacrifices independently of their husbands. In
the Ramayana Kausalya is seen performing all alone
-  1 the Svastiyaga for her son. Moreover there were
some sacrifices where a woman's presence was
absolutely necessary.
Polygamy was not regularly practised in
2 - those days ; there was no Sati, and widows could
contract another marriage.
Public life
In public life also women took an important
part. It is generally assumed that women did not take
part in the Sab ha and Samiti, which were the tribal
4
councils. In the Rg-Veda there is only one reference 
to women in connection with the Sabha and there is 
no mention of their going to the Samiti. Put even 
as regards the Sabha it is evident from the Maitrayani 
Samhita that they ceased to attend it at later times.^
1. II. 20.15 2.S«*
(ubovc 4. R.V.I.167.3.
5* Mait.Sam.IV.7.40.
4— 1By citing certain passages of the Maitrayani Samhita
» *
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and Aitareya Brahmana , Bloomfield tries to prove 
that women did not take part in public life or 
assemblies and did not attend the Sabha. But these 
passages are later compositions and we must distinguish 
between the age of the Bg-Yeda and the Atharva-Yeda 
and that of the later Yedic period. There had been 1
a great change in the position of women from the !
earlier time to that of the later vedic period. At I
the later period all evidence points to the fact that 
the comparatively free tribal society was giving 
place to a more developed one, and women were losing 
their position in the process.
Women are specially mentioned in connection
with a gathering known as Yidatha. There are differences
of opinion regarding the interpretation of this word.
4
Jayaswal thinks that Yidatha was the 1parent folk 
assembly from which Sabha, Samiti and Sena differen­
tiated. *
1. Mait. Sam. IY.7,40.
2. III. 27.7.
3. J.A.O.S. vol XXIX- pt.II p.14
4. Jayaswal - Hindu Polity, old edition pt.I. p20
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In the Rg-Veda Surya is instructed to speak to the
1assembled people in the Vidatha . We learn from the 
Atharva-Veda that women took part in the deliberations 
of the Yidatha'"* A desire is expressed in the marriage 
hymn that the bride might speak to the Yidatha in the 
advanced age . Prom the above references it is clear 
Yidatha was attended by women as well as men and 
that it was a popular tribal assembly of some sort*
In this respect the Yidatha was completely / 
different from the earliest known popular assemblies /
S.
of the Greeks, Romans and Germans, in which women did\;J ■
/ cS)
not find any place. But the old Welsh laws, not later (
than the eleventh century, show that women had the \
'’l Iright to vote at the popular assembly7. Basing his /
arguments on these facts and assuming the facts that 
matriarchy preceded patriarchy among the Indo-European,
Br. Sharma^ tries to ppove that the Yidatha is of 
highest antiquity. Prom the fact of the association 
of women with the Yidatha, which is not found in other
1. R.Y.X.85.26
2 * >\ * 2 *
2.. » " XIV. 1.20-21 ? , ; 0
*&. Engels- Origin of private property etc. pl26."
4 .  R . S .  s U m »  W i ( U U . ^  o u  y A  ^
* ^  T tfj tu QmJvOA,
\ J o l  - L I pl
5branches of the Indo-European peoples, he suggested 
that this body had been a common tribal organisation 
of the Indo-European before they separated into differ­
ent branches.
The position of women in general
From the repeated statements which show the
preference for sons, it is clear that the birth of
daughters was not very welcome even in the Velio
period. Not only were there special sacraments for
the purpose of ensuring male children , but also
prayers were offered at all the great sacrifices for
the birth of a son who could continue the cult of the
2spirits of the ancestors . This was due to the belief 
that the spirits of the dead would wander on earth 
until offerings were made by the son. As there was a 
growing preference for sons, daughters came to be 
looked upon as burdens and we find reference to cere- 
monies for avoiding the birth of girls .
1. The Fumsavana ceremony. The embryo begins to move 
in the‘fourth month of pregnancy, and the Fumsavana 
must be performed in the second and third month of 
every pregnancy.
2. Brhadaranyaka .up$ift$^ yi .4*19.
3. A.V. VI.II.3
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The Aitareya Brahmana. after explaining the utility
of a son, remarks that
"A wife is a comrade, a daughter a misery,
1and a son a light in the highest heaven. 1
Passages such as this show clearly the
comparatively inferior position of women in society.
During the marriage ceremony we find repeated mention
of the participation of women who are not widows. This
proves that widows were already considered unlucky, and
that there were restrictions on their participation in
any auspicious ceremony , a taboo which is common
even in modern India.
The position of wives seems to have been
better than the position of daughters or widows. The
2
wife was considered to be the half of her husband 
She was in charge of the whole household and partici­
pated with her husband in religious duties. But the ideal 
wife should be always obedient. The wife who did not 
answer back was considered praiseworthy .
1. Ait. Br. VII.13; Winternitz-D.P.B. p 21
2. Sat. Br. V.2.1.10
3. Ait. Br. 111.24.7
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Dr. Sharma cites certain passages of the Vedas to
*1
prove the similar social status of women and sudras .
The punishments for killing hoth sudras and women vfcre
the same, which shows that their position in society
2
was also similar . There are other passages from which 
it can be assumed that women ana sudras did not gene- 
rally have access to education and culture. The
t ___
Satapatha Brahmana says that the teacher at the time 
of teaching should not look at women and sudras, dogs 
or black birds, because they are untrue (asatya)^ . 
According to ^ S t r . *  aldraa and
menstruating women did not have the right to read the
- 5Veda. But the Apastamba Dharmasutra says that women
and sudras had the right to take advice from the
f
Atharva-Veda. The reference in Sankhayana does not 
necessarily imply the humble status of women, in 
normal conditions, but the passage in Apastamba shows 
that women like sudras, were not allowed to hear the
three chief Vedas. This ban does not occur in the0
Vedas themselves, and the socially degraded classes 
originally had the right to get knowledge from them.
1. R.S.Sharma- J.B.R.S. 1950 p 183-191
2. GftJuOr.OT . I Abyr
3. Sat. Br. XIV.I.I.31; Bar.Or.II.8.3.
4. Sankh. G-r. IV.7• 47
5. Ap.Dh. II.11,29.11-12.
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From the above reference it is quite clear that the
social position of women and sudra was similar.
1Altekar thinks that the reason for the comparatively
better position of women in early times was partly
political and partly religious. As the men were 
engaged most of the time in military activities, they 
had to a great extent to depend on women for the 
activities of family life. At that time the Aryans
were greatly in need of warriors and so the custom of
Sati was abolished* In religion, as a result of this 
state, of things, the idea grew that maidens and 
bachelors had no admission to heaven, and the Gods 
received no oblations offered by them. So a wife was 
an absolute necessity in the matter of religious 
service.
The comparatively lower position of women 
in the later Yedic period was accompanied by a 
decline in their education. Where in the Bg-Veda we 
have reference to women rsis, skilled in Yedic lore, 
it would appear that now women learnt only from near 
relatives and did not go out to famous teachers or 
centres of learning. Whether the decline in education
1. Altekar - P.W.H. ne-,v ed. p 340-343
n o
caused the decline in the social status of women or 
was caused hy it, there is little doubt that the two 
would work together in the same direction. A lowering 
of the intellectual standards expected of an Aryan 
woman would lead to her decline in the social scale, 
and this would'lower her standards still further. This 
process, which began in the later Vedic period, has 
perhaps been going on down to the early 19th century, 
when even the wealthiest and most well-born Indian 
women were illiterate.
The joint mention of sudras and women seems 
to be due to the admission of non-Aryan brides into 
Aryan society. Naturally non-Aryan* girls would not 
have any Vedic teaching, and would thus be excluded 
from religious performances. So they were grouped 
together with the sudras, who similarly did not have 
any right to Vedic studies and were looked down upon. 
But the contempt for women had just started in this 
period; it became even more widespi’ead in the later 
period, as non-Aryans more and more came into contact 
with the Aryans. But the general idealism of marriage 
and close mutual relationship of the husband and wife 
continued to be emphasized in the later Vedic period 
as in the time of the Rg Veda .
V l l
Women in Zoroastrianism held more or less
the same position as that of the women in India in
the Yedic period* A woman was fit to perform priestly
duties for other women, and those women who were not
feehle-»minded could perform them for children *
2Those women were worshipped who had many sons * Women 
were considered holy if they were well-principled and 
obedient to her husband.^
Thus though bound to be strictly obedient 
to their husbands or guardians they used to occupy 
a very honourable position in the community. The 
passages on which these statements are based come 
from texts which are considerably later than the 
time of the Yedas, but it seems probable that they 
represent the state of affairs in earlier Persia, as 
well as in Sasanian times. It would seem that the 
Persian women retained the high status of the 
pre-historic Indo-Iranian tribal society while those 
in India gradually lost it. It may be suggested that 
this was due to the fact that the Persians did not 
come in contact with dark skinned aboriginals, whom
1. Pahlavi texts (S.B.E.) Shayast La-Shayast Ch.X.35
2. 11 Yast and Siroaala Ch.XXY.143
3. Yast XXII.I.18
they looked down on, and thus the status of their 
women was not lowered by concubinage and marriage 
with such low class indigenous girls. The Persians, 
who from the 6th century B.C. ruled a multinational 
Empire, do not appear to have had quite the same 
sense of racial superiority as their kinsmen in India. 
Position of women affected by the eight forms of marriages 
In the Dharmasutra period, with the intro­
duction of different forms of marriage, the status of 
women underwent a great deterioration, in spjite of the 
fact that we find in the Epics many outstanding characters 
among women as well as men. In the Dharmasutras there 
is a definite sanction of the domination of the husband 
over the wife. The idea of spiritual union of the man 
and wife by magic mantras gave place to the idea of 
transference of the ownership of the girl. Though the
G-andharva marriage and the Svayamvara implied the
*
independent choice of the girl, in the Haksasa and 
Ifsura forms girls could be carried away by force or 
sold like chattels with the sanction of society. Even 
in cases of forceful abduction, the hero of the occasion 
would often make a gift of the bride to a friend, which 
was apparently quite legitimate, and in that case even
Zl~3
the satisfaction of being married to a hero was denied
to the girl. With the introduction of these lower types
of marriage the wife lost the position and dignity of
G-rhapatni, and was not allowed to take part in the 
#
1religious rituals of the husband . In marriage by 
capture or purchase the wife is treated as a chattel
2and the husband is considered to be the master. Baudhayana 
refers to such wives as Dasi and do^not allow them to
participate in the religious rituals of the husband.
Once a girl is looked upon as a chattel, she
is considered capable of being acquired like other
property by purchase or by force. But none of these
lower forms of marriage were recognised as leading to
the dignified position of G-rhapatni for the wife. We
find reactions on the part of the exponents of the
sacred law to the introduction of these inferior forms
of marriage. One school did not recognise these marriages
as carrying religious validity and tried to sanctify
them by religious ceremonies afterwards. The Vasistha# *
Dharmasutra says that if a girl is abducted by force 
but is not married with the recitation of sacred texts 
then she can be regarded as a maiden and can be given 
away to another man
1. Baud. Dh. 1.11.21.2.
2. Baud, Dh. 1.11.21.2,
3. Vets', Dh. XVII. 73
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Position of Women in Indian law
We find in the Dharmasutras that the duties
of the wife are described in detail* A woman is always
considered to be dependent. Her father protects her
in childhood, her husband protects her in youth, and
1her sons protect her in old age , Women must be guarded
particularly against evil inclinations, for, if they
are not so guarded, they will bring sorrow on two
families, because they are not trustworthy and they
2easily attach themselves to sensual enjoyment . Even
weak husbands should always be careful in guarding
the wives'^ .
Manu says that the husband must always be
worshipped, even if he is destitute of virtue, or
seeks pleasure elsewhere, or is devoid of good qualities^.
The wife must be always cheerful, clever in household
management, economical in expenditure and careful in
5cleaning her utensils .
1. Manu. IX.3.
2. " 112-5
3. 1 " 6
4-. 1 " V.154; N5r. XVIII.22
5. Manu. V.150
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The husband receives the authority to
dominate his wife by virtue of the betrothal arranged
1
by the father and guardian of the bride . So the wife
must obey the husband as long as he lives, and after
his death she should always respect his memory. Visnu
says that when her husband is away from home the wife
should not decorate herself with ornaments or take
part in amusements, should not live in the houses of
strangers, should not stand near the doorway or by
the windows of her house, and not act independently
2m  any matter .
According to our texts the main reason for 
the gurading of the wife is to preserve the purity 
of the offspring. Women should not be guarded by 
force, but they are to be employed in the collection 
and expenditure of their husband’s wealth, in keeping 
everything clean, in fulfilment of religious duties, 
in preparation of the husband's food, and in looking 
after the household utensils.
1. Manu - V.152
2. Visnu- XXV.9-11i t
X7.6
There are punishments laid down for the 
wives who do not perform their duties towards their
i
husbands. According to Medhatithi, G-ovinda and Zulluka
the duties of husband and wife are placed in the
section on civil and criminal law, because the king
can and even is bound to enforce their observance by
punishment, if either- of the two raises a complaint.
Manu says that the duties of man and wife form one of
2 3the topics which gave rise to lawsuits . Visnur even
goes so far as to include the class of women who
violate their duties towards their husbands among
criminals, to be put to death by the king..
There are also references to very severe
punishment for adultery. Men who commit adultery with
the wives of others shall be punished by the king in
such a way as to cause terror, and afterwards banished.
It is believed that the mixture of castes is caused
among men by this and therefore it is considered as 
4a great sxn . Medhatithi, Govinda and ICulluka say that 
by mixture of caste the sacrifices cannot be offered 
properly because duly qualified sacrificers are 
wanting. If sacrifices are not duly offered there 
will be no rain and everything will perish.
1. On Manu IX.1
2. Manu. VIII.7
3. Visnu.V.163 
Manu. VIII.352
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Vasistha says that the person who ahducts another 
man's wife may also be slain and will not be considered 
as a crime, Manu considers the slaying of adulterous 
women as a minor offence. Not only is adultery
2considered to be a serious crime by most of the lawgivers
but from the religious point of view it is a mortal sin.
Brhaspati suggests the following punishments for theod/^**^
women : when a woman has been enjoyed against her will,
she should be kept in the house well guarded, smeared
with ashes, lying on a low couch and receiving bare
maintenance 'only; as an atonement for her sin she is
to be caused to perform the ICrcchra or Baraka penance
»
in case she had intercourse by a man of her equal caste; 
if she has been enjoyed by a man of inferior caste, 
she is abandoned and put to death; but when the woman 
takes the initiative and excites the man, her nose, 
lips and ears having been cut off, she is paraded in the 
streets and- plunged into water or is torn to pieces by 
dogs in a public place^. Vasistha^ says that the food 
given by the paramour of a married woman or by a 
husband who allows a paramour to his wife should not be
1. Vas'. Dh. III. 16
2. Manu. IX. 235; Baudh.Dh, I.l8j§; Visnu, V. 3-5
3. Brhaspati. XXIII. 13™16
4. Vas'.Dh. XIV. 6
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1eaten, Manu says that even the food given by those
who knowingly tolerate a paramour of their wives
should, not be eaten. All the lawgivers are universally
of the opinion that the adulteress and he who eats
food given by persons born through adpltery are
excluded from Sraddha . In consequence of this crime
are born idiots, dumb, blind, deafaand deformed men,
who are all despised by the virtuous, The sinful acts
commited with his body a man becomes something inanimate
in the next birth , Therefore penances are always to
be performed for the sake of purification^. ‘ r
5Yisnu says that such mortal sinners are # *
purified by a horse sacrifice and by visiting all
- 6Tirtha. According to Baudhayana for this sin one must 
perform a Krcchra and an Atikrcchra and a Candrayana
p
penances. Violating the Guru's hed is one of the 
greatest crimes. Manu says that the punishment for
1. Manu. VIII. 352
2. Ip.Dh. II.7.17.21; Gaut.Dh.XV.17; Manu. III.156.
3. Manu. XII.7-8.
4. Manu. XI. 53-54
5. Visnu. XXXV.6
6. Baudh. Dh. II.2.4.12
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this crime should he the mark of a female part
impressed on the forehead with a hot iron. Ihe 
1Dhammapada mentions the following stages of suffering
for the adulterous man : firstly demerit, then an
uncomfortable bed, thirdly punishment and last of all
2hell. In the Cullavagga , adultery is considered to be 
an Amagandha i.e. what defiles one.
But women are also protected by the law.
Ifanu prescribes specially light punishments for a 
woman. He says that on woman, infants, men of disordered 
mind, the poor and the sick, serious torture should
/  -  x 1not be inflicted, but blows from a cane, whip (sipha)
or rope and the like may be given. Women without
guardians are to be protected by the king^. The king
should protect wives and widows who are faithful to
their husbands, when the latter are absent or dead? he
should also care for women who are barren, or afflicted
with disease, or whose family is extinct^. According
to the commentators the king1s ’protection is only to
be given in cases where the woman*s relatives are
either dead or unable to provide for her or when they 
try to oppress her^.
1. Dhammapada Oh. XVIII.S.B.E. Vol X pt.l
2. Cullavagga, Amagandhasutta
3. sipha~a whip is explained by Ragh. as a rod measuring 
five fingers, or the pendent root of the fig tree 
according to Nar. and Nand.
4. Manu.Till. 28. 5. Manu.Till. 28. 6. G-ov. & Ragh. &
Hedh.on Manu.
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1According to Visnu , abandoning one's wife is a crime
of the fourth degree, which can be purified by the
performance of CSndrayana or Paraka sacrifices or by
2the. sacrifices of the cow. Narada says that a person 
who abandons his wife cannot be a witness in the lawcourt.
3
Visnu again mentions that the suitor who abandons a # #
faultless girl and the husband who foresakes a blameless 
wife are to have the same punishment as the thief. So 
it is evident that the mutual duty of the husband and 
wife might be the subject of a lawsuit. Though the 
position of the wife was much lower in society and she 
was supposed to be dominated by her husband, the wife's 
rights were also protected by law, and the king himself 
would interfere when necessary to safeguard them.
Manu on the position of women
As with other topics we find most conflicting 
opinions in Manu regarding the position of woman in 
society. We find statements to the effect that women 
are naturally wicked. They are so passionate that they 
do; not care for beauty or age in the choice of lovers.
They are naturally heartless, and disloyal by nature.
So they should be always guarded^ *. V/hile discussing
1. Visnu. XX3CVII.60.35
2. Naiia 1.180
3. Visnu.V.160-163
4. Manu.IX.14-17
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the duties of students Manu asks the student who
has attained his twentieth year of age to avoid all
connections with women. He should not even salute
his teacher’s wife hy touching her feet. Women can
lead astray not only fools hut also learned men, so
men shall always protect themselves from them. Manu
even goes so far as to prohibit a young man from
sitting in a lonely place with his mother, sister or 
1daughter.
There is confirmation of these statements
2in later texts also. In Daksa the following view is 
expressed. ’'Women are like the leech; hut while the 
poor leech draws hlood only, the woman draws your 
riches, your property, your flesh, your vitality and 
your strength. During adolescence, she is in fear of 
the man, during youth, she demands excessive pleasure, 
and when her husband becomes old, she does not care 
a straw for him. In the Ramayana^ it is mentioned 
that ’for women there is no one loved or hated, they
1. Manu. 11.215
2. Quoted in Vivadaratnakara p.413
3. Quoted in Y ivadaratnakara p.414
2B2.
betake themselves to all men; just as creepers
growing in a thick forest hang themselves on all
trees. 1Women are impure on the birth of child. A
Snataka should not eat the food prepared for a woman
in child-bed or by a woman whose ten days of impurity
1have not elapsed . A Snataka should not look at the 
naked woman, nor should he converse with a menstruating 
woman.
A man while performing penance should on
2no account talk to women, sudras and out castes 
Medhatithi however remarks that the penitent is allowed 
to talk to the female members of his household if 
occasion arises. Women should not perform any 
sacrifice or vow, no fast must be performed by women 
apart from their husbands, and no girl or young woman 
has the right to offer an Agnihotra .
But women are highly honoured and praised 
in some other passages by Manu^. The husband is said 
to have received his wife from the gods and he should 
not think that he has married her according to his 
own will. So he should always do what is agreeable
1. Manu. IV. 212
2. Manu. XI.224
3. Manu. XI. 36
4. Manu. IX. 95
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to the gods, always support her while she is faithful.
According to the interpretation of Medhatithi, Kulluka
and Raghava, this implies that a wife must be supported
even if she does not love her husband, because she is
the gift of the gods Soma, Gandharva and Agni^. The
same idea is also found in Mahabharata. That man
obtains his wife as a gift from the gods is the teaching
of the law, he who does not treat her well falsifies
2the word of men and gods alike . According to Manu the 
mouth of a woman is always pure . Manu again says that 
where women are honoured the gods are pleased, but no 
sacred rites yield rewards if they are not honoured.
The family where the female relations are happy always 
prospers, but the family where they live in grief wholly
perishes. So men should always honour women for their
4 _ _
own welfare , The Mahabharata has similar passages.
There we find the statements like s 'Women are like the
goddess of wealth - they should be respected by the man
desiring his own welfare; when loved woman becomes the
veritable goddess of prosperity . Yajnavalkya says that
1. Medh. ICull. Ragh. on Manu IX. 95
2. Maha. 44. 27
3. Manu. V.130
4. Manu. 111.56-59
5. Maha. Anu. 46.] 5
mwomen should he honoured with ornaments, eloth©s-and
food by their husbands, brothers, fathers, parents,
relations, mothers-in-1aw, brothers-in-law and maternal
relations'1', The Mahabharata similarly says that women
should be honoured by their fathers, brothers, fathers-
in-law and brothers-in-law if they are desirous of
2their own welfare .
According to Visnu the person who is ready to 
die for the sake of a woman gets heavenly blessings . 
Special privileges were given to the newly married and 
pregnant women, fhey were allowed to eat even before 
the guests^.
If we examine all the relevent passages of 
Manu carefully it becomes evident that all these 
contradictory statements cannot be the view of single 
author. As we have already pointed out, the Manusamhita 
is the compilation of the works of different authors 
in different times. If that is true then these contra­
dictions can easily be explained, fhe passages of Manu, 
which speak highly of women are in conformity with the 
Tadic ideology which gives the wife a very high and
1. Yajn. 1.82
2. Mah&hAnu, 46. 5-6
3. Visnu. XXII.32'
4. Manu. III. 114
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dignified position in society. But at last the idea 
of the subjugation of woman came to stay and we find 
evidence of the gradual decline of their status in all 
the lawbooks of the later period.
Cruelty to women
If we compare Kautilys and Manu we find that 
the position assigned by Manu to women was not so high 
as that accorded in Kautilya’s laws. According to 
Kautilya the wife had the right to claim maintenance
4
from her husband, but if she decided to take the
protection of anyone of her father-in-law’s family or
began to live independently, then her husband should
not be sued for maintenance". Again when women are
ill-treated beyond mild abuse or three blows either
with a piece of bamboo or with a rope or with the hand,
they may bring an action for defamation or assault, but
the punishment, presumably in the form of a fine, will
be half of the punishment levied for ordinary, defamation
and criminal hurt. According to Manu the punishment in
this case will be same as that of theft, that is ,
imprisonment, putting in fetters, and various kinds
2of* corporal punishment .
1. ICautilya Arthas^stra III.3. pl55 Shama Shastry1 s 
translation of venu-dala as "bamboo bark" is quite 
meaningless.
2. Manu.. VIII. 299, 300
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transgression
1According to Kautilya if a woman drinks0
spirtuous liquor or engages in amorous sports she shall
he fined three panas, and she shall be fined six
*
for going out in the day-time to sports, or to see
another woman, or to public spectacles. It seems to be
implicitly understood that these provisions refer to
acts of the woman without her husband’s permission.
According to Manu women shall be fined six
2Krsnalas in these cases • According to Kautilya a woman “i~* *
shall be also fined in certain other cases, such as 
when she shuts the door against the husband, or if a 
man and woman make signs to each other with a view to 
sensual enjoyment. A woman is to be whipped by a 
candSla five times on each side of the body, when she 
is seen holding conversation in suspicious places
These fines were perhaps paid from the woman's 
stridhana as that was the only property which she had.
Or this rule may have applied only to lowclass women 
who had their own income, as we find in the Yisnu Smrti^
• » 4
that debt contracted by the wife of a herdsman^ distiller
1. Kaut.III.
3. Kaut. Ill 
*
2. Manu. IX. 84
4. Yisnu. YI.37M* *
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of spirits, public dancer, washer, or hunter shall he 
discharged by the husband because he is supported by 
his wife* We must not overlook the possibility, however, 
that payment of these fines was incumbent on the husband 
who by his lack of control might be thought to endanger 
the varnasramadharma lai" jowr: t V  a-j-'a" -rva,  '”irV  ..   ' ...*.' *
In the Buddhist texts we find that the position 
of women is more or less the same as in the Smrtis, Women
9
held a very dependent position in the household and they 
were considered to be most unfaithful by nature and so 
never to be trusted* But there we .do not find such strict­
ness in gurading the women or in the punishments inflicted 
on them as is described in the Smrti literature*
It is said that the passions of woman are
insatiate, and she does not but act according to her
1 - inborn nature* There are many stories in the Jatakas
describing the unfaithful wife. As this lack of faithful­
ness is considered to be inborn in women we find many 
instances of tolerance on the part of the husband. Once 
a courtier of a king intrigued with the queen. When he 
knew of it the king was in a dilemma, because the queen 
was very dear to him and the courtier was very useful.
The king asked advice from a councillor, describing the8
courtier as a jackal, himself as a lion and the queen as 
1. J. 121
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a happy lake. The advice of the councillor was s"Out
of the mighty river all creatures drink at will. If she
1is dear, have patience, the river is river still
-  2In another Jataka the following story is 
told. A king went abroad because of disturbances on n
the borders of the kingdom. At the request of the queen 
he used to send messengers to enquire about her health. v
He sent sixty-four messengers thus, and the queen
misconducted herself with all of them. At last, when 
she attempted to do the same with the royal chaplain, 
he refused and reported the matter to the king. But the 
queen was pardoned on the advice of the chaplain, as such 
conduct was considered to be inborn in women.
It seems that in the royal families where 
polygamy was very common it was not possible to keep 
a high moral standard, and the king’s harem was especially 
corrupt and immoral. But the general attitude of the Jataka 
is that even among ordinary people women do not find 
delight in their own houses, and no woman is wholly ^
faithful to one man alone. The Patakas give many stories 
to prove this . These recall the passage of Ma&i. where 
he mentions that the women through their natural temper 
and heartlessnes become disloyal towards their husbands, 
however carefully they may be guarded in the world. ^
1. J.III.126 2. J. 121 3. J.II.p323;J.Vp940. 4.Manu^l4-15^.
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1
The Bhammapada mentions that "bad conduct is the taint
2
of women. In the Vinaya pi taka ten kinds of women are 
mentioned namely protected by the mother, protected by 
the father, protected by the parents, protected by the 
brother, protected by the sister, protected by the rela­
tions, protected by their lineage, protected by Dhamma, 
and protected by a stick. This passage represents the 
same idea as that of the Bharmasutras, which say that 
the women are never indepedent and always to be guarded 
and protected.
We get a description of an ideal wife in the 
Buddhist literature. She is considered to be equal to 
her husband in respect of age, temperament and virtue. 
She should be obedient to her husband . In the Ahguttara 
NikHya^ the good wife is described as she who resembles
a mother, a sister, or a slave. This classification is
_ 5
expanded in the Sujata Jataka . Where seven kinds of 
wives are mentioned, of which the following four are 
praised and attain bliss. The first is the motherly 
type who is compassionate to the good, cares for husband 
just like a mother, and guards his wealth. Second is
1. Dhammapada. Ch. XVIII. 2. Ilaka V.4.1-2
3. J. IV. 76 4. Anguttara*IV.92
5. J. III. 348-349
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the sisterly type, who respects her husband in the way 
a younger sister does, is modest, and is obedient to 
her husband*s will. Next is the type resembling a 
friend, who is always pleasing to the sight of her 
husband, well-bred and virtuous, who gives up her life 
for him. The last is the slave type, who is always calm 
even when abused, afraid of violence, true hearted, 
and bending to her husband*s will. Of these the slave 
type is considered to be the best and praised most 
highly. The three bad types are as follows. The first 
is the one who is bad hearted and not compassionate.
The one who loves others but hates her husband and one 
who destroys all the wealth of her husband. The second 
type is the one who always tries to steal something 
which her husband brings home. The third type is the 
one who is careless of duty, lazy passionate, greedy, 
full of wrath and hate and tyrannical to all underlings.
A similar idea is also expressed in the 
1Anguttara Nikaya where are described the various 
classes of persons that a wife may resemble. If she 
resembles a nurderess, a thief or a master, she is 
said to be bad and to go to hell. The mutual duties of.
1. Anguttara Nikaya J. V.p940
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1husband and wife are described in the Digha Nikaya *
The wife should show her affection for her husband
in the following ways: by doing her duties thoroughly,
by;;good 'treatment of the household, by not commiting
adultery, by taking care of what he earns, and by skill
and zeal in all she has to do. The husband also has
corresponding duties to his wife: he should show her
respect and compliance, not commit adultery, leave her
in charge of the home and supply her with finery*
We find that, as well as these stories
illustrating the unfaithful character of women, there
are varioiis stories depicting women of exemplary
2character, full of wisdom and chastity , for instance 
that of Sambula who followed her leprosy-stricken 
husband to the forest, served him with devotion , 
remained faithful to him, though tempted by a demon, and 
finally by her virtue and purity saved her husband 
from the disease .
We get the same picture of the position of 
women from the Jaina texts* They warn the monks against 
women* Women are said to be very clever and always to
1. D*N. III.190
2. Sambula- J. V*p89. Udaya. J.IV. J.458
3. J• V. 92*
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approach the monks very meekly and politely in the
beginning. But when they' have control over them they
1make them do whatever they like . A monk is advised
not to have any contact with his daughter or daughter-
in-law, with nurses or female slaves, or with grown-up 
2girls . This is similar to the passage of Manu where 
he says that the Brahmacarin should not sit in a 
lonely place with even his mother, sister or daughter, 
for the senses are powerful and master even a learned 
man.
A section of the Sutrakrtanga described the
9
nature of women in detail. Here the women are depicted
as treating their husbands as if they were slaves and
sending them on all sorts of errands. They are looked
on by their wives as equals of slaves, animals, servants
3and beast of burden .
We can also get some idea of the position of 
women from the Greek accounts. It is quite clear from
c r
that polygamy prevailed at that time. Strabo^* basing 
his statement on Megasthenes, says that Indians used 
to marry many wives. Some of them they married to find
1. Sutrakrtanga 1.4.7
2. 1 ‘ 1.4.13
3. 11 1.4. ch. II
4. Strabo XV,l,54,tr!7
in them obedient attendants, and others for pleasure
and to fill their houses with children. The wives
used to prostitute themselves unless their chastity 
«
was enforced by compulsion. We can assume from this 
statement that the position of women was very low in 
IVIauryan times, and wives were considered as objects 
of pleasure and instrument for bearing children. The 
position of some wives was that of slaves. It can be 
assumed that they were not very honoured and were 
considered to be so naturally unfaithful that their 
chastity could ohly be preserved by force. The same 
idea is also expressed elsewhere, Where it is said
Y—*
that the institution of Sati was introduced to 
suppress the practice of administering poison to the 
husband.
zs>^
CONCLUSION
The main phases in the development of
the institution of marriage from the earliest times
to A.D.SOQ may now be roughly indicated. In the
early Vedic period the rituals were very simple and
consisted of the bridegroom*s taking the hand of
the bride (panigrahana)^ , which may be considered
a symbol of a solemn contract, and his placing her
2 *in a chariot and carrying her away (vahatu) .
Offerings were made to Agni, the sacred fire , gods 
were invoked to give their blessings on the newly 
married couple to give them health, wealth and 
offspring. Mantras were uttered to drive away the 
evil spirits from every path of their life. G-radually 
in course of time rituals became more complicated.
A study of the rituals as prescribed by the G-rhyasutras 
shows that many indigenous rites had already been 
absorbed. The compulsion of circumstances obliged 
the Aryans to admit and assimilate the indigenous 
customs and hence also associated cultures.
1. a-bov& f) 6
a. " >’ M ^ - 1 6
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This power of assimilation is an unique 
characteristic of Hindu civilization, which has from 
time to time absorbed and made a part and parcel of 
itself various manners, customs and religious 
practices without losing its own identity. The impact 
of other civilizations and cultures, from both inside 
and outside India, has not destroyed it, but revita­
lized it, giving it a wider and broader outlook with 
immense possibilities of growth.
The Marriage mantras laid down the principles 
for the sort of life the married couple were to lead, 
in the future, defined their attitude towards each 
other and towards their relatives and also allocated 
their socio-religious duties. It was thus made clear 
to the bridal pair that the life of a householder was 
not for his own pleasures only, but that he was a 
member of the large family and a larger society which 
he was enjoined to serve. That their life together 
was to be af a high moral order was also indicated 
in ther mantras.
In the early Vedic period it would appear 
that only one form of marriage was normally followed - 
an early type of the Brahma-vivaha. G-radually in the
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Dharmasutra period we find the eight forms of
marriage becoming well established, though there
is the widest diversity of opinion among the law-
1givers about their acceptibility . This again 
shows the Hindu genius of assimilation and adapta­
bility to circumstances, which accepted hard facts 
and would rather bring newer acquisitions within 
its fold than reject them by being too strict. Society 
was expanding, and expansion means fusion, assimilation 
and further acquisition. In the early period Brahma 
was the only recognised form of marriage among the 
Aryans. But gradually others were accepted by them as 
they came more and more into contact with the indigenous 
peoples. As this was inevitable, the lawgivers also had 
to make some provisions for it.
We do not find any reference to child
marriage in the early vedic period; but in the later
2  ^period it became quite popular. In the Smrtis we
find further lowering of the age of marriage. The
later the books are , the earlier do they prescribe
that the girl should be married. Various causes were
1 . Ste. ot>ove f 6 3 /6(T
^ «» " . M  " 1 ^
3 11 11
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responsible for this lowering of the age of marriage. 
It was in part the result of the general deterioration 
of the position of women. It may also have been a 
reaction on the part of the high caste Aryans to non- 
Aryan sexual customs of which they disapproved.
The rules of intermarriage with different 
varnas were not very much discussed in the early vedic 
period. Later(there were various conflicting opinions 
among lawgivers on this matter^. The necessity of 
equality of birth is already mentioned in the Grhya- 
sutras and in the period of the Lharmasutras and 
Smrtis it became more strict. In the Lharmasutras 
though we find that intermarriage was allowed, it 
was not much approved of and the wives of lower caste 
could not attain the same position as the wife of 
equal caste; moreover a high caste man*s cohabiting 
with a sudra female was considered to be a serious 
crime. But in spite of disapproval these intercaste 
marriages had to be accepted in the society. Sons 
begotten by the Aryans 011 women of the lower caste 
were considered to be mixed castes and different 
occupations were assigned to them according to their
2. 9 ?
status. The dwellings of the mixed castes were also 
1fixed , In all respect they were never to he included 
in the Aryan community. But despite these strict 
rules we find that a man of lower caste could attain
the status of an Aryan by his virtuous deeds.
- 2 
Sati was evidently a defunct custom in the
Kg-Yedic times and was only represented by:,a symbolic
ritual. In the sutra period widows were allowed to
marry. The later Dharmasutras prescribe ascetic
practices for them only for a limited period. Manu and
Yajnavalkya prescribe life-long asceticism. But later
still Yisnu and Brhaspati^ definitely approve of Sati
and hold this as an ideal for women. Sati was evidently
of foreign origin. The Indo-European custom of
widow-burning was already extinct when the Aryans
entered India. It must have been reintroduced into
society with the general lowering of the position of
women.
As regards the institution of niyoga we do
not find any mention of it in the Yedas or G-rhyasutras.*
 ^2-2- 6
 ^ 3 2- 2.36
^ % 36
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It appears for the first time in Dharmasutras, In
1the later Smrtis we find hoth approval and disapproval 
of it, which shows that conflicting opinions prevailed 
in society at that time. All these facts show that 
the custom must have been borrowed from outside, 
perhaps from the people in contact with the Semitic 
races. In the Mahabharata we find frequent references 
to the practice of niyoga but even there we find that 
it was not much approved and therefore needed justifi­
cation.
The general ideology of Yedic marriage did 
not leave any scope for divorce. The same doctrine of
the indissolubility of marriage is also found in the
- 2 Dharmasutras and Smrtis . But in the Smrtis there are* *
certain conditions in which supersession is allowed .
? 4*
Unlike the Smrtis the Arthasastra recognises divorce 
very clearly, though it does not permit divorce for 
the first four forms of marriage, which are called 
1dharma-vivaha1. The ideal of marriage according to the
x . S<l<l a-b&va- Ip 2-^7 - 4 $
% . *’ “ 'P % ^ 2  - S’S
3 vr 1° - $'9
d „ \o 1 5"9 5$.
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Smrtis and the Arthasastra is basically different.
While Dharraasutras and Smrtis considered marriage as 
a sacrament and hence indissoluble, the Arthasastra 
regarded it as a contract*
The position of women underwent a great 
deterioration during this process of integration* In 
the early Vedic age women used to accompany their hus­
bands in their religious duties. In public life also 
women took an important part* The position of women 
gradually became lower, probably owing to the intro­
duction of non-Aryan brides into Aryan society. The 
non-Aryan girls naturally did not have the Vedic 
teaching and were thus excluded from the religious 
performances.
With the introduction of different forms 
of marriage the wives who were married according to 
the lower forms could not rise to the status of dignity 
of the Grhapatni.In marriage by capture or purchase 
the wife was treated as a chattel and the husband was 
considered to be her master. In the Dharmasutra, 
domination of the man over the wife is definitely pres­
cribed. The idea of the spiritual union of man and wife
t
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gave place to the idea of transference of ownership 
of the girl. In the work of Brhaspati we even find the m  
wife referred to by the word dasi. With the lowering 
of the position of women they came to be considered 
unfaithful by nature.
With the vast and hurried changes of modern 
times, old structures are tumbling on all sides and 
a change in the ideals and forms of Hindu marriage 
and its rituals is already taking olace. The basic 
ideal of Hindu marriage-its sacramental character as 
an indissoluble spiritual union* is being questioned 
in the present day context of rationalism and changed 
environment and atmosphere. In the past those who 
wanted to marry outside the prohibited sphere left the 
folds of the Hindu society and religion,and contracted 
marriages by other forms,not Hindu. But today Hindu 
marriage itself has been changed by legislation and 
still faces rationalism and reorganisation. With the 
gradual realisation of this goal, it may be presupposed 
that the status of women will be raised and the rites 
and rituals will be much more simplified. Already many 
rites are being forgotten and dropped.
Peeping into the future , it may not be very
wrong to predict, that these hoary rites and rituals 
which owe their origin to the Vedas, which have stood 
the test of ages, and which have been multiplied a, 
hundredfold cultures are faced with the threat of gradual 
lapse. But the study of rituals will remain fascinating : 
nonetheless, as long as the institution of human 
marriage survives*
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